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Abstract

Graph theory is an important field of discrete mathematics. It has been widely
used lately thanks to the rise of data science as a discipline, since it is useful for
structuring, analyzing and generating data through models. The objective of this
thesis is to employ graph theory for the optimization of wireless networks and
opinion analysis.

The first set of contributions is related to graph theory applied to wireless networks.
Performance of these networks depends on the appropriate distribution of their
frequency channels in a shared physical space. In order to optimize these networks,
several techniques had been proposed, from heuristics like simulated annealing to
automatic negotiation. All these techniques require a model behind it. We developed
a Wi-Fi network model using geometric graphs. Nodes represent devices, both
clients and access points, and edges represent desired or undesired signal between
two devices. These graphs are geometric. Consequently, vertices have a position in
the space, and edges have a length. Including these parameters and a propagation
model, we are able to simulate wireless networks and contribute to optimize them.
Using this graph-based model, we studied the effect of cochannel-interference in
Wi-Fi 4 networks and showed that channel-bonding offers a performance gain when
used in regions where 13 channels or more are available.

On the other hand, we have applied graph theory to opinion analysis along the
line of SensoGraph, which is a method enabling efficient sensory analysis of a set
of items by means of proximity graphs, allowing to handle large input datasets. In
addition, we have developed a new opinion analysis method, which uses manual
edge assignment and distances in a graph to study pairwise similarity between
different samples.

Finally, we have explored themes outside of graph theory but still inside the frame of
mathematics applied to a telematics engineering problem. A novel e-voting system
based on mixnets, Shamir’s secret sharing and finite fields is proposed. This proposal
offers a new verification system and complies with the essential properties of voting
systems.
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Resumen
La teoría de grafos es una rama importante dentro de la matemática discreta. Su uso
ha aumentado recientemente dada la conveniencia de los grafos para estructurar
datos, para analizarlos y para generarlos a través de modelos. El objetivo de esta
tesis es aplicar teoría de grafos a la optimización de redes inalámbricas y al análisis
de opinión.

El primer conjunto de contribuciones de esta tesis versa sobre la aplicación de teoría
de grafos a redes inalámbricas. El rendimiento de estas redes depende de la correcta
distribución de canales de frecuencia en un espacio compartido. Para optimizar
estas redes se proponen diferentes técnicas, desde la aplicación de heurísticas como
simulated annealing a la negociación automática. Cualquiera de estas técnicas
requiere un modelo teórico de la red inalámbrica en cuestión. Nuestro modelo de
redes Wi-Fi utiliza grafos geométricos para este propósito. Los vértices representan
los dispositivos de la red, sean clientes o puntos de acceso, mientras que las aristas
representan las señales entre dichos dispositivos. Estos grafos son de tipo geométrico,
por lo que los vértices tienen posición en el espacio, y las aristas tienen longitud.
Con esta estructura y la aplicación de un modelo de propagación y de uso, podemos
simular redes inalámbricas y contribuir a su optimización. Usando dicho modelo
basado en grafos, hemos estudiado el efecto de la interferencia cocanal en redes
Wi-Fi 4 y mostramos una mejora de rendimiento asociada a la técnica de channel
bonding cuando se usa en regiones donde hay por lo menos 13 canales disponibles.

Por otra parte, en esta tesis doctoral hemos aplicado teoría de grafos al análisis de
opinión dentro de la línea de investigación de SensoGraph, un método con el que
se realiza un análisis de opinión sobre un conjunto de elementos usando grafos de
proximidad, lo que permite manejar grandes conjuntos de datos. Además, hemos
desarrollado un método de análisis de opinión que emplea la asignación manual de
aristas y distancias en un grafo para estudiar la similaridad entre las muestras dos a
dos.

Adicionalmente, se han explorado otros temas sin relación con los grafos, pero que
entran dentro de la aplicación de las matemáticas a un problema de la ingeniería
telemática. Se ha desarrollado un sistema de votación electrónica basado en mixnets,
secreto compartido de Shamir y cuerpos finitos. Dicha propuesta ofrece un sistema
de verificación numérico novedoso a la vez que mantiene las propiedades esenciales
de los sistemas de votación.
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Introduction 1
„You said science was about admitting what we

don’t know.

— Murphy Cooper
(Interstellar)

Graph theory is an important field of discrete mathematics. It has been a particularly
powerful tool paired with many different fields of computer science. For instance,
graphs are a regularly used data structure in many programming languages. It is not
only used inside computer science, but also as part of data science. Graph theory
tools allow data scientists to analyze data with ease and precision [Cos21]. Graphs
are also used to understand the world through simplified models using vertices and
edges.

Graphs are mathematical structures composed by vertices (also called nodes), and
edges (also called links). Formally, a graph is an ordered pair G = (V, E), where
V is the set of vertices, and E is the set of edges between elements in V , that is,
E ⊆ {{i, j}|i, j ∈ V and i ̸= j}. To be more precise, this is the definition of an
undirected, abstract, unweighted and simple graph. There are more complex kinds
of graphs which include more information, such as:

1. Directed graphs: Graphs whose edges are directed from one vertex to another.
This means that edges are not just pairs {i, j}, but ordered pairs (i, j). As a
consequence, given two vertices i and j, there could be: no edge between
them, the edge (i, j), the edge (j, i), or both at the same time.

2. Geometric graphs: Graphs whose vertices have a position, typically two- or
three-dimensional. As a result, edges have a length determined by the position
of its two vertices.

3. Weighted graphs: Graphs whose edges are assigned a weight. In this type
of graph, edges are not just existing or not, since existing edges may have
different weights.
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4. Multigraphs: Graphs where E is a multiset of edges. This allows the existence
of parallel edges, connecting the same two vertices.

These types are often mixed, depending on the particular structure of the problem we
are considering, and also enhanced with additional ad-hoc attributes associated to
its vertices or edges. This is why graphs are a flexible framework for many different
problems. Most of the graphs covered in following sections will be geometric
weighted graphs.

Graph theory comes not only with this concept, but with a powerful toolkit. It
includes all kinds of metrics, algorithms and processes. To mention some impor-
tant examples: clustering, outlier detection, graph coloring, graph layouts, graph
visualization, distance-related metrics, centrality, etc. One notable example is the
concept of proximity graphs. These graphs represent relations determined by a
given neighbourhood condition. Depending on that condition, the existence or not
of an edge is determined. The Gabriel Graph [GS69] is the proximity graph we
will be using in this PhD thesis, but others like Beta-Skeleton [KR85] or Delaunay’s
triangulation [Del+34] are also very used.

This type of mathematical construct is suitable for structuring and modelling all kinds
of phenomena or problems based on relational data. Vertices typically represent
different elements, and edges typically represent the relationships between these
elements. Depending on the particular field we are studying, we should choose a
different type of graph. Directed edges can be helpful if the relationship between
two elements is not symmetrical, like social graphs obtained from social networks,
where the relationship can be mutual or one-sided. Positioned nodes can be helpful
for modelling a geometrical problem in 3D space involving distances. Weighted
edges can be helpful if these edges represent signals with varying power between
electronic devices. This is the reason why graph theory can be applied to a wide
variety of problems or models in academia. And not only in computer science, since
it is also widely used in health sciences, linguistics, etc.

The main objective of this PhD thesis is to contribute to the fertility of graph theory, by
applying it to different real-world problems. In particular, it covers the application
of graph theory to the fields of wireless networks and opinion analysis. As we
will be reviewing in further sections, this thesis also includes other research lines
like electronic voting. In that particular case, we do not build upon results from
graph theory, but from other mathematical areas, such as finite fields [MP13] or
cryptography.
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This thesis follows a compendium format, and therefore it reproduces in Chapters
2 to 6 the five articles published in peer-reviewed journals which compose my PhD
work, [Gim+23; Gim+22; Tej+21; Ord+21; Lah+22]. At the beginning of each
of those chapters, a brief discussion of the corresponding article is provided. Prior
to that, in the following sections, I will give more details about how graph theory
is applied to opinion analysis and wireless networks. In Section 1.3, I will explain
the other research lines considered in this PhD. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the
conclusions of all these works and sets future research lines.

1.1 Graphs applied to wireless networks

Networks are an archetypical example of application for graph theory, and com-
puter networks are not an exception. In this research line we have worked with
IEEE 802.11 networks, an specification widely known as Wi-Fi. These networks
can operate in two modes: ad-hoc and infrastructure, being the latter the typical
operation mode. In infrastructure mode, there are two kind of devices: access points
and clients. Clients must connect to an access point in order to communicate with
any other part of the network. All the clients attached to the same access point
are communicating in the same frequency, but they are coordinated internally so
that no internal interferences arise. However, each access point and its clients act
independently from the others, acting on their behalf. Since all Wi-Fi frequency
bands, on 2.4GHz, 5GHz or 6GHz, are limited in number of channels, such a be-
haviour often leads to situations where two nearby access points are using the
same frequency channels. In consequence, interferences in the same frequency may
exist between two access points and their attached clients. This, management of
frequency channels is a critical field of research about wireless networks.

Wi-Fi networks can be represented as a weighted geometric graph. In Figure 1.1, we
show an example or a residential building. Vertices represent devices, both access
points and clients. In addition to a three-dimensional position, vertices also have
an attribute indicating if they represent a client or an access point. Edges represent
connections between devices, which can be measured to represent the intensity of
the signal between a client and its access point, or the interference between a device
and any other device communicating in the same frequency. For clarity purposes,
interference edges are not displayed in the mentioned figure.

This graph model can be coupled with a propagation model and applied to a
particular version of the Wi-Fi specification to simulate how Wi-Fi networks behave
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Fig. 1.1: Wi-Fi network of a residential building modelled in a graph, without interference
edges. Extracted from [Gim+23]

in real life scenarios. The insights of our IEEE 802.11 graph model were published in
Alexandria Engineering Journal [Gim+23] and can be read in Chapter 2. One of its
exclusive features is the calculation of the co-channel interference. In some wireless
frequency bands like in Wi-Fi 4 (2.4GHz), channels are partially overlapping. This
characteristic makes the simulation of Wi-Fi 4 networks challenging. Our graph-
based model offers a realistic simulation of the network by calculating different
co-channel interference factors between vertices, adjusted by the channels selected
by each access point. This model has been successfully validated in a set of realistic
scenarios. As a result, we proposed a flexible yet powerful simulation model which
allows us to research about the interaction between different parties sharing the
same frequency spectrum.

With the help of this model, our motivation is to improve Wi-Fi networks per-
formance. Previously, the cost of simulating a complete Wi-Fi network using a
fully-featured network event simulator would make these research lines unfeasible.
In addition, the current standard network simulators do not calculate co-channel
interference, making the following research line impossible. In the article [Gim+22]
reviewed in Chapter 3, we studied the technique of channel bonding in Wi-Fi 4.
Channel bonding consists on merging pairs of adjacent frequency channels into a
wider one. Wider frequency channels offer higher throughput of data transmitted,
but, in exchange, they reduce the number of channels available. Channel bonding
had been thought to be counterproductive when the number of channels available
in the Wi-Fi 4 spectrum is 11. But we found a positive effect when using channel
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bonding in countries where the Wi-Fi frequency spectrum includes 13 channels.
The reason behind this result is the number of orthogonal channels available in
each country. In the previous paragraph, we mentioned that frequency channels
are partially overlapping. Two frequency channels are orthogonal if they do not
collide. In countries where the 2.4GHz frequency band allows at least 13 channels,
the number of orthogonal channels available when using channel bonding makes it
beneficial.

1.2 Graphs applied to opinion analysis

Opinion analysis or sensory analysis has been studied in the past mainly under a
statistical framework. For instance, Napping [Pag05] uses projective mapping, a
technique for data collection which requires all participants to place samples in a
two-dimensional space depending on how similar they are (similar samples should
be close to each other, different samples should be far apart), and then uses Multiple
Factor Analysis (MFA) [Pag05] to study the data obtained from all the participants.
While accurate, MFA does not scale well with the number of participants in the study,
since its complexity is cubic in that number.

Our research line starts with SensoGraph, an alternative method to analyze data from
projective mapping using graph theory [Ord+19]. In SensoGraph, the input of each
participant can be converted into a geometric graph using proximity graphs. Each
sample will be a vertex with a position in two dimensions, while edges are defined
in different ways depending on the specific mode we are using. We developed an
efficient web implementation of the method [TO; OT] and exploited the fact that
the complexity of this method is linear in the number of participants, instead of the
cubic complexity of MFA [Ord+21].

One of the tools we use is the notion of proximity graphs, a particular type of
graph which defines whether two vertices are connected or not depending on the
neighbourhood condition. Each different type of proximity graph is defined by a
different neighbourhood condition. The Gabriel Graph [GS69] is the proximity
graph which worked best in SensoGraph. In this particular proximity graph, two
nodes are linked if, and only if, the circle whose diameter is the potential edge
between those vertices does not contain any other vertex inside. This step is called
clustering in SensoGraph.

The original design used Gabriel Graph for the clustering step, but this step can
be changed. Clustering is the process of converting a positioning of points into a
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graph, following a determined algorithm. In the article [Ord+21], reviewed in
Chapter 4, one of my contributions was designing a new clustering mode called
‘Distances’, which uses weighted graphs instead of proximity graphs in order to
capture the essence of projective mapping. For this second clustering mode, all
vertices are connected to each other, resulting in the complete graph. Then, the
edges are assigned a normalized weight depending on their length, representing
the similarity between the vertices they connect. The shortest edge (most similar
pair) is weighted 1. The longest edge (least similar pair) is weighted 0. The rest of
the edges are assigned a similarity weight using a spline curve which emphasizes
extreme values aiming to highlight differences in similarity. In Figure 1.2, we can
see an example of a weighted geometric graph and its adjusted adjacency matrix.
The following expressions describe how similarity is computed:

sij = 1 − lij − lmin
lmax − lmin

; st,ij =
{

2p−1 · sp
ij , if s < 1/2

1 − 2p−1 · |sij − 1|p , if s ≥ 1/2

sij : Similarity between i and j, st,ij : Tuned similarity between i and j,

lij : Length of the edge (i, j), lmin : Length of the shortest edge,

lmax : Length of the longest edge, p : Highlight parameter

Fig. 1.2: Adjacency matrix which shows all edge weights in the ’distances’ clustering mode.

In the same article [Ord+21], we evaluated both clustering modes of SensoGraph,
using Gabriel Graph or measuring distances. We were able to produce accurate
results using one of the largest datasets ever considered in projective mapping,
leveraging the efficiency of SensoGraph.
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Following this line, we created and tested a new method, called Linking, published
in [Lah+22] (Chapter 5). Free-linking is a new input-based technique alternative
to projective mapping. It requires participants to define a graph manually, that
is, specifying edge existence one by one. This idea allows finer tuning than the
input method free-sorting, which sorts products together in groups. Similarity is
represented in a graph where all possible edges (all possible pair of samples) may
exist or not independently from each other. In this article, we compared free-sorting
with free-linking using a dataset of edges and show the results of this opinion
analysis session.

The data was processed with DISTATIS [LAH18], a statistical framework which is
the current standard for free-sorting. However, it can also be processed using the
SensoGraph method, extracting adjacency matrices from the graphs.

Compared with free-sorting, its direct counterpart, and using the same tool (DIS-
TATIS), we showed that the free-linking input method allowed a more precise and
fine-grained analysis.

1.3 Electronic voting

Electronic voting (or e-voting) is a concept inside the field of electronic democracy,
which consists on deploying a voting process with the same virtues offered by current
physical ballot systems but automatized by electronic means, making the process less
expensive in time and money. Some of the requisites for deploying electronic voting
processes are already fulfilled, such as reliable networks or affordable powerful
personal devices. But it is also essential to have a secure system which ensures the
privacy and the integrity of the votes, among other basic properties.

The state of the art already had several secure protocols, which complied with the
desirable properties for e-voting systems:

• Ballot secrecy: Only the voter knows the content of the actual vote.

• Legitimacy: Only authorized participants can vote.

• Eligibility: Legitimate voters can emit only one vote.

• Accuracy: The final result accounts for all legitimate votes, without any
alteration.

• Individual verifiability: The voter can verify the correctness of the results.
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• Coercion resistance: The voter cannot demonstrate the content of her vote to
a third-party. In consequence, a malicious third party cannot be completely
sure that the coerced person voted to the option she was told.

• Robustness: The system remains dependable even when some actors actively
attempt to corrupt the process.

However, none of the systems in the literature guaranteed security for the voters
without trusting the voting servers. This is why we developed the DiverSEC system,
whose main motivation is to offer a secure e-voting system for both voters and voting
authorities, where voters can detect any attempt of power abuse and authorities can
detect any attempt of attack, making no assumptions about the correct behaviour of
any agent. For this purpose, the vote will be fragmented and shared between voting
authorities. These voting authorities are the servers of the candidates themselves,
one server per candidate. This topology creates a power equilibrium.

Our system is based on three pillars: Shamir’s secret sharing [Sha79], finite
fields [MP13] and mixnets [Cha81].

The voting servers create a directed cycle graph, that is, these candidates define
a ring, which is a kind of graph suitable for a cyclic mixnet. This is a common
technique used in information security, and it works by aggregating multiple sources
of data. All these messages are grouped together and then sent through several
chained proxies, which shuffle the content they received from the last step. At the
end, the receiver will obtain all the data without being able to trace the message to
the source.

Votes are fragmented and shared thanks to a Secret Sharing Scheme. In this
case, Shamir’s Secret Sharing scheme in a finite field [Sha79]. Secret sharing is a
mathematical cryptography technique which aims to split a secret in several parts
under the following conditions. Being k the threshold, n the number of shares and s

the secret:

• Knowing a < k fragments does not reveal any information about s.

• Knowing a ≥ k fragments is enough to determine s unequivocally.

• All fragments are equivalent and interchangeable.

Shamir proposed an algorithm based on polynomials and 2D geometry. It is widely
known that a line is determined by two of its points and a parabola is determined by
three of its points. In other words, k points are enough to unequivocally determine
a polynomial if its degree is lower than k. Translating this idea to the secret sharing
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scheme, the secret s can be codified into the polynomial, the degree determines the
threshold k, and the shares are all the points of the polynomial we want to distribute.
For this scheme to be completely secure, we need to work in finite field (containing a
finite number of elements). Typically, this is the equivalent of working with integers
modulo a prime number. The consequence is that polynomials are not continuous
curves anymore but discrete curves with a limited number of values. In Figure 1.3,
a vote is divided into four shares, which are distributed along the voting servers
ring.

P1P2

P3 P4

0 1 2 3 4

1

2

3

4
Share1

Vote = 2
Share2
Share3
Share4

Fig. 1.3: Information flow of the vote shares in the cyclic graph topology

Relying on these three pillars we have achieved a secure e-voting system which is
simple and reliable, and offers a friendly verification mechanism for voters. The
system, described in Chapter 6, complies with the basic properties of e-voting systems
except coercion resistance, which is the most difficult property to achieve in the
current literature in remote e-voting systems.
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IEEE 802.11 graph models 2
„Eight-Oh-Two-Eleven. I suspect that’s where Eliza

Cassan broadcasts from.

— Frank Pritchard
(Deus Ex: Human Revolution)

A popular research line about 802.11 networks, commercially known as Wi-Fi
networks, explores optimizing their performance through the optimization of their
frequency channel distribution. These techniques and experiments require evaluating
the results emulating a wireless network. In [Gim+23], we propose a graph-based
model for Wi-Fi networks, which is specifically designed for this task, since it
addresses co-channel interference. It is lightweight and also flexible, enabling
research in different scenarios and different 802.11 specifications, such as Wi-Fi 4, 5
or 6.

The structure of the model is graph-based, since it fits perfectly the structure of a
network. In particular, we have used geometric undirected weighted graphs. Vertices
represent devices, both access points and clients, which have a position in the 3D
space. Edges represent connections between two devices. Edges are bidirectional,
that is why the graph is undirected. Also, each connection has several attributes,
such as the power of the signal or the frequency channel.

The resulting model is both realistic and flexible, allowing researchers to simulate Wi-
Fi networks without resorting to a heavy discrete-event simulator. The experiments
described in the article take into account important parameters of a network, like
client density, co-channel interference and 3D indoor propagation settings. For this
reason, the model does not sacrifice accuracy. All these claims are validated in
several experiments, from the most simple graphs to a set of generated realistic
scenarios. This set of scenarios, covering a range of network densities, is openly
available to the research community for benchmarking purposes. These validations
include a comparison with the well-known network simulator ns-3.
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Abstract There are several recent research lines addressing Wi-Fi network planning and optimiza-

tion, both in terms of channel assignment and access point deployment. The problem with these

works is that evaluation is usually performed with specific and closed models regarding signal prop-

agation, throughput computation, and utility definition. Also, many of the models in the literature

make assumptions about the role of wireless stations, or the co-channel interference, which -while

being valid in the context of a single research work- makes very difficult to compare different

approaches, to re-use concepts from previous mechanisms to create new ones, or to generalize

mechanisms to other scenarios. This makes the different research lines in Wi-Fi network planning

and optimization progress in an isolated manner.

This paper aims to address such a recurring problem by proposing a graph-based generic model

for Wi-Fi utility computation in network planning scenarios, as well as providing a collection of

scenario graphs which may be used to benchmark different planning and optimization approaches.

Experiments are conducted to show the validity of the model and the significance of its features,

along with its extensibility to other scenarios.
� 2022 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria

University. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/

4.0/).

1. Introduction

Coexistence of multiple wireless networks and users competing

for the scarce resources of the radio electric spectrum is a com-

plex problem demanding attention from the research commu-
nity. Independent evolution and management of these

networks have yielded an undesirable situation: most wireless
networks are highly inefficient in many cases [1]. This is being
addressed by the researchers from two different perspectives.
On one hand, devising new standards and specifications for

high-efficiency wireless local area networks (HEWs) [1]. On
the other hand, improving planning, coordination, and opti-
mization mechanisms for the existing standards.

In the latter case, a variety of approaches have been pro-
posed, yielding promising results in a wide range of scenarios
[2–6]. However, most of these approaches are evaluated with
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specific models not easily portable to other settings. Therefore,
a recurrent challenge researchers have to face is how to justify
the models and mechanisms they propose, or how to compare

their approaches and methods with the ones of other research-
ers. In the best cases, there are a few number of previous works
similar enough to the new proposal to make a comparison. In

most cases, however, this comparison is not possible due to the
diversity of the models the different research groups deal with,
so the different research lines progress in an isolated manner.

This paper intends to bridge this gap by proposing a generic
model suitable to be applied to different problems of Wi-Fi
planning, coordination, and optimization, in order to enable
comparison between different approaches in a usable and

reproducible way. Our choice of a model is not arbitrary,
and is motivated by the advantages and disadvantages of the
different possibilities. Apart from using prototypes or real net-

works, which are expensive and difficult to set up, researchers
usually resort to analytic and simulation models to design and
evaluate the performance of telecommunication networks [7].

Each kind of approach operates from a different abstraction
level, and therefore has its own advantages and drawbacks.
While network simulators are able to capture a higher number

of features, analytic models are faster and capture the essence
of the feature under study, isolating it from the rest of features.
Regarding drawbacks, analytic models are very limited by the
underlying mathematical processes, while simulation models

are computationally costly and usually not attractive to
researchers due to the complexity of the underlying procedures
(usually unknown to the researchers). Due to their advantages

and disadvantages, the use of analytic and simulation methods
coexist and complement each other. In fact, it is usual to initi-
ate the studies with analytic models and evaluate them later via

simulation before their implementation or commercial
exploitation.

The proposed model is suitable for a wide range of wireless

networks settings. However, we have focused our attention on
those layouts where the high density of wireless devices makes
coordination and optimization even more necessary to be able
to obtain a satisfactory quality of service. These high-density

settings are usually named dense or ultra-dense Wi-Fi net-
works and are being thoroughly studied by the scientific com-
munity [8,9] because, if not properly designed and optimized,

they can become highly inefficient. In fact, the proposed model
includes the paradigmatic issues that drive dense Wi-Fi net-
works to be inefficient. For example, dense Wi-Fi network

models must be three-dimensional, as the interferences to a sig-
nal may come from any directions. Moreover, they must con-
sider co-channel interferences, i.e. interferences from
overlapping channels, as they can become very harmful and,

therefore, they must not be ignored. Additionally, we consider
that dense settings occur specially in indoor environments, so
our model includes a realistic indoor propagation and loss

model which considers obstacles. However, although we have
tailored the model to include the most challenging features in
Wi-Fi networks, the high expressiveness and flexibility of the

model makes it also suited to be used for simpler settings
and also to be extended to other situations. For example, to
consider an outdoor layout we would only need to change

the propagation and loss model. Or if, as in many previous
works [10], we want to restrict the study to orthogonal Wi-Fi
channels, we can directly use those and there will not be any
kind of co-channel interferences. Finally, the expressiveness

of the model makes it useful to be the basis for more specific
studies, like the consideration of channel bonding [11].

This paper proposes, to the best of our knowledge, the first

generic model for Wi-Fi settings including realistic indoor sig-
nal propagation for three-dimensional settings, taking into
account the precise location and interferences between all wire-

less devices (both APs and STAs), and considering co-channel
interference among all available channels in Wi-Fi. The model
makes contributions in four lines:

� We describe a model for IEEE 802.11 wireless communica-
tions, including architecture, signal propagation and inter-
ference, and throughput computation. The model

integrates data from different sources, including the ITU
propagation model, studies about indoor propagation and
co-channel interferences and data about the relationship

between Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR)
and actual throughput.

� We propose a graph-based modeling of realistic, three-

dimensional scenarios, along with a collection of settings
we put at the disposal of the research community. These set-
tings represent realistic scenarios of dense Wi-Fi networks

in residential buildings of multiple floors. These graphs
can be used by the community for benchmarking, so that
they can compare different approaches (e.g. their own
against the ones in the state-of-the-art) in the same

conditions.
� We conduct a comprehensive set of validation experiments,
first with simple graphs that allow to check the validity and

consistency of the model and then with the generated real-
istic settings, to assess the significance of the model proper-
ties. We can see there is a significant effect of the inclusion

of vertical distance attenuation, co-channel interference,
STA density and tri-dimensional layout, which makes this
model more accurate and realistic than the ones used in pre-

vious works.
� We present two examples on how the model can be easily
extended to accommodate other technologies. In particular,
we adapt the model to channel bonding in Wi-Fi 5, and also

to the study of the impact of the coexistence with Bluetooth
devices.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion gives context to our proposal and frames it in the state of
the art. Then, Section 3 describes our model for IEEE 802.11

wireless communication. Afterwards, Section 4 presents the
scenario modeling based on graphs. Once the communication
model and scenarios have been established, the experimental
evaluation is described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 briefly

discusses our contributions and identifies lines for future
research. As Supplementary Material, we provide the graphs
for the generated scenarios, and we make the code for through-

put computation using our model available upon request.

2. Related Work

There are a number of analytical and simulation models for
wireless networks in the literature, some of which we have
worked with in the past [12,13]. However, the diversity and

high specificity of the models proposals for channel selection
in WLANs makes very difficult to compare approaches [2].
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Graph-based modeling has been widely used to model com-
munication networks [14,15], specially for wireless networks
[16–19]. However, their use for WLAN networks has been

more limited [20,21]. Graph models in Wi-Fi (or wireless com-
munications in general) have been used for frequency assign-
ment problems (FAP) [22], specially when the problem has

been studied as an instance of a graph coloring problem
[16,23].

In the following, we describe some of the most prominent

works that use graph models in the context of Wi-Fi networks.
In [24], authors deal with a channel assignment problem con-
sidering interferences between APs, and they propose a
weighted variant of the well-known graph coloring problem

with realistic channel interference. Although [25] considers
STAs in the channel assignment procedure, the proposed
model does not include STAs as vertices in the graph, but it

includes their effect by adding interference edges between
APs when any of their associated STAs interfere. Similarly,
in [4] authors propose a centralized channel assignment based

on clusters to minimize the interference level at APs. In [26], we
studied the channel assignment problem in Wi-Fi planar sce-
narios analyzing the effect of using only orthogonal Wi-Fi

channels. Authors in [27] use machine learning for channel
allocation in Wi-Fi networks using a simple graph model. In
their model, vertices represent APs and edges between them
exist provided both APs detect each other when scanning the

spectrum. In [28], Stojanova et al. propose a graph model
for Wi-Fi networks to measure performance using a Divide-
and-Conquer strategy to break down the original problem into

several sub-problems, and later combining the solutions to
solve the whole original problem. In [10], authors propose both
exact and heuristic wireless channel assignment techniques in

the field of hybrid data center networks, thus enabling high
throughput in wireless and wired transmissions. In this graph
model, vertices represent communications between different

transmitters and edges represent interference signals. The work
described in [29] models a wide variety of Wi-Fi networksby
means of graphs, and then computes some of their main fea-
tures like selected centrality metrics. In [30], authors propose

an enriched version of a conflict graph to model Wi-Fi net-
works, so it represents the partial conflicts (interference, detec-
tions. . .) between the devices in the Wi-Fi network, but it does

not include STAs. In a similar way, [31] uses two conflict
graphs (a physical one and a logical one) to study channel
bonding in Wi-Fi networks, in. The vertices of the physical

conflict graph represent APs and the edges represent the fact
that two APs are neighbors, while the logical conflict graph
depends on the channel assignment and, therefore, on the log-
ical neighbors.

Once we have described the most outstanding or recent
approaches in the field of graph modeling for Wi-Fi networks,
we now describe and justify the need of our proposed graph

model. Although the graph models we have found in the liter-
ature are valid for the purposes of each specific paper where
they appear, they have different limitations which make them

unsuitable for generic use and comparison among different
researchers. Many of them use graphs that make unrealistic
simplifications on the Wi-Fi propagation model, such as

assuming on–off signal reception, that is, two wireless devices
being either ‘‘in range”, and therefore fully receiving each
other’s signal, or ‘‘out of range”, and therefore not interfering
at all [24]. Those which use a more realistic propagation model,

such as [10,29], restrict the analysis to a limited set of available
channels (3 or 4), hence ignoring co-channel interference,
which is one of the most prominent aspects of Wi-Fi networks,

as we have discussed in our previous work [32]. Moreover, our
model is, up to our knowledge, the first graph-based model
that uses a realistic indoor propagation model like the one

described by ITU in Recommendation P.1238 [33]. On the
other hand, although it is a wide belief in the community that
Wi-Fi assignments using only orthogonal channels yield better

results, this has only been studied for settings with planar sce-
narios [26]. However, most of the realistic settings where Wi-Fi
networks are deployed, such as residential buildings or offices,
are three-dimensional, where wireless devices in different floors

may interfere with each other. Finally, models in the literature
usually do not take into account the wireless stations (STAs),
considering only the access points (APs) [4,27,28,30,31], or

modeling the effect of STAs in a simplified manner (e.g., by
assuming that two APs also interfere if two of their clients
are in range of each other, but without taking into account sig-

nal propagation between them) [34].
Taking all this into account, we have developed a stream-

lined, flexible and reusable yet accurate generic Wi-Fi model

framework that can be used by other researchers to propose,
implement, evaluate and compare their work with other state
of the art proposals. In addition, our framework lays some-
what in the line between analytic and simulation models. We

discarded the use of pure analytical models (such as the one
described by a queueing network or a Markov process)
because the complexity of Wi-Fi networks as a whole makes

it very difficult to analytically solve them. In the same sense,
we discarded to use a discrete event simulator for Wi-Fi due
to its high computational cost and the fact that the high num-

ber of parameters that a simulator requires makes the scientific
proposals not easily replicated. Finally, most commercial sim-
ulators do not consider adjacent channel interferences [35],

which are specially critical in dense settings. So we propose a
model which is closer to simulation than the usual analytical
models, but that is usable and flexible enough to be used for
comparison in the earlier and middle stages of research, prior

to implementation, where simulators are definitely needed for
final tuning.

3. Modeling IEEE 802.11 wireless communications

3.1. IEEE 802.11 architecture

Wi-Fi networks are composed of two different devices: access
points (APs) and stations (STAs). Although Wi-Fi networks

can also operate in ad hoc mode, we focus in the most widely
used operation mode, which is infrastructure mode. In this
mode, communication always occurs between an AP and a

STA, since direct communication between STAs is not permit-
ted. Therefore, to provide connectivity to STAs, they must be
associated to an AP. For that reason, in this operation mode,
Wi-Fi networks can be seen as a set of clusters, where each

cluster is an organizational structure made up of an AP and
all its associated STAs. Fig. 1 shows an example of a Wi-Fi
network operating in infrastructure mode composed of 16

APs (large green circles) and 54 STAs (small black squares),
where the concept of Wi-Fi cluster can be clearly observed.
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Without loss of generality, in this paper we model the IEEE
802.11n standard (recently renamed as Wi-Fi 4) operating in
the 2.4 GHz frequency band with 20 MHz channels. However,

the model is not restricted to a specific technology, since it is an
intermediate abstraction level between analytical models and
discrete event simulations. For that reason, and for example,
it would be straightforward to use the model for IEEE

802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6) by tuning the configuration parameters.
The reason of choosing the 2.4 GHz frequency band is because
it is the most congested of the unlicensed frequency bands,

which makes it specially challenging for network planning
and optimization.

3.2. Signal propagation and interferences

To describe how wireless signals propagate, we have used the
model defined by the ITU-R in Recommendation P.1238–10

[33], which describes an indoor transmission loss model for
APs and STAs in the same building. Note that this model also
considers the losses produced when the signal traverses differ-

ent building floors. In [33], propagation losses expressed in dB
are defined as:

Ltotal ¼ 20log10f� 28þNlog10dþ LfðnÞ; ð1Þ
where f is the frequency in MHz, N is the distance power loss
coefficient, d is the distance between transmitter and receiver in

meters and LfðnÞ is the floor penetration factor when signal

traverses n floors. As previously mentioned, we have focused
our attention in the most widely used 2.4 GHz frequency band,
as it is the most congested one. However, it would be straight-

forward to consider another frequency band like 5 GHz. For
the frequency band considered here, [33] specifies a value of
N ¼ 28 for residential environments. However, it is also admit-
ted in [33] that propagation through walls increases the power

loss coefficient considerably, using as examples paths between
rooms in closed-plan buildings. For that reason, and according
to [36], we have used N ¼ 28 when d < 16 meters and N ¼ 38

for d P 16 meters. Moreover, we have considered LfðnÞ ¼ 10n,

since [33] states that losses across two floors in residential envi-

ronments are 10 dB when using concrete. With these values,

propagation losses in indoor environments only depend on
the distance and the number of floors traversed.

Once wireless signal propagation losses have been defined,

we can derive the signal power (in dBm) received by a wireless
device i (AP or STA) from the signal transmitted by a wireless
device j, as:

Pj!i
r ¼ Pj

t þ Gj þ Gi � Ltotal; ð2Þ
where Pj

t stands for the transmission power of Wi-Fi device j

(expressed in dBm) and Gj and Gi represent the transmission

and reception antenna gains, respectively, both expressed in
dB.

Signals that are received by a wireless device can either be
the desired signal or an interference (undesired) signal. In the
latter case, the power of such an interference will also be

affected by two other factors. First, we consider that, due to
the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) mechanism used in Wi-Fi, APs and STAs cannot

transmit continuously. To account for that issue, some studies
[37] have modeled that mechanism as a continuous time Mar-
kov chain (CTMC). As a result, when both STAs and APs

want to transmit a packet with probability PSTA and PAP,
respectively, they will succeed with a certain probability Ps.
Also, PAP is assumed to be greater than PSTA, as the amount
of data transmitted by APs is expected to be higher than that

of the STAs. Both phenomena are included in our model by
means of a factor w, considering that this factor is different
for APs and STAs (wSTA ¼ PSTA � Ps and wAP ¼ PAP � Ps). Sec-

ond, we consider that interferences are not always in the same
frequency channel, but they can be in any other channel whose
spectral mask collides with the frequency channel that the

receiver is using. This effect is one of the most prominent pecu-
liarities of Wi-Fi networks, as frequency channels where wire-
less devices can operate are partially overlapped, and the
interference is higher the closer the channels are in the spec-

trum. More specifically, we use the factor jðjcj � cijÞ to repre-

sent the co-channel interference of two interfering wireless
devices using channels cj and ci respectively, where jcj � cij is
the ‘‘distance” (in frequency terms) between the channels. To
account for this co-channel interference we have used the val-
ues defined in [38], as shown in Table 1.

Including these two factors in the received power of inter-
ference signals, we can compute the received interference
power at device i due to the signal emitted by device j as (in lin-

ear scale):

Ij!i ¼ Pj!i
r � w � jðjcj � cijÞ: ð3Þ

3.3. Throughput computation

Once the power of the desired signal and received interferences

is defined, we can compute the Signal-to-Interference-plus-
Noise Ratio (SINR) in each device. To compute SINR experi-
enced at a certain wireless device i whose desired signal comes

from a device v, we use the following ratio:

SINRi ¼ Pv!i
rX

8j2J
Ij!i þN

; ð4Þ

Fig. 1 Example of Wi-Fi deployment using infrastructure mode.
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where Pv!i
r is the received power of the desired signal, J is the

set of devices that emit interference signals and N is the power

of the thermal noise. To compute N (expressed in dBm) we use
the equation:

N ¼ �174þ 10log10ðDfÞ; ð5Þ
where Df is the bandwidth of the channel used expressed in

Hertz. As we consider the use of 20 MHz channels, we have
a thermal noise of N ¼ �101 dBm.

Wi-Fi networks use an adaptive modulation and coding

scheme (MCS) that depends on the available SINR, having a
set of predefined MCSs defined by an index. Then, depending
on the MCS in use, we will have a certain throughput. Obvi-
ously, as the SINR is higher we will be able to use modulations

with a higher number of bits per symbol and coding schemes
with a higher proportion of useful information (or less redun-
dant information), which will yield better throughputs.

As mentioned above, we have focused on Wi-Fi 4 [39] using
20 MHz channels. Within Wi-Fi 4, there is another parameter
which is relevant to define the achievable throughput for each

MCS: the Guard Interval (GI), that represents the pause
between packet transmission. Wi-Fi 4 defines two possible
Guard Intervals, 400 ns and 800 ns. Although the achievable
throughput is higher with the shortest GI, we are focusing

on GI = 800 ns, since it is the mandatory option that must
be implemented and is widely used as the default value.
Finally, provided a certain channel bandwidth and a GI, we

have to define the different SINR thresholds that determine
the use of a certain MCS. For that purpose, we have used
the values from [40]. Table 2 shows the relation between

MCS, SINR and throughput. It is important to highlight that
STAs have two different throughput values: downlink and
uplink. Downlink throughput is related to the information

emitted by the AP that is sent to the STA, so it can be com-
puted measuring at the STA the SINR of the signal from the
AP to the STA. Analogously, uplink throughput is computed
using the SINR of the signal from the STA to the AP measured

at the AP. Finally, we have also considered that if the desired

signal power (Pv!i
r ) is below the sensitivity of the receiver (S),

the throughput is zero, so it will not be necessary to evaluate
interference and noise power.

4. Model proposal

4.1. Graph model

Once we have described the models used for computing the

throughput achieved by the different network elements
composing the Wi-Fi network, we can now define specific
layouts that represent realistic Wi-Fi deployments. To

model Wi-Fi network layouts weuse geometric undirected
graphs.

A graph can be defined as a pair ðV;EÞ, where V is a set of

vertices, and E is a set of edges between the vertices
E# fðu; vÞju; v 2 Vg. In our proposal there are two types of
vertices, corresponding to the two types of wireless devices

we can find in Wi-Fi infrastructure networks: access points
(APs) and stations (STAs). We use geometric graphs, so that
each vertex in the graph has a position corresponding to the
location of its corresponding wireless device in the network

deployment. In addition to having two types of vertices, we
also have two types of edges, as edges can represent either
the association between APs and STAs or the interference

between wireless devices. Since our graph will only represent
symmetrical information, like the distance between vertices,
we use undirected graphs. However, actual interferences are

not symmetrical, because of the factor w (see Section 3.2).
In the proposed graph, if two wireless devices are associated

(one of them must be an AP and the other a STA) they will be
linked by an edge of type signal. An AP and all its associated

STAs belong to the same signal cluster. A vertex v will be
linked by an edge of type interference to each of the vertices
of the graph that belong to a different signal cluster.

Table 1 Spectral overlap between Wi-Fi channels [38].

jcj � cij 0 1 2 3 4 5 P6

jðjcj � cijÞ 1 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.001 0

Table 2 Relation between MCS, SINR and throughput in Wi-Fi 4 using 20 MHz channels with mandatory 800 ns GI [39].

MCS Modulation Coding Throughput SINR range

index scheme rate (Mbit/s) (dB) [40]

0 BPSK 1/2 6.5 [6.8, 7.9)

1 QPSK 1/2 13.0 [7.9, 10.6)

2 QPSK 3/4 19.5 [10.6, 13.0)

3 16-QAM 1/2 26.0 [13.0, 17.0)

4 16-QAM 3/4 39.0 [17.0, 21.8)

5 64-QAM 2/3 52.0 [21.8, 24.7)

6 64-QAM 3/4 58.5 [24.7, 28.1)

7 64-QAM 5/6 65.0 P28.1
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One of our aims is to propose a Wi-Fi graph model which
produces graphs that are easily usable by other researchers. To
show this and to explain the internal structure of the proposed

model, Fig. 2 shows two complementary representations of the
graph model corresponding to an example deployment with
only two APs and two STAs per AP. On the left, we show

the association relationships between APs and STAs, and the
properties related to each vertex element in the graph model.
We can see that, in addition of the key that unambiguosly

identifies every vertex, vertices have the property pos to include
their position in the space, defined by three coordinates. In
addition, the property floor determines the floor of the building
where the vertex is. Moreover, the property type determines if

the vertex is an AP or a STA. Finally, for APs we have prop-
erty listSTA, which is a list of the keys of all its associated
STAs. On the other hand, for STAs we have property associ-

atedAP, containing the key of the AP the STA is associated
to. Fig. 2, on the right, shows the signal/interference informa-
tion from the perspective of STA-3, and also the properties

related to edges in the graph model. We can see that edges have
the dist property, representing the distance between the two
vertices connected by the edge. Moreover, property type deter-

mines if an edge represents an association AP-STA (then the
value is signal) or if it is an interference. It is important to high-
light that new properties can be easily added to vertices and/or
edges after loading the graphs, to support the different appli-

cations or problems for which the model can be used. Exam-
ples of such properties could be the Wi-Fi channel where
each vertex operates, which could be added to each vertex in

the graph, or the power losses for each edge in the graph,
which could be added to edges. This makes easy for research-
ers to use their available code for their coordination or opti-

mization mechanisms in our model.

4.2. Wi-Fi scenarios modeled

In this subsection we describe the specific layouts of the graph
models proposed. To download these graph models, please see
the ‘‘Supplementary materials” section. The generated graphs
represent a realistic setting of 5-floor residential buildings, a

paradigmatic example of a dense Wi-Fi network. Each floor
has a dimension of 40� 30� 3 meters (length, width and
height respectively) and has eight flats in a 4� 2 arrangement.

As usual in residential layouts, in each flat there is a single AP.
However, the number of STAs in each flat (g) varies. We have
designed graphs with values of g ranging from 1 to 12 to rep-

resent a wide range of density of STAs. In all cases, every STA
inside a flat is associated to the AP of the same flat. The posi-
tion of both APs or STAs in the x- and y-axis is randomly gen-

erated from a uniform distribution bounded to the limits of the
corresponding flat. Regarding the z-axis, each AP or STA is
randomly located according to a normal distribution with

mean 1.5 meters and a standard deviation of 0.5 meters, also
bounded by the floor limits. To summarize, the number of
APs in all graphs is equal to 8� 5 ¼ 40 APs, while the number
of STAs ranges from 40 (when g ¼ 1) to 480 (when g ¼ 12).

Finally, for each value of g we have generated 10 different set-
tings, for a total of 120 scenarios.

For the sake of space, we only show a graphical representa-

tion of six of the total 120 scenarios generated. More specifi-
cally, Fig. 3 shows one sample scenario for several values of
g, being g the number of STAs per AP. Fig. 3 only depicts

the edges between vertices that represent the association
between APs and STAs, avoiding, for the sake of clarity, the
representation of interfering signals. To provide a more in-

depth representation, we focus on the simplest scenario shown
in Fig. 3, i.e., in the layout where g ¼ 2. For that scenario,
Fig. 4 shows the graph representation as projections to the dif-
ferent axes to be able to analyze the graph under different

points of view.
Note that Figs. 3 and 4 do not show the interferences

between Wi-Fi devices. To show the high number of interfer-

ences that appear even in the simplest scenarios (g ¼ 2), we
include two different representations in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a shows
the interference edges (in red) produced by a single STA (in

blue, with the edge to its associated AP also shown in blue).
However, to have an idea of the whole graph including all
associations and interferences, we can resort to Fig. 5b, where

the very high density of interferences even for g ¼ 2 is shown.

5. Experimental evaluation

In this section we validate the proposed Wi-Fi model under a
variety of situations. First, we use a very simple graph to
understand how the model operates and to check its consis-
tency. Later, we make some experiments with the abovemen-

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Illustrative example of the Wi-Fi graph model and properties: (a) AP-STA associations and vertex properties; (b) signal/

interference information from the perspective of STA-3 and edge properties.
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tioned 5-floor building graphs and evaluate the performance of
the model as well as the significance of some of the features

that it incorporates, such as the three-dimensional layout or
the co-channel interference. Finally, we show the flexibility
of the model by extending it to handle two additional different

scenarios: channel bonding in Wi-Fi 5 and interferences due to
te coexistence with Bluetooth devices.

Our model, in order to be easily used by other researchers,
does not include a high number of parameters to be set up.

However, there are some minimal ones that must be tuned.
Although this configuration can be very easily changed by

the user, in Table 3 we provide a reference for these parame-
ters. Note that these reference values have been chosen for
being either typical or reasonable values, and are the ones used

in the sections that follow. The different parameters that are
shown in Table 3 are the transmission power of wireless
devices (Pt), the gain of the transmitting and receiving anten-
nas (Gt and Gr respectively), the sensitivity of the receiver

(a) η = 2. (b) η = 4.

(c) η = 6. (d) η = 8.

(e) η = 10. (f) η = 12.

(a) η = 2. (b) η = 4.

(c) η = 6. (d) η = 8.

Fig. 3 Representation of some of the layouts modeled.
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(S) andW, that models the transmit and success probability of
APs and STAs.

To be easily reusable, one of the design requirements is to
avoid very specific programming languages or libraries. To this
end, our model relies on Python and the widely used NetworkX

library. Although the model can be extended, our experiments
are conducted iusing 20 MHz channels in the most congested

2.4 GHz frequency band. Moreover, we have assumed that
STAs attach to their corresponding AP, which is the typical
situation in residential environments. Another choice could

Fig. 4 Projections of a scenario with g ¼ 2.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Graph representation including interferences in a scenario with g ¼ 2.
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have been that each STA associates with the AP with the high-
est SINR, which is the usual situation in enterprise environ-
ments, where there are several APs for a single Wi-Fi network.

5.1. Validation of the model

To validate the model we have chosen a simple experiment,
evaluating how the throughput and SINR change when a

STA moves away from its associated AP. For this purpose,
and to avoid any other effect, we have used a very simple
graph that consists of a single AP with a single STA, so there

are not interferences and we can focus in how the throughput
changes with the distance. Additionally, we use this setting to
validate the proposed model running the same experiment also

with a well-known discrete event simulator: ns-3 [41]. Note
that to be able to compare both proposals, we have used in
ns-3 the same indoor propagation model as in our model:
ITU-R P.1238–10. Moreover, we have setup the Wi-Fi man-

ager in the simulator according to the settings used in our
experiments. Finally, and regarding the traffic load of the dif-
ferent network elements, as our model computes the highest

reachable throughput that STAs can obtain, in the simulator
we have considered greedy traffic sources emitting UDP data-
grams with a rate higher than the maximum throughput that

can be obtained by Wi-Fi networks.
Fig. 6 shows how SINR and throughput change when the

horizontal distance (in the same floor) between AP and STA
changes, both using our model and the discrete event simula-

tor. First of all, we can notice that the SINR obtained by
our model and the simulator completely coincide. However,

when we inspect the throughput, we note an offset between
both models. The reason of this offset is because ns-3 measures
the throughput at the application layer (usually called good-

put) and our model measures it at the physical layer. There-
fore, the difference between both curves is due to the
overhead introduced by the different protocols operating in

the different layers of the protocol stack, so we can conclude
that our model, in comparison to a well-known discrete event
similator, is valid.

We now inspect the shapes of the curves themselves, as we
have chosen a simple setting also to check if the behavior of the
model matches the theoretical expectations. We can see that
SINR exponentially decays when the STA moves away from

the AP. Moreover, when the STA is 16 meters away from
the AP there is an abrupt decay because of the propagation
model used, which changes the power loss coefficient N at that

distance (see Eq. 1). However, we can see that this discontinu-
ity in SINR computation has no effect on throughput compu-
tation, since the STA is able to get the maximum available

throughput (65 Mbps using MCS 7) until it is 18.4 meters away
from the AP. Further from this point, it cannot use MCS 7
anymore and uses MCS 6 instead, decreasing the throughput

down to 58.5 Mbps. A similar behavior can be observed when
the distance is 22.62, 26.96, and 36.07 meters, as the MCS used
changes to MCS 5, MCS 4, and MCS 3, obtaining 52, 39, and
26 Mbps, respectively. However, when the distance is 38.32

meters, there is an abrupt decay in throughput, that equals
to zero from that distance on. The reason for this decay is that
the power of received signal at the STA is lower than the sen-

sitivity of the receiver (S ¼ �85 dBm), so it cannot be
decoded. Note that in this case the sensitivity is limiting the
use of MCS 2 to MCS 0. However, this does not mean that

these MCS indices will not be used in any case, because there
can be situations when the received signal is higher thanS but,
due to undesired interferences, SINR is in the range of those

MCS indexes.

5.2. Effect of vertical distance in throughput and SINR

After evaluating the impact on performance due to a horizon-

tal movement of the STA, we can now analyze, in the same set-
ting as in the previous section, the impact of moving the STA
vertically, i.e., across different floors, so we can show the

impact on performance of traversing different floors. To per-
form this experiment, we have situated the AP at ground level
and moved the STA vertically, starting from the same position

of the AP. Following this movement, the STA will change the
floor every 3 meters, provided that this is the height of each
floor. Fig. 7 shows the results of such vertical movement. We
have used green dashed vertical lines to represent when the

STA goes up to the next floor. As we move the first 3 meters,
the behavior is the same as in the horizontal movement, as we
are moving inside the first floor. Regarding the obtained

SINR, when d ¼ 3 meters we notice the first 10 dB decay in
the SINR due to the effect of losses across adjacent floors. This
behavior is repeated every time that the STA goes up a floor.

Moreover, there is another abrupt decay at d ¼ 16 meters,
because of the change of the power loss coefficient from
N ¼ 28 to N ¼ 38 (which again does not affect throughput

computation). If we analyze the achieved throughput, we
notice that it is possible to use MCS 7 (and therefore the max-

Table 3 Summary of parameters.

Parameter Value

Pt 30 mW

Gt 0 dB

Gr 0 dB

S �85 dBm

WAP 0.5

WSTA 0.1

Fig. 6 Effect of the horizontal distance between AP and STA in

throughput and SINR.
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imum throughput) even in the third floor. However, there is an
abrupt decay in the throughput in the fourth floor, as we use

MCS 4 when the STA is close to the floor and MCS 3 in posi-
tions of the fourth floor close to the ceiling. Finally, the
received signal is below the sensitivity when we are in the fifth
floor, so the STA cannot keep connected and the obtained

throughput is zero. At this point, it is important to remember
that this behavior is a maximum performance bound of the sig-
nal quality that could be obtained when we move across differ-

ent floors, as in this experiment we are not considering other
Wi-Fi devices that cause harmful interferences. Finally, if we
compare Figs. 6 and 7, we notice that, as expected, the signal

quality degrades much faster when we move vertically than it
did when moving horizontally.

5.3. Effect of the density of STAs

Now, we evaluate the proposed model in terms of the through-
put achieved when the density of STAs changes. For this eval-
uation we make use of the three-dimensional 5-floor building

graph described in Section 4.2. In this model, there is a param-
eter, named g, that describes the number of STAs associated to
each AP in the graph. This parameter ranges from g ¼ 1 (there

is a STA associated to each AP), until g ¼ 12 (with 12 STAs
per AP), so it yields experimental settings with a wide diversity
of STA density.

However, before using the graph model to compute the
throughput in this setting, we have to define how the different
APs are configured in terms of which Wi-Fi channel they are
using, since now we have to take into account the effect of

interferences, and these vary greatly depending on channel
assignments. Although there have been many specific propos-
als to assign channels to the different APs in Wi-Fi networks

[2,24,10,42,43], in order to make the model as general as pos-
sible, we use a generic procedure inspired in [44], which is also
the de facto standard in commercial, residential access points.

This procedure is widely used and consists of each AP scan-
ning the spectrum and using the frequency channel where it
finds the least interfering power coming from other signals.

Once we have assigned channels to all APs in the setting using
this approach, we have computed the average uplink and
downlink throughput for the 10 different scenarios we have
for each value of g. In Fig. 8 we show the mean and 95% con-

fidence intervals for both uplink and downlink throughput for
different values of the density g. We can see that there are not

statistically significant differences between the uplink and
downlink throughput values. Also, as expected, we notice that
the throughput decreases as the density of the layout increases,

due to the fact that there are more interferences in settings with
higher densities.

Although we have evaluated the average throughput
depending on the density of STAs g, in the following we are

performing a more in-depth evaluation to gain insight on
how a particular density value g affects the throughput
achieved by specific STAs. For the sake of space, we limit

the presentation of results to two specific layouts with different
values of g, namely g ¼ 3 and g ¼ 8. Moreover, as the conclu-
sions are equivalent for both uplink and downlink throughput,

we only show the results for downlink traffic. Fig. 9 shows the
downlink throughput obtained by each STA when g ¼ 3
(Fig. 9a) and and g ¼ 8 (Fig. 9b). For each deployment, the

figure shows the 5 different floors vertically, so the lower figure
represents the first floor, while the upper figure represents the
fifth floor. In each floor we also show the 8 different apart-
ments in a 4� 2 arrangement. Moreover, it is important to

highlight that the layout has been represented with five layers
(representing each layer a floor), but the position in the z-axis
of each vertex in the graph is a continuous parameter. For the

sake of clarity in the representation, we have projected all the
STAs and APs in a floor to a plane. However, two Wi-Fi ele-
ments can be very close in the z-axis even when they are in dif-

ferent floors, which must be taken into account before
interpreting the results, since discretization of the continuous
range of heights implies that vertical distance information is
partially lost (a single floor represents a whole range in the

z-axis position). As expected, to achieve a high throughput,
the distance from the AP to the STA plays a paramount role.
Moreover, we notice low or even zero throughputs for STAs

that are far from the AP, specially if there are many devices
from other clusters in another apartment (of the same floor,
but also from adjacent floors). We can also see that, in the

high-density scenario, floors other than the first and fifth ones
have significantly more STAs with the lowest values of
throughput, and the middle floor is the one showing less STAs

with the highest values of throughput. This is consistent with
the expectations, since the center floor is the one which has
higher interference from other floors. As expected, first and
fifth floors have, on average, better throughput.

Fig. 7 Effect of the vertical distance between AP and STA in

throughput and SINR. Green dashed vertical lines represent a

change of floor.

Fig. 8 Effect of the density in throughput.
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5.4. Effect of the co-channel interference

The partial overlap between the frequency channels where Wi-
Fi can operate is the main peculiarity of Wi-Fi networks oper-
ating in the 2.4 GHz band. As this particularity does not

appear in other communication networks, the co-channel
interference is not usually considered in models, specially those
models used by discrete event simulators. In this section, we

compare the throughput that is obtained when we consider
the co-channel interference (as our model does) with the per-

(a) η = 3. (b) η = 8.

Fig. 9 Downlink throughput (in Mbps) in each STA. From down to top, floors 1 to 5.
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formance when we consider that Wi-Fi channels are not over-
lapped, to evaluate whether the effect of co-channel interfer-
ence is negligible or not. Fig. 10 shows this effect, proving

that the effect of the co-channel interference in the throughput
is significant. When we do not consider co-channel interference
(i.e., only devices using the same channel are assumed as unde-

sired signals) interferences are much lower and thus the
obtained throughput is much higher, but this does not repre-
sent the real behavior of Wi-Fi networks, where devices oper-

ating in ‘‘close” channels actually do interfere. In summary,
co-channel interference has a significant impact on perfor-
mance, so it is a crucial issue to include in a realistic Wi-Fi
model.

5.5. Effect of using a three-dimensional layout

In the literature related to research in Wi-Fi networks it is

usual to consider planar scenarios. However, in some scenar-
ios, like residential ones, the use of three-dimensional (3D) set-
tings should be considered. In this section we evaluate the

importance of considering 3D-layouts instead of the classical
2D ones. For that purpose, we have evaluated the average
and 95% confidence intervals of the downlink and uplink

throughput for different values of STA density g. More specif-
ically, to study the throughput avoiding the z-axis we have
ignored the interferences that are produced across different
floors, so the interferences will have their origin in other

devices from the same floor. Fig. 11 shows the results of our
study. We can conclude that the effect of interferences received
from other floors is significant enough to deserve considera-

tion. For that reason, the use of planar layouts to model Wi-
Fi deployments in multi-floor scenarios like buildings is not
recommendable.

5.6. Effect of the propagation model

In this section we evaluate the importance of using different

propagation models. In our proposal, we have chosen the
indoor transmission loss model defined by ITU-R in the Rec-
ommendation P.1238–10 [33]. Obviously, if the setting is a
building it is reasonable to use an indoor propagation model.

However, as free space propagation models are very widely
used, we want to explore whether there are differences in per-
formance when using this type of models instead of an indoor

one. As a free space propagation model, we have used the pro-

posal made in [45], because it considers Wi-Fi in the 2.4 GHz
frequency band for free space path loss with line-of-sight
(LOS) links with antennas between 1 and 2.5 meters in height,

as the height of antennas has an impact in the range where the
Fresnel zone contacts the ground plane. The propagation
model described in [45] for the 2.4 GHz band is:

Ltotal ¼ 7:6þ 40log10d� 20log10hthr; ð6Þ
being ht and hr the height of the transmitting and receiving
antennas, respectively. To configure ht and hr we have consid-
ered them to be 1:5 meters.

Fig. 12 shows the effect of using a free space LOS propaga-

tion model instead of the indoor propagation model used in
this proposal. We can notice that results significantly differ
in both cases. In fact, the throughput achieved when using

the free space model propagation is much lower than the
throughput obtained in the indoor model. Although losses
are higher in the indoor model, it is interesting to note that

losses affect not only the desired signal but also the harmful
interferences. For that reason, in the free space propagation
model the desired signal will be received with higher power,
but also the interferences will be higher. Results show that this

last behavior prevails over the desired signal, as the final
throughput is worse in the free space propagation model.

5.7. Adaptability of the model to other Wi-Fi settings: channel
bonding in the 5 GHz frequency band

The experiments shown so far are focused in testing the valid-

ity of the proposed model in a well-known and widely studied

Fig. 10 Effect of the co-channel interference.

Fig. 11 Effect of using a three-dimensional layout.

Fig. 12 Effect of using free space LOS propagation model.
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Wi-Fi setting (IEEE 802.11n with 20 MHz channels in the
2.4 GHz band). However, one of the key strengths of the
model is its adaptability to newer Wi-Fi standards. In this sec-

tion, we explain how we can easily adapt the proposal to model
another paradigmatic example of Wi-Fi setting: the IEEE
802.11ac standard (Wi-Fi 5) using channel bonding in the

5 GHz frequency band. In this setting, the standard allows
to use four different bandwidths: 20, 40, 80 and 160 MHz.
To adapt the previously used model to this setting we must fol-

low the next steps:

1. Propagation model. As the frequency band changes from
2.4 GHz to 5 GHz, the propagation model must be changed
accordingly. This change can be easily performed by chang-
ing the value of f in Eq. 1. Moreover, as it is stated in the

ITU-R Recommendation P.1238–10 [33], losses between
adjacent floors are higher in the 5 GHz band. For that rea-
son, in the 5 GHz band we use Lf ðnÞ ¼ 13n dB instead of

Lf ðnÞ ¼ 10n dB that we used in the 2.4 GHz frequency

band.

2. Modulation, coding and throughput. IEEE 802.11ac stan-
dard defines a new set of MCS with a certain throughput
for each one. As discussed above, we will be able to select

a certain MCS level as a function of the experienced SINR.
In Table 4 we show the different MCS that can be selected
in IEEE 802.11ac when a GI of 800 ns is used. Table 4 also

shows the throughput obtained for each MCS and the
required SINR thresholds for each MCS, according to [46].

3. Number of channels and thermal noise. In addition to the
channel width, we also need to specify the number of avail-
able channels. Of course, the number of available channels

strongly depends on the channel width, i.e. on the way
channel bonding is performed. As the channelization for
Wi-Fi networks in the 5 GHz frequency varies with the
world region, we have chosen the one used in USA. In that

channelization the channels are orthogonal and we can use
up to 25 channels of 20 MHz width, up to 12 channels of
40 MHz, up to 6 channels of 80 MHz or up to 2 channels

of 160 MHz (after adding channel 144 in year 2014 to the
original 802.11ac specification). Finally, and depending
on the channel width chosen, we must configure thermal

noise according to Eq. 5.

With the model adapted to IEEE 802.11ac, as described
above, we have evaluated the average throughput obtained
by STAs under different types of channel bonding schemes,

ranging from not using channel bonding (i.e. with 20 MHz
channels) to the use of 160 MHz channels, which are the widest
possible channels available in IEEE 802.11ac. Moreover, we

focus on the 5 GHz frequency band. Finally, although we have
evaluated both upstream and downstream throughputs, we
only show results for the downlink in Fig. 13, as the conclu-

sions for both are the same. Results show that the best choice
in the evaluated setting for all the values of STA density (g) is
to use 80 MHz channels, as it is the best trade-off between
bandwidth and number of channels. In fact, 80 MHz channels

are probably the most widely used in the 5 GHz frequency
band. On the other hand, although 160 MHz channels would
allow for higher throughputs, the lower number of available

channels increases the interferences as we must reuse them very
frequently and in closer places, so the experienced throughput
is lower. It is also interesting to highlight the slope of the

40 MHz and, specially, 20 MHz curves, because, under these
settings, there are enough orthogonal channels to avoid the
use of interfering channels in close APs.

5.8. Effect of external interferences: the Bluetooth case

Another interesting setting where our proposed model can be
extended and be easily used is the consideration of external

interferences that affect Wi-Fi receptions. This phenomenon
occurs as IEEE 802.11 networks operate in unlicensed fre-
quency bands. And this behavior can become especially notice-

able in the 2.4 GHz frequency band, where several
technologies coexist. Although other interference sources are
also possible, a prominent and interesting case is the presence

of Bluetooth communications close to Wi-Fi devices that can
affect their performance. In this section we have extended
our model to include external interferences due to close Blue-

tooth devices. More concretely, we study how Wi-Fi perfor-
mance changes when there is a Bluetooth device transmitting
at a certain distance from a STA. However, as the diversity
of Bluetooth devices in terms of transmission power is very

high, we must take into consideration the different power
classes of Bluetooth devices, as specified in Table 5 [47]. More-
over, due to the frequency hopping operation of Bluetooth,

Table 4 Relation between MCS, SINR and throughput in Wi-Fi 5 with 800 ns GI.

MCS Mod.

scheme

Coding

rate

20 MHz 40 MHz 80 MHz 160 MHz

Thr. (Mbit/

s)

SINR

(dB)

Thr. (Mbit/

s)

SINR

(dB)

Thr. (Mbit/

s)

SINR

(dB)

Thr. (Mbit/

s)

SINR

(dB)

0 BPSK 1/2 6.5 [2,5) 13.5 [5,8) 29.3 [8,11) 58.5 [11,14)

1 QPSK 1/2 13 [5,9) 27 [8,12) 58.5 [11,15) 117 [14,18)

2 QPSK 3/4 19.5 [9,11) 40.5 [12,14) 87.8 [15,17) 175.5 [18,21)

3 16-QAM 1/2 26 [11,15) 54 [14,18) 117 [17,21) 234 [21,24)

4 16-QAM 3/4 39 [15,18) 81 [18,21) 175.5 [21,24) 351 [24,27)

5 64-QAM 2/3 52 [18,20) 108 [21,23) 234 [24,26) 468 [27,29)

6 64-QAM 3/4 58.5 [20,25) 121.5 [23,28) 263.3 [26,31) 526.5 [29,34)

7 64-QAM 5/6 65 [25,29) 135 [28,32) 292.5 [31,35) 585 [34,38)

8 256-QAM 3/4 78 P29 162 [32,34) 351 [35,37) 702 [38,40)

9 256-QAM 5/6 - - 180 P34 390 P37 780 P40
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Bluetooth signals will not interfere IEEE 802.11 signals contin-

uously. Frequency hops occur at a standard hop rate of 1600
hops per second following a pseudo-random sequence, hop-
ping through up to 79 channels (although this quantity can

be lower when using Adaptive Frequency Hopping), having
each of those channels a bandwidth equal to 1 MHz. To model
this pseudo-random behavior of Bluetooth we have averaged
the amount of time that a Bluetooth transmission collides with

the spectrum used in Wi-Fi. Thus, a Bluetooth communication
will collide with a 20 MHz Wi-Fi channel in 20 hops every 79
hops on average, so a Bluetooth communication will interfere

with a 20 MHz Wi-Fi channel approximately 20/79 = 25.32%
of the time. Moreover, it is also remarkable that a Bluetooth
interference does not affect the whole spectrum of a Wi-Fi

channel, but only 1 MHz from the total bandwidth of the
IEEE 802.11 channel.

Next, we conduct some experiments to show the proposed
model capability of considering external interferences into

Wi-Fi communications. The main results of this study are
shown in Fig. 14, where we show, for a scenario with 6 STAs
per AP, how the downlink throughput of STAs is affected

when a Bluetooth device is transmitting at a certain distance.
As the different transmission power classes are defined in terms
of a transmission power interval, we have used the worst case

for all of them in terms of interferences. Taking this into
account, we have used the highest power for each interval
(100 mW for class 1, 2.5 mW for class 2 and 1 mW for class

3). In Fig. 14 we can see that, as expected, when Bluetooth
transmitting devices are closer to the Wi-Fi STAs, throughput
can be severely affected, especially with the highest power
Bluetooth class. And, as Bluetooth interfering devices are fur-

ther, their effect quickly dispels. Moreover, it is important to
highlight that, as expected due to its low transmission power,
the effect of class 2 and class 3 Bluetooth devices in Wi-Fi com-

munications can only be noticed at very short distances.

6. Conclusions and future work

One of the main problems in Wi-Fi network planning and
optimization research is the difficulty to compare approaches

from different authors, due to the vast diversity of models con-
sidered by the different research groups working in this area.
The present paper bridges this gap presenting a generic model
for signal propagation, goodness computation, and scenario

representation in Wi-Fi infrastructure networks, which is flex-
ible and easily reusable by the community. First, we provide a
realistic model to represent Wi-Fi settings, including architec-

ture, signal propagation, and interference and throughput
computation. Then, we propose a compact graph-based sce-
nario representation and a collection of realistic scenario set-

tings representing residential buildings with several floors
(hence three-dimensional scenarios), with varying density of
wireless devices (for a total of 120 scenarios). Finally, we have

conducted a comprehensive set of validation experiments
including a comparison with the well-known discrete event
simulator ns-3. Results show the consistency of the model
and the relevance of some of its design features, like the use

of 3-D graphs and the consideration of co-channel
interference.

For validation, our proposed model has been particularized

for a specific kind of realistic Wi-Fi network deployments.
More specifically, the design requirements of the model have
been driven by the features of dense and ultra-dense Wi-Fi net-

works operating in the 2.4 GHz band, as these types of net-
works are usually the ones that require a more accurate
design and optimization to prevent clients from obtaining a
very poor quality of service.

For the experimental evaluation of the model, we have
made a number of assumptions. We have restricted ourselves
to the 2.4 GHz band, indoor residential propagation, and

specific co-channel interference values [38]. We have also
assumed that clients associate to the access point of their same
residential unit. We believe these assumptions to be reasonable

and realistic. In any case, the model is flexible enough to sup-
port other bands, propagation parameters, and interference
assumptions. We believe this model adequately fills the gap

for the comparison of different proposals in the earlier and
middle stages of research, before fine-tuning with discrete-
event simulations.

We believe the two main strengths of our proposal are its

realism and adaptability. By taking into account STA density,

Fig. 13 Effect of channel bonding in IEEE 802.11ac operating in

the 5 GHz frequency band.

Table 5 Power transmission classes defined in Bluetooth [47].

Power class Power (in mW) Power (in dBm)

1 (2.5, 100] (+4, +20]

2 (1, 2.5] (0, +4]

3 61 60

Fig. 14 Effect of Bluetooth interferences in IEEE 802.11.
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co-channel interference, 3D wireless settings and indoor prop-
agation, the model allows to accurately represent practical
realistic scenarios, so that researchers can use it to refine their

approaches before carrying out more computation- and time-
expensive simulations. Also, as we have shown in the last sec-
tions of the paper, the model can be easily adapted to incorpo-

rate other technologies or modifications over the existing ones,
which allows for an agile exploration of the design space when
researching on new methods to improve the efficiency of our

exploitation of the wireless spectrum. We envision our model
being used for rapid prototyping of new features in wireless
controllers, access points and STAs, and even of new protocol
extensions and updates [48].

Though the experiments performed with the model and the
graphs generated yield satisfactory results, there is still plenty
of research to be done in this area. First of all, our model is

static, so right now to work with highly changing environ-
ments users will need to either abstract that dynamicity (e.g.
taking averages) or to work with time ‘‘slices” where the prop-

erties of the scenario are stationary enough. One of our imme-
diate avenues for future research is to consider dynamic
scenarios. In addition, we are interested in exploring different

graph generation strategies, not only to account for different
building shapes, but also to widen the diversity of the topolog-
ical properties of the scenario graph, thus enabling studies
about how graph metrics impact the relative performance of

different coordination approaches, similar to the ones we con-
ducted in [32]. We are also interested in generating the most
usual scenarios in the literature and in performing an exhaus-

tive comparison of the most relevant works in those scenarios.
Finally, we plan to integrate the model and the analysis code
(right now available as supplementary material for this article)

in a web service, which will allow to share scenarios and exper-
iment results with the Wi-Fi planning and optimization com-
munity more easily, further facilitating in this way that

researchers compare and share their advancements.
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Appendix A. Supplementary materials

Our aim is for the proposed model to be useful to the research
community to evaluate and validate their approaches for Wi-

Fi network planning, coordination, and optimization. In a
sense, we are trying to provide the model we would gift our
‘‘past-selves” seven years ago to avoid a number of headaches

and bottlenecks. It is our hope that readers can benefit of this
model to facilitate their research progress in this fascinating
and promising area.

The graph files and the corresponding EPS figures can be

downloaded from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5703320.
The code (in Python) we have used to evaluate throughput
in a given setting is available upon request. All the material

is licensed under the terms and conditions of the Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which means that you can use it

and adapt it as long as you cite this paper as its original source,
which we would of course greatly appreciate.
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Channel Bonding in Wi-Fi 4 3
„The whole is greater than the sum of its parts

— Aristotle
(Ancient Greek philosopher)

As we mentioned in the previous chapter, Wi-Fi network optimization is a popular
research line. In particular, one of the most discussed problems is the impact of
channel management in the performance of the network. This does not only refer
to frequency channel distribution among access points, but also to techniques like
channel bonding, which merges two adjacent channels in order to conform a single
frequency channel with a larger bandwidth. In consequence, less channels are
available, since they are wider.

Previous works stated that channel bonding is counter-productive in 802.11n (Wi-
Fi 4), due to the co-channel interference between partially overlapping frequencies.
In this article [Gim+22], we study this technique with the aid of our graph-based
model. Here, the importance of edge parameters is critical, due to the effects of
co-channel interference.

The results of our experiments using the Wi-Fi graph model reveal that channel
bonding is only counter-productive in areas where the 2.4GHz band is limited to
11 channels, like North America. In places where this frequency band allows 13 or
more channels (almost any other part of the world), there is a consistent benefit on
throughput.
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Channel bonding is a technique first defined in the IEEE 802.11n standard to increase the throughput in wireless networks by
means of using wider channels. In IEEE 802.11n (nowadays also known as Wi-Fi 4), it is possible to use 40MHz channels
instead of the classical 20MHz channels. Although using channel bonding can increase the throughput, the classic 802.11
setting only allows for two orthogonal channels in the 2.4 GHz frequency band, which is not enough for proper channel
assignment in dense settings. For that reason, it is commonly accepted that channel bonding is not suitable for this
frequency band. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is not any accurate study that deals with this issue thoroughly.
In this work, we study in depth the effect of channel bonding in Wi-Fi 4 dense, decentralized networks operating in the
2.4 GHz frequency band. We confirm the negative effect of using channel bonding in the 2.4 GHz frequency band with 11
channels which are 20MHz wide (as in North America), but we also show that when there are 13 or more channels at hand
(as in many other parts of the world, including Europe and Japan), the use of channel bonding yields consistent throughput
improvements. For that reason, we claim that the common assumption of not considering channel bonding in the 2.4 GHz
band should be revised.

1. Introduction and State of the Art

)e huge increase of wireless devices competing for the
limited wireless bandwidth [1] has attracted the attention of
researchers, since it is an increasingly complex problem.
Especially in the case of the 2.4GHz band, where a greater
number of devices and protocols coexist, and in dense,
decentralized settings such as residential buildings, we find
very inefficient bandwidth usage situations [2]. )e com-
munity is addressing this challenge in a twofold manner.
Some researchers focus on new standards and specifications
for high-efficiency wireless local area networks (HEWs) [2].
Others, however, focus on improving the centralized or
decentralized coordination of devices and networks using
the existing standards.

In the latter case, channel assignment techniques aim to
optimize the distribution of channels among the transmit-
ting devices, thus decreasing interference and increasing
throughput [3–8]. An additional possibility, which exists
since the IEEE 802.11n standard (Wi-Fi 4), is the use of
channel bonding, which consists of using channels that are
wider than the standard 20MHz to achieve higher perfor-
mance (higher bandwidth would allow for higher trans-
mission rates, thus increasing throughput). A number of
channel bonding techniques have been proposed in the
literature for the different IEEE 802.11 standards [9–11]. We
are especially interested in the standard IEEE 802.11n in the
2.4GHz band. However, the general consensus is that using
channel bonding in the 2.4GHz band is not beneficial, since
the interference due to the use of wider overlapping channels
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jeopardizes the theoretical advantage of having higher
maximum bit rates [12]. Consequently, most studies assume
other bands such as the 5GHz band [13–16], and the more
recent ones generally assume dynamic channel bonding
schemes for the 802.11ax standard [11,17].

Nevertheless, in our opinion, the possibilities of static
channel bonding in the 802.11n 2.4GHz have not been
properly analyzed in the literature. Since most of the papers
mentioning the limitations of channel bonding in this band
directly focus on other bands or technologies (i.e., the
2.4GHz band is not the focus of the paper), they either state
these limitations as a matter of fact, not citing any study to
back up the claim [18] or cite other papers which, in turn,
state such limitations without the backup of an academic
study [12,15,16,19]. )ere are some references to industrial
white papers such as [20], but there the North American 11-
channel 802.11 spectrum is assumed, although there are
many regions in the world (e.g., Europe or Japan) where
more channels are available. Furthermore, some studies
directly assume the use of orthogonal channels, and
therefore they do not consider interferences between adja-
cent channels [21], or they use only one wireless station
(STA) per access point (AP) [10], while it has been shown
that both interference between adjacent channels and STA
number and precise placement may have a significant effect
on throughput [22]. Taking this into account, we believe that
the aforementioned consensus about the goodness of
channel bonding in the 2.4GHz band should be revised, as it
is based on former studies [23–25] that concluded that
channel bonding causes more harmful problems than it
solves but these studies do not represent the density of
current Wi-Fi networks.

In this paper, we study the effect of channel bonding in
dense, decentralized Wi-Fi 4 scenarios, such as a residential
building. )e paper contributions can be summarized as
follows:

(i) We describe a graph-based scenario model for Wi-
Fi 4 dense decentralized networks, using realistic
indoor signal propagation and interference models,
as well as the precise location and interference
between all wireless devices (both access points
(APs) and stations (STAs)), in order to compute the
throughput. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that such an accurate model is used in the
context of channel bonding (Section 2).

(ii) We provide a three-dimensional realistic setting for
a decentralized Wi-Fi 4 deployment in a residential
building. For this setting, we generate 60 scenarios
for different STA densities and placements (Section
2.1).

(iii) We conduct an in-depth evaluation with the
aforementioned model and setting, first for the
classic 11-channelWi-Fi 4 settings (as in, e.g., North
America) and then for 13-channel Wi-Fi 4 (as in,
e.g., Europe) (Sections 2.3 and 2.4).

Our results show that, on average, the use of channel
bonding in an 11-channelWi-Fi 4 setting yields a decrease in

performance, although there may be some clusters of STAs
reaping significant benefits at the expense of the others,
which yields fairness concerns. )is essentially matches the
premises and conclusions in the consensus about channel
bonding so far. However, for the 13-channel setting, our
results show a consistent advantage of using channel
bonding, contrary to the previous belief. )e potential
fairness issues remain, which opens interesting avenues for
future work as we discuss in Section 4.

2. Wi-Fi 4 Network Model

2.1. Wi-Fi Networks. IEEE 802.11 networks, commercially
known as Wi-Fi, are the most widespread technology to
deploy wireless local area networks (WLANs). AlthoughWi-
Fi networks can operate in ad hoc and infrastructure modes,
in this work we focus on the infrastructure mode, as it is the
most widely used. In this operating mode, all the commu-
nications occur between access points (APs) and their as-
sociated stations (STAs), so if two STAs want to
communicate to each other, this communication must go
through an AP.

One of the main features of Wi-Fi networks is that this
type of networks operates in unlicensed frequency bands.
Among these frequency bands, we can highlight the spec-
trum around 2.4GHz and the spectrum around 5GHz.
Although the 5GHz band offers higher bandwidth and
throughput, the 2.4GHz is still the most widely used fre-
quency band due to its better coverage and its compatibility
with more legacy equipment. To overcome the limitations in
bandwidth, Wi-Fi standards have proposed the use of wider
frequency channels, which is called channel bonding. More
specifically, IEEE 802.11n (Wi-Fi 4) proposes the use of
40MHz channels instead of the classic 20MHz ones. Later
standards open the possibilities of channel bonding to other
bands and wider channel widths, up to 160MHz. In this
paper, we will focus on the Wi-Fi 4 standard in the 2.4GHz
band.

2.2. Graph Modeling. To evaluate the effect of channel
bonding in dense Wi-Fi networks, we make use of graph
models that accurately represent the peculiarities of this type
of networks. In fact, our models represent a set of inde-
pendent Wi-Fi networks spatially distributed and modeled
using geometric graphs. A graph can be defined as a set of
vertices V and a set of edges E between them,
E⊆ (u, v)|u, v ∈ V{ }. In our case, we consider geometric
graphs, because the spacial positions of both APs and STAs
(which will be the two kinds of vertices in our graphs) have a
strong influence in the performance of the network [22]. In
our graph model, we will also have two types of edges, one
type representing the association between STAs and APs and
the other type representing the interfering signals between
wireless devices of different networks. To model interfer-
ences, we use an activity factor to account for the fact that
STAs and APs do not transmit continuously, and we assume
higher ψ for APs. Although in this paper we consider 3D
graphs, for the sake of an easier visualization, Figure 1 shows
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a 2D example of the Wi-Fi layout for a single floor of a
building, composed of 8 flats, 8 APs (one AP per flat), and 24
STAs (3 STAs per AP). We represent the APs as green circles
and the STAs as black squares. Regarding edges, black
segments represent the associations between APs and STAs,
while red segments represent the interfering signals.

We have made use of a graph-based model for the fol-
lowing reasons. Although we have used discrete event sim-
ulators in the context of wireless networks in the past [26], we
have noted that those papers that study denseWi-Fi networks
using simulation are difficult to replicate, especially because of
the effect of the interferences between adjacent channels [27],
which are not negligible at all in denseWi-Fi settings. For that
reason, we chose a graph model that can capture a high
number of Wi-Fi network features (not with the precision of
simulation models) but is faster and easier to replicate and to
use by other researchers for comparison.

2.3. Propagation, Interferences, SINR, and 0roughput
Computation. Once we have the graph that represents the
Wi-Fi layout, we must define how we can compute the
achieved throughput for each STA. First of all, it is important
to emphasize that the geometry of the problem defines the
distances of the different Wi-Fi elements, so with a proper
propagation model, we will be able to compute the received
signals from the different Wi-Fi elements, being either the
desired signal or, mostly, interferences. As we focus on
indoor Wi-Fi environments (dense Wi-Fi networks are
usually indoor networks), we have used the propagation
model defined by the ITU-R in the Recommendation
P.1238-10 [28], as it assumes that STAs and APs are in the
same building, which will be our testing scenario. Moreover,
the ITU-R propagation model also considers losses across
different building floors. In [28], propagation losses (in dB)
are defined by

Ltotal � 20log10 f − 28 + Nlog10 d + Lf(n), (1)

with f being the frequency expressed in MHz, N the dis-
tance power loss coefficient, d the distance in meters, and
Lf(n) the floor penetration factor when signal goes across n

floors. For the 2.4GHz frequency band, [28] defines N � 28
in residential environments, although it is admitted that
propagation through walls increases this value considerably.
)erefore and according to [29], we have considered N � 28
when d< 16 meters and N � 38 for d≥ 16 meters. Finally,
according to [28], the losses across two floors when using
concrete are 10 dB, so we have considered Lf(n) � 10n.

After computing the propagation losses, we can compute
the signal power (expressed in dBm) received by an AP or
STA i from another Wi-Fi element j as

P
j⟶ i
r � P

j
t + Gj + Gi − Ltotal, (2)

where P
j
t represents the transmission power of j (in dBm)

and Gj (or Gi) stands for the transmission (or reception)
antenna gain (in dB).

Next, we explain how we compute in the model the
interferences received at a device i. In general, a device i will
receive interferences from all the transmitting devices in
the whole network, excepting from the devices that belong
to its same cluster, as their communications are coordi-
nated and do not interfere. Note that a cluster defines the
set made by an AP and all its associated STAs.)e power of
the interfering signal received at device i from device j

(Ij⟶i) will be the power of the received signal from j, i.e.,
P

j⟶ i
r . However, the interference will only be relevant to

the device i to the extent that there is an overlap between
the spectrum masks (in the frequency domains) as the
communications between devices from the same cluster are
coordinated and do not interfere. )e model accounts for
this overlap by means of parameter κ. If both channels are
the same, we will consider a total overlap and κ � 1. On the
contrary, if both channels do not collide in the spectrum
(orthogonal channels), we will have κ � 0. Finally, if both
channels partially collide, we will consider values of κ
ranging from 0 to 1. In addition, we must also consider that,
to account for the interference produced from device j to
device i, device j is not making use of the spectrum
continuously, from a temporal point of view. )at behavior
is considered by means of the activity factor ψ introduced
in Section 2, which can be either ψAP or ψSTA depending on
whether the interfering source is an AP or a STA, re-
spectively. In a sense, factor ψ represents the CSMA/CA
(Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance)
behavior of Wi-Fi networks. Some works [30] have
modeled it as a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC),
concluding that when a STA or AP wants to transmit a
packet with probability PSTA (or PAP, respectively), it will
succeed with probability Ps. For that reason, ψAP can be
computed as ψAP � PAP · Ps, and, equivalently,
ψSTA � PSTA · Ps. As an AP is expected to transmit with a
higher probability than STAs, PAP >PSTA, and therefore
ψAP >ψSTA. In summary, we can compute the interference
produced by a device j to a device i (Ij⟶i), in a linear scale,
by considering the power of the received signal (P

j⟶ i
r ),

the frequency overlap of their transmission/reception
channels (κ), and the activity factor that accounts for the
fraction of time during which the interference is being
produced (ψ):

Figure 1: Example of Wi-Fi networks modeled with a graph.
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I
j⟶i

� P
j⟶ i
r · ψ · κ. (3)

From the computation of the desired signal and all the
interferences, for a specific STA, it is straightforward to
compute the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio
(SINR), as it is the quotient of the received power of the
signal from its associated AP divided by the sum of the
power of all the interfering signals plus the thermal noise.
Note that the thermal noise depends on the channel
bandwidth, so we consider its value to be −101 dBm for
20MHz channels and −98 dBm when using channel
bonding (with 40MHz channels).

Finally, to compute the downlink throughput perceived
by a STA, we must use the SINR together with the mod-
ulation and coding scheme (MCS) used. Depending on the
SINR, Wi-Fi 4 [31] defines a specific MCS to be used, which
in turn determines the throughput achieved by the STA. As
the SINR is higher, it is possible to use modulations with a
higher number of bits per symbol and coding schemes with
less redundancy. )ese predefined MCSs, together with the
throughput of each MCS for 20MHz and 40MHz channels,
as defined in the standard [31], are shown in Table 1.
Moreover, the table also shows the different SINR thresholds
that determine the use of a specific MCS, according to [32].

2.4. Channel Assignment. One of the main configuration
challenges in Wi-Fi networks is the choice of the channel to
operate in, as defined in Section 1. )ere have been many
works [3,33–35] focused on channel assignment for different
Wi-Fi networks. However, channel assignment in uncoor-
dinated Wi-Fi networks is usually based on a local decision
based on using the channel where the perceived interference
power is minimal [36], so this will be the channel assignment
technique considered in this work. More specifically, in the
channel selection algorithm, we have considered that each
AP periodically scans the spectrum and chooses the channel
where it detects the minimum power of interfering signals.
)is procedure operates asynchronously among the APs
changing the order in which the different APs scan the
environment. Note that this channel selection procedure
represents the usual situation when a user sets up his/her AP
leaving the channel selection to a decision of the AP, typ-
ically using the option called “Auto” instead of forcing the
use of a specific channel. Moreover, as is commonly accepted
and as has been suggested in previous works like [22], we
restrict the possible channels to be used to the orthogonal
channels, so they do not interfere with each other. However,
the width of the 2.4GHz in North America does not allow to
use two 40MHz channels that are totally orthogonal (i.e.,
nonoverlapping), so we have considered a case where there is
some interference between the most separate channels in the
spectrum. )is will be described in detail in Section 3.3.

3. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we provide an in-depth evaluation of channel
bonding inWi-Fi 4 when operating in the 2.4GHz frequency
band. After a description of the real-world model we have

considered, we perform a validation of the model using the
well-known ns-3 simulator [37]. )en, we study channel
bonding in two different settings. First, we consider the
spectrum that can be used in North America, consisting of
11 channels with 20MHz width each. For the sake of
simplicity, we will name this setting 2.4 GHz USA. Second,
we consider the setting where there are 13 possible channels
in the frequency band, as in many parts of the world in-
cluding Europe. We will name this last setting 2.4 GHz
Europe. Finally, we conduct an analysis of fairness when
using channel bonding.

3.1. Experimental Setting. )e evaluation of channel
bonding has been performed in a three-dimensional re-
alistic setting that represents a five-floor residential
building. )is scenario is a typical example of a dense
uncoordinated Wi-Fi 4 network. )e dimensions of the
building are 40 × 30 × 15 meters (respectively, length,
width, and height; thus, each floor has a height of 3meters).
Each floor has 8 different flats in a 4 × 2 arrangement.
Regarding the distribution of Wi-Fi networks, we consider
that each flat has a single AP and a number η of STAs
attached to that AP. Note that all the STAs from a flat are
attached to the AP from the same flat, which can be the
closest AP or not. Moreover, we have considered a wide
range of density of STAs in this setting, ranging from η � 1
STA per AP to η � 12 STAs per AP.)e position of each AP
and associated STAs is limited to its flat, with its position in
the x- and y-axis being randomly distributed according to a
uniform distribution. However, in the z-axis, each AP and
each STA is randomly distributed with a normal distri-
bution with a mean of 1.5 meters and a standard deviation
of 0.5 meters, bounded to the limits of the floor. To sum up,
all the scenarios under study consist of 8 × 5 � 40 flats and
their corresponding 40 APs and a number of STAs ranging
from 40 (when η � 1) to 12 × 40 � 480 (when η � 12).
Finally, for each specific layout, we have considered 5
different settings to account for the randomness in the
deployment of the differentWi-Fi elements, for a total of 60
scenarios. Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of two
of the scenarios under study, where, for the sake of clarity,
we only show the association between APs and STAs.

Finally, Table 2 defines the values used for the main
parameters needed to compute the throughput, which in all
cases are typical or reasonable values.

3.2. Model Validation. For validation purposes, in this
section we include a comparative evaluation of the results
obtained using our proposed model with respect to the
equivalent results obtained using a discrete event simulator.
More specifically, we have chosen the well-known ns-3
simulator [37]. )e reference setting for this validation
consists of a single AP and a single STA (attached to that AP)
positioned at different distances. As our model computes the
highest reachable throughput that a STA is able to obtain, in
the simulator we have considered a greedy traffic source that
emits UDP datagrams with a rate higher than the maximum
throughput that the technology permits. To make the results
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comparable, we have used in ns-3 the same indoor propa-
gation model, i.e., ITU-R P.1238-10, and we have configured
theWi-Fi manager in the simulator according to the settings
used in our experiments.

)e validation of our model has been conducted in a
two-step procedure. First, at the physical level, we compare
the received SINR, as is shown in Figure 3. We can see that
both curves totally coincide, validating that our model and
the ns-3 simulator obtain the same SINR. As a second step,
we study the throughput obtained by the STA with our
model and the simulator, as is shown in Figure 4. In that
figure, we notice that the shapes of the curves coincide in
both cases. However, there is a clear offset between both

curves. )is behavior is due to the fact that our model
measures the physical throughput, while ns-3 computes the
throughput at the application layer (usually called goodput),

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Examples of scenarios. (a) η� 4. (b) η� 8.

Table 2: Summary of parameters.

Parameter Value
Pt 30mW
Gt 0 dB
Gr 0 dB
ΨAP 0.5
ΨSTA 0.1

Table 1: Relation between MCS, SINR, and throughput in Wi-Fi 4 with mandatory 800 ns guard interval (GI) [31].

MCS index Modulation scheme Coding rate )roughput for 20MHz (Mbit/s) )roughput for 40MHz (Mbit/s) SINR range
(dB) [32]

0 BPSK 1/2 6.5 13.5 [6.8, 7.9)
1 QPSK 1/2 13.0 27.0 [7.9, 10.6)
2 QPSK 3/4 19.5 40.5 [10.6, 13.0)
3 16-QAM 1/2 26.0 54.0 [13.0, 17.0)
4 16-QAM 3/4 39.0 81.0 [17.0, 21.8)
5 64-QAM 2/3 52.0 108.0 [21.8, 24.7)
6 64-QAM 3/4 58.5 121.5 [24.7, 28.1)
7 64-QAM 5/6 65.0 135.0 > 28.1
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Figure 3: SINR obtained by our proposed model and by the ns-3
simulator.
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with the difference between both values being the overhead
introduced by the different layers of the protocol stack. )at
is the reason of measuring a higher throughput in ourmodel,
although both throughput measures coincide.

3.3. Channel Bonding in the 2.4 GHz USA Frequency Band.
In this section, we evaluate the effect that channel bonding has
on the throughput perceived by users when they operate in the
2.4GHz frequency band with 11 nonorthogonal channels,
which is the situation occurring in North America. In this
setting, when using 20MHz channels, there are three different
orthogonal channels, being channels 1, 6, and 11. However,
since the spectrum band goes from 2401MHz to 2473MHz, we
cannot use two different 40MHz orthogonal channels.
)erefore, by placing one 40MHz channel in the lowest part of
the spectrum and another 40MHz channel in the highest part,
both channels will collide in the frequency band between 2433
and 2441MHz. For that reason, we have considered that the
interference index (κ) when using two 40MHz channels in the
2.4 GHzUSA frequency band is (2441− 2433)/40� 0.2. In other
words, both channels, as they cannot be orthogonal, collide with
a factor of κ � 0.2, producing interferences to each other. Fi-
nally, for the sake of completeness, we have also considered the
situationwherewe only use one 40MHz channel in the 2.4GHz
USA frequency band, since this is the only possibility for totally
orthogonal channels in this setting. Figure 5 shows the average
downlink throughput and 95% confidence intervals that users
can achieve when we consider either three orthogonal 20MHz
channels, two (nonorthogonal) 40MHz channels, or one or-
thogonal 40MHz channel. For each value of η, the average
throughput has been computed averaging the five different
deployments that we have considered for each value of η and
running 10 executions for each of those five deployments. )e
rationale for performing 10 runs for each setting is that channel
assignment technique used (as described in Section 3.4) is not
deterministic (except when we make use of a unique 40MHz

channel). As it could be expected, the achieved throughput
decreases as the density of STAs (η) increases.Moreover, results
show that, on average, in the 2.4 GHz USA frequency band, it is
not recommended that channel bonding is used, as the gain that
can be obtained by using channels with a higher bandwidth has
a lower effect than that of having a fewer number of orthogonal
channels, even when the density of users is low (η � 1). Ad-
ditionally, we can also conclude that it would be better to use
two 40MHz channels (although they are not completely or-
thogonal) than to use only one 40MHz channel.

Now, we perform a more in-depth analysis of the
throughput that STAs can achieve individually. In Table 3 we
show, for the different densities of STAs (η) under con-
sideration, the percentage of STAs that increase (+), keep the
same (�), or decrease (−) their downlink throughput when
using channel bonding with two nonorthogonal 40MHz
channels, compared to the situation where three orthogonal
20MHz channels are used. Moreover, the table also shows
the average increase (or decrease) in throughput for the
STAs that get better (or worse) performance when using
channel bonding with two 40MHz channels. Inspecting
Table 3, we observe that the percentage of STAs that improve
their throughput is lower than the percentage of STAs that
get a worse throughput, even with the lowest density of
STAs, where only 26.5% of STAs fare better in terms of
bandwidth and 65% fare worse. )is confirms the common
belief that, in dense scenarios, it is not recommended that
channel bonding is used in the 2.4 GHz USA frequency
band. In addition, Table 3 shows that, even when the ma-
jority of STAs get a worse throughput, the average gain for
the “improving” STAs is higher than the loss for the “losing”
STAs, which can create fairness issues and misalignment of
incentives in network management for these settings. Since
the use of channel bonding is local to APs, the managers of
some of the networks could unilaterally decide to transmit in
40MHz channels at the expense of the networks nearby.
Even for those networks which, on average, “lose”
throughput by using channel bonding, the fact that when the
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Figure 4: )roughput obtained by our proposed model and by the
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Figure 5: Comparison of average throughput in the 2.4 GHz USA
frequency band.
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load in the neighboring networks is low, the effective
throughput is higher (because of using more bandwidth)
may make managers choose to use channel bonding, thus
hampering average performance for the network.

We now perform a similar analysis for the comparison of
the gain of using one 40MHz channel with respect to using
three 20MHz orthogonal channels (Table 4). As expected,
the use of only one 40MHz channel is not recommendable,
and the number of users that can improve their throughput
is very low, ranging from 8% (η � 1) to 2.73% (η � 10). We
see again that the average throughput increase for “winning”
STAs is higher than the decrease for “losing” STAs, but this
difference is not as remarkable as in the case of two non-
orthogonal 40MHz channels.

Finally, Figures 6 and 7 show a ridge plot to evaluate the
difference in the throughput that each STA can obtain when
using two nonorthogonal 40MHz channels instead of three
orthogonal 20MHz channels (Figure 6) or one 40MHz
channel instead of three orthogonal 20MHz channels
(Figure 7). Note that both figures represent the probability
density functions expressed as a Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE). In both figures, we observe that the number of STAs
that decrease their throughput when using channel bonding
(the area to the left of the vertical line at 0) is higher than the
number of STAs that improve their throughput (the area to
the right). Moreover, the tail on the right side of each KDE is
longer than the tail on the left side, reflecting that there are
STAs which greatly increase their throughput with channel
bonding. Finally, inspecting the figures as the density of the
Wi-Fi scenarios increases (i.e., moving vertically from
bottom to top), we conclude that channel bonding in the 2.4
GHz USA frequency band is even a worse choice when the
density of the Wi-Fi network increases.

3.4. Channel Bonding in the 2.4 GHz Europe Frequency Band.
In this section, we perform a similar evaluation to the one
provided in the previous section, but now focusing on the
2.4 GHz frequency band where there are at least thirteen

20MHz channels available, as in most of the world and in
particular in Europe. In this case, it is possible to use two
40MHz orthogonal channels, so we will compare two
situations: using two orthogonal 40MHz channels and
using three orthogonal 20MHz channels. Figure 8 shows
the average downstream throughput achieved by STAs in
both situations. As opposed to the behavior of the 2.4 GHz
USA frequency band, in this 2.4 GHz Europe frequency
band, the average throughput achieved increases when
using channel bonding. Although the advantage of using
channel bonding diminishes with the density of STAs (η),
it is always advantageous even in the more dense
scenarios.

Table 3: Percentage of STAs that increase (+)/keep (�)/decrease
(−) their throughput (and average increase/decrease) using channel
bonding with two nonorthogonal 40MHz channels in the 2.4 GHz
USA setting.

η
% STA Increase/decrease

(Mbps)
+ � − Increase Decrease

1 26.50 8.50 65.00 20.29 −13.27
2 23.75 7.75 68.50 20.42 −12.49
3 21.83 9.50 68.67 19.00 −12.36
4 18.38 9.25 72.38 19.79 −11.84
5 17.90 11.10 71.00 20.02 −11.56
6 15.83 13.08 71.08 17.59 −11.90
7 16.29 14.36 69.36 17.70 −11.08
8 14.75 13.88 71.38 17.51 −10.45
9 13.56 15.83 70.61 17.31 −10.89
10 12.95 17.40 69.65 17.66 −10.89
11 12.64 18.45 68.91 15.95 −11.05
12 12.67 18.88 68.46 17.15 −10.48

Table 4: Percentage of STAs that increase (+)/keep (�)/decrease
(−) their throughput (and average increase/decrease) using channel
bonding with one 40MHz channel in the 2.4 GHz USA setting.

η
% STA Increase/decrease

(Mbps)
+ � − Increase Decrease

1 8.00 8.50 83.50 23.38 −19.57
2 7.25 7.75 85.00 24.07 −17.13
3 6.17 9.50 84.33 22.51 −17.27
4 5.13 9.25 85.63 21.63 −17.11
5 4.70 11.10 84.20 22.60 −16.89
6 4.33 13.00 82.67 17.40 −16.23
7 4.00 14.21 81.79 20.47 −16.06
8 3.31 13.81 82.88 19.12 −15.15
9 3.17 15.78 81.06 19.46 −15.26
10 2.70 17.30 80.00 20.46 −15.07
11 2.73 18.36 78.91 14.88 −14.98
12 2.83 18.88 78.29 16.74 −14.81
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Figure 6: Density of the throughput gain of using channel bonding
with two 40MHz channels in the 2.4 GHz USA setting.
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Table 5 shows the number of STAs that are able to increase
their throughput when using channel bonding. In general, for
the lowest values of η, the percentage of STAs that increase
their throughput is higher than the percentage of STAs that
decrease it, but this is not true when the density of STAs
increases. Furthermore, the average throughput gain of those
STAs that improve their throughput is remarkably higher
(around 19 to 23Mbps) than the decrease of those STAs that
get a worse throughput (around 6.5 to 9Mbps).

Finally, in Figure 9, we show the KDE of the difference in
the throughput perceived by STAs when using channel
bonding, where we can remark the longer tails on the right of

the different curves, which shows that the gain of using
channel bonding for the “winning” STAs is higher than the
loss in throughput for the “losing” ones. Taking this into
account, we can conclude that, even when there are a
nonnegligible number of STAs that decrease their
throughput when using channel bonding, the high increase
in an important fraction of STAs makes channel bonding in
the 2.4 GHz Europe frequency band worth using.

3.5. Study of Fairness. After the study of the throughput and
the incentives that STAs can obtain by using channel
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Figure 8: Comparison of average throughput in the 2.4 GHz
Europe frequency band.

Table 5: Percentage of STAs that increase (+)/keep (�)/decrease
(−) their throughput (and average increase/decrease) with two
orthogonal 40MHz channels in the 2.4 GHz Europe setting.

η
% STA Increase/decrease

(Mbps)
+ � − Increase Decrease

1 55.00 8.50 36.50 23.52 −9.03
2 45.75 7.75 46.50 22.42 −8.20
3 44.33 9.33 46.33 20.48 −7.33
4 41.38 9.25 49.38 20.25 −7.24
5 41.30 11.10 47.60 19.77 −6.72
6 34.33 13.08 52.58 20.68 −7.05
7 35.36 14.21 50.43 19.93 −6.59
8 32.31 13.94 53.75 20.31 −6.10
9 32.11 15.72 52.17 18.99 −6.56
10 28.50 17.40 54.10 19.50 −6.38
11 31.14 18.23 50.64 18.39 −6.66
12 28.96 18.88 52.17 19.03 −6.48
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Figure 7: Density of the throughput gain of using channel bonding
with one 40MHz channel in the 2.4 GHz USA setting.
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Figure 9: Density of the throughput gain of using channel bonding
with two orthogonal 40MHz channels in the 2.4 GHz Europe
setting.
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bonding in different regions, we complete the analysis of
channel bonding by studying the fairness of the perceived
throughput of the different STAs.)e focus is to determine if
channel bonding has an effect on fairness. )e performance
parameter used to measure fairness is the well-known Jain’s
fairness index [38], defined by

f(x) �


n
i�1 Thi 

2


n
i�1 Th

2
i

, Thi ≥ 0, (4)

with Thi being the downlink throughput perceived by STA i.
Jain’s fairness index is able to measure the “quality” of the
service experienced by the different STAs. If all STAs obtain
the same throughput, the fairness index is equal to 1. As the
disparity increases, the fairness index goes down to 0, when
the system clearly favors selected few users over the rest.

In Figure 10, we show the fairness for the different settings
under study. Note that each value of a curve is the average value
of the 5 different settings and 10 different executions. Results
show that the best fairness is obtained when using three or-
thogonal 20MHz channels.)is result is due to the fact that the
range in throughput is higher when using channel bonding
than when not using it. In other words, STAs using channel
bonding can obtain a throughput from 0 to 135Mbps, while
the upper value decreases to 65Mbps when channel bonding is
not in use. For this reason, the disparities between STAs when
using channel bonding can be higher. )e fairness obtained
when using two 40MHz channels is higher in the USA setting
than in the Europe setting.)erefore, we can conclude that the
advantage in throughput that can be obtained when using two
40MHz channels in the 2.4 GHz Europe frequency band is at
the expense of increasing the disparity between the through-
puts obtained by the different STAs.

4. Conclusions

Channel bonding is a technique proposed in Wi-Fi networks
since the standard IEEE 802.11n (Wi-Fi 4) to use wider
frequency channels to be able to obtain higher throughputs.

However, its use is usually discouraged in the 2.4GHz fre-
quency band, since it only allows for two 40MHz orthogonal
(or almost orthogonal) channels. However, we found a
number of limitations in previous studies on the matter, so we
revised that belief for dense, uncoordinated Wi-Fi 4 envi-
ronments. Our study confirms the previous consensus that it
is not advisable to use channel bonding in the 2.4GHz fre-
quency band with 11 channels which are 20MHz wide (as in
North America). However, contrary to the usual assumption,
we show that the use of channel bonding with 40MHz
channels in the 2.4GHz frequency band with 13 or more
20MHz channels (the one used in many parts of the world,
including Europe) results in an improvement of the average
throughput achieved by STAs. Moreover, we show that, even
when the number of STAs that decrease their throughput is
not negligible, the improvement in throughput experienced
by the “winning” STAs is much higher than the decrease in
throughput experienced by the “losing” STAs. Hence, channel
bonding is worth using not only from the perspective of
getting a higher sum of throughputs for the network, but also
from the perspective of STAs.

As the decision of using channel bonding lies in the AP
but the benefits are for STAs, as a future work, we plan to
shift to the STAs (therefore to the users) the decision of
whether to use channel bonding or not, since these are
ultimately the ones impacted by such decisions. Such a
possibility will let us reach more democratic, client-centric
configurations, with which we intend to address the fairness
issues usually related to channel bonding. Finally, we want to
explore the effects of dynamic channel bonding in the
2.4GHz band, since it could significantly increase the ad-
vantage of using channel bonding techniques in Wi-Fi 4.
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Geometric projective mapping
for opinion analysis

4
„Did someone say cookies?

— Cookie Monster
(Sesame Street and many websites)

Rapid opinion analysis methods like projective mapping are a useful contribution to
the field of opinion analysis, but they have traditionally used statistical techniques.
This is an issue for the analysis of large datasets, due to the standard technique used,
Multiple Factor Analysis, having cubic computational complexity on the number
of participants. This is an issue when the current technologies allow us to gather
larger amounts of data in less time with ease. This is why the geometric alternative
SensoGraph was proposed [Ord+19]. In the following article [Ord+21], we test
the capabilities of SensoGraph, analyzing a set of nine commercial chocolate chip
cookies. The input contains data from 349 different participants, which is the largest
amount of data used so far in projective mapping.

In order to provide an alternative to statistical methods, SensoGraph uses graph
theory [Ord+19]. Samples become vertices of an undirected geometric graph. Using
this framework, we compare two clustering modes: a proximity graph named Gabriel
Graph, which conditions the existence of an edge between two vertices to a condition
on their neighbourhood; and measuring the euclidean distance of the edges linking
two vertices. Graphs can be translated into adjacency matrices, which can be added
up, forming a global adjacency matrix, also called global similarity matrix. As a
final step, the resulting similarity matrix can be used as an input for graph-drawing
algorithms like Kamada-Kawai, yielding a resulting consensus graph.

The quality of the results is studied at the end of the article, showing a highly stable
output with similar information compared to the statistical method. The scalability
of SensoGraph is an important improvement, since it is linear on the number of
participants. Moreover, the calculations performed by SensoGraph are independent
for each participant, meaning that new data can be added at any time with minimal
computational overhead.
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A B S T R A C T

The so-called rapid sensory methods have proved to be useful for the sensory study of foods by different types of
panels, from trained assessors to unexperienced consumers. Data from these methods have been traditionally
analyzed using statistical techniques, with some recent works proposing the use of geometric techniques and
graph theory. The present work aims to deepen this line of research introducing a new method, mixing tools
from statistics and graph theory, for the analysis of data from Projective Mapping. In addition, a large number of
n = 349 unexperienced consumers is considered for the first time in Projective Mapping, evaluating nine
commercial chocolate chips cookies which include a blind duplicate of a multinational best-selling brand and
seven private labels. The data obtained are processed using the standard statistical technique Multiple Factor
Analysis (MFA), the recently appeared geometric method SensoGraph using Gabriel clustering, and the novel
variant introduced here which is based on the pairwise distances between samples. All methods provide the same
groups of samples, with the blind duplicates appearing close together. Finally, the stability of the results is
studied using bootstrapping and the RV and Mantel coefficients. The results suggest that, even for unexperienced
consumers, highly stable results can be achieved for MFA and SensoGraph when considering a large enough
number of assessors, around 200 for the consensus map of MFA or the global similarity matrix of SensoGraph.

1. Introduction

Traditionally, the sensory evaluation of foods has been carried out
using generic descriptive analysis with trained panels (Lawless &
Heymann, 2010) and consumer sensory analysis with a 9-point hedonic
scale, with different purposes and objectives (Varela & Ares, 2012). As
an alternative to QDA and consumer sensory analysis with hedonic
scale, a number of new sensory techniques have arisen in the last couple
of decades (Varela & Ares, 2012, 2014; Valentin, Cholet, Nestrud, &
Abdi, 2016). These methods, sometimes called rapid sensory methods
as opposed to the fact that generic descriptive analysis is quite time
consuming, have proved to be useful in order to obtain accurate and
reliable information from consumers.

Among these rapid methods, the present work focuses on Projective
Mapping (Risvik, McEwan, Colwill, Rogers, & Lyon, 1994), later used in
Napping (Pagès, 2005). Some of the interesting characteristics of this
method are being a holistic methodology, based on consumers’ per-
ception of the global similarities and differences among a set of sam-
ples, as well as allowing its use both with trained panellists and with

unexperienced consumers. Data from rapid methods are traditionally
analyzed using statistical techniques, with multiple factor analysis
(MFA) (Pagès, 2005) being the most common choice for Projective
Mapping. Very recently, some works have also proposed the use of
geometric techniques from graph theory (Orden, Fernández-Fernández,
Rodríguez-Nogales, & Vila-Crespo, 2019; Lahne, 2020). A first con-
tribution of the present work is to deepen in this recent line of research,
introducing a substantial modification of the SensoGraph method pro-
posed in (Orden et al., 2019) and further comparing the results and
their stability between this new variant, the original SensoGraph, and
MFA. Our hypothesis is that mixing geometric techniques from graph
theory with common tools in statistics, like distances between samples
or dendrograms, would provide further insight in sensory studies.

The number of assessors required to perform Projective Mapping
differs depending upon the study, the products, and the level of ex-
pertise of the participants. Previous research has shown that the
minimum number of consumers needed to obtain stable maps in
Projective Mapping using MFA strongly depends on the number of
samples and their degree of difference (Vidal et al., 2014; Vidal, Jaeger,
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Antúnez, Giménez, & Ares, 2016). Although stable configurations might
be reached by just 20 assessors, larger numbers are often required
(Valentin et al., 2016).

Despite the simplicity of Projective Mapping makes it especially
suitable to be used by unexperienced consumers, to the best of our
knowledge no work seems to have carried out Projective Mapping with
significantly more than 100 consumers, although other techniques like
Sorting have been used with up to 389 consumers (Teillet, Schlich,
Urbano, Cordelle, & Guichard, 2010). A second contribution of the
present work is to perform a Projective Mapping study with a large
number of consumers, in particular n = 349. This large number
properly allows the use of resampling techniques in order to analyze the
stability of both MFA and SensoGraph for a panel of unexperienced
consumers. The data collected are made publicly available (Orden &
Fernández-Fernández, 2020), seeking that the community can benefit
from a dataset with such a large number of consumers.

As for the product under study, Projective Mapping has been pre-
viously used to analyze a variety of foods with different sensory com-
plexities, from white wines (Pagès, 2005; Barton, Hayward, Richardson,
& McSweeney, 2020) to cheeses (Barcenas, Elortondo, & Albisu, 2004;
Nestrud & Lawless, 2010). For the present work we have chosen to
study commercial chocolate chip cookies. Cookies are one of the most
common snack foods (Gilbert, Miller, Olson, & St-Pierre, 2012) due to
their general acceptability, convenience and shelf-life. In particular,
chocolate chip cookies are present in most supermarket shelves, food
stalls, and service stations. Their easy acquisition and low price help
them become part of the diet, especially among young people (de
Agricultura, 2019), which are the target of the present study. A Scopus
search provided no previous works using Projective Mapping with
chocolate chip cookies and a single one with commercial cookies
(Tarrega, Marcano, & Fiszman, 2017). Thus, a third contribution of the
present work is the analysis of commercial chocolate chip cookies, from
a multinational brand and several private labels. Our hypothesis is that
unexperienced consumers can provide consistent results about this
popular type of cookies.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Samples

Nine commercial chocolate chip cookies were used in this study,
bought at supermarkets in Palencia (Spain). Products differed in terms
of brand, being or not a private label, manufacturer, and percentage of
chocolate (Table 1). Blind duplicates were used within the product set,
with samples 2 and 5 being the same product, since the ability of po-
sitioning close blind duplicates is widely considered an indicator of the
reliability of the method and the accuracy of the panel (Moussaoui &
Varela, 2010; Veinand, Godefoy, Adam, & Delarue, 2011; Savidan &
Morris, 2015; Moelich, Muller, Joubert, Næs, & Kidd, 2017).

The chocolate chip cookies were presented in plastic cups, labelled
with a three-digit random code, and served in randomized order fol-
lowing a balanced block experimental design. Due to the significant

differences in the size of the cookies and their external appearance, they
were served as halves in order to minimize the possibility of the con-
sumers recognizing them. To make sure that the assessors could re-test
several times if needed, labelled plates with extra samples were at their
disposal. Water was also provided to all consumers to rinse between
samples.

2.2. Consumers

A total of three hundred forty-nine (n = 349) consumers partici-
pated in this study, recruited among seven educational centers and two
university fairs along the academic years 2017–18 and 2018–19; more
details are provided in the dataset description (Orden & Fernández-
Fernández, 2020). The participants, of which 53% were female and
47% male, ranged between 14 and 30 years old. All the participants
agreed to take part in this study and no identifiable or sensitive in-
formation was collected.

2.3. Projective mapping

Prior to starting the tasting session, all participants were sensitized
about the importance of sensory analysis by a visual presentation. An
aim underlying this study was to promote the sensory analysis among
young people, at different high schools and during the open days of the
University of Valladolid. Subsequently, the basis of Projective Mapping
was explained to the participants, using an illustration which showed
cookies of different shapes (rectangular and round) and colors (cream
and brown).

After the explanation of the technique, the participants received an
A2 (60 × 40 cm) sheet of paper to allocate the samples. Samples were
to be placed close to each other if, according to the assessor’s own
criteria, they seemed sensorially similar and vice versa, i.e., two cho-
colate chip cookies were to be distant from one another if they seemed
different. The participants had to observe, smell, and taste the chocolate
chip cookies, and then position the samples on the A2 sheet, trying to
use as much of the tablecloth as possible. Once they had decided on the
positioning, they were asked to write the codes on the sheet. The da-
taset with the x- and y-coordinates of chocolate chip cookies from the
individual perceptual spaces is made publicly available (Orden &
Fernández-Fernández, 2020), for the sake of facilitating replicability in
research.

2.4. Data analysis with existing methods

2.4.1. Statistical analysis
The data obtained from Projective Mapping (Risvik et al., 1994) was

then analyzed by MFA (Pagès, 2005), using the R language (R
Development Core Team, 2007) and the FactoMineR package (Lê,
Josse, & Husson, 2008). Confidence ellipses were constructed using
truncated total bootstrapping (Cadoret & Husson, 2013) with the Sen-
soMineR package (Lê & Husson, 2008).

Table 1
Chocolate chip cookies samples information.

Sample Brand Private label of supermarket Manufacturer Percentage of Chocolate

1 Hacendado Mercadona Grupo Siro 37% chocolate chips
2 Chips-Ahoy Mondelez España Commercial, S.L. 25.6% chocolate chips
3 Carrefour Carrefour Aurly S.L. 37% chocolate chips
4 Grandino Lidl Übach-Palenberg 29% chocolate chips and 11% milk chocolate chips
5 Chips-Ahoy Mondelez España Commercial, S.L. 25.6% chocolate chips
6 Alteza Lupa Galletas Gullón S.A. 25% chocolate chips
7 American Cookies Aldi Banketbakkerij Merba B.V. 29% chocolate chips and 11% milk chocolate chips
8 Dia Dia Don Cake S.A. 26.7% chocolate chips and 10.3% milk chocolate chips
9 Ifa Eliges Gadis Galletas Gullón S.A. 25% chocolate chips
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2.4.2. Geometric analysis using SensoGraph with a clustering method
The x- and y-coordinates from the tablecloths were imported and

analyzed using a web app (Orden & Tejedor-Romero, 2019) im-
plementation of the SensoGraph method introduced in (Orden et al.,
2019). The first step there was to perform a clustering on each table-
cloth using the Gabriel graph (Gabriel & Sokal, 1969), a tool from
Computational Geometry. With this technique, two samples become
connected if, and only if, there is no third sample contained in the circle
having that potential connection as diameter. See Fig. 1.

The aim of this clustering was to connect some pairs of samples at
each tablecloth, so that a global similarity matrix could be constructed
by counting, for each pair of samples, in how many tablecloths they
became connected.

In other words, for each tablecloth the clustering induced a matrix
with entries in the set {0,1} standing, respectively, for the corre-
sponding pair of samples being connected or not by the clustering.
Then, the global similarity matrix was just the addition of the particular
similarity matrices from each tablecloth. See Fig. 2 for an illustration.

The second step in (Orden et al., 2019) was the use of the Kamada-
Kawai force-directed algorithm from graph drawing (Kamada & Kawai,
1989) to obtain a positioning of the samples (consensus graphic) based
on the entries of the global similarity matrix.

Interested readers can follow the descriptions in (Orden et al., 2019)
to implement the SensoGraph method in R, using the command gg in
the package cccd (Marchette, 2015) for the Gabriel graph and the
command layout_with_kk of the package igraph (Csardi, 2015) for the
Kamada-Kawai graph drawing algorithm. The corresponding author
can also be contacted for further details.

Several improvements were implemented with respect to the soft-
ware used in (Orden et al., 2019) and the features of the above-men-
tioned commands in R. First, a color code from red (smallest) to green
(largest) was incorporated to both the connections between samples in
the consensus graphic and the global similarity matrix, to illustrate the
strength of those connections following the lines of recent successful
visualization tools (YouGov, 2019). Second, a dendrogram for the data
of the global similarity matrix was obtained using hierarchical clus-
tering (Härdle & Simar, 2007) and the matrix was then rearranged

according to the order in the dendrogram, for the sake of an easier
visualization of the groups of samples.

In addition, the possibility of displaying only the most relevant
connections was implemented. The strength of a particular connection
was normalized to the interval between the smallest and largest
strengths in the global similarity matrix, according to the following
formula

=normalized strength current strength smallest strength
largest strength smallest strength

Then, these normalized strengths were grouped into deciles, al-
lowing to display only the 10·k% of largest normalized strengths, for k
an integer from 1 to 10.

2.5. Data analysis with a new method

The present work introduces and tests an alternative way of ob-
taining the global similarity matrix. As in the original SensoGraph
proposal, the global matrix will also be the sum of particular similarity
matrices for each tablecloth, but the difference is that the values in
these particular matrices now lie in the interval [0,1]. See Fig. 3 for an
illustration.

Specifically, the values of the particular similarity matrices corre-
spond to the distances between the pairs of samples, normalized to the
interval [0,1] as follows: The interval between the smallest and the
largest distances obtained is linearly mapped to a similarity in the in-
terval [0,1] in an inverse way, according to the formula

=similarity distance smallest distance
largest distance smallest distance

1

which assigns similarity 1 to the smallest distance, 0 to the largest
distance, smaller similarities (between 0 and 1) to the larger distances,
and vice versa.

This approach aims to capture the essence of Projective Mapping,
which asks the assessors to position closer those samples perceived as
more similar and vice versa, by assigning larger similarities to (hence,
considering more important) those pairs of samples positioned closer,
and vice versa. In order to emphasize the importance of those samples
which were more clearly positioned closer or further, the linear map-
ping mentioned above was tuned using the following formula, which
depends on a parameter p 1

=
<

tuned similarity
similarity
similarity

when similarity
when similarity

2 ( )
1 2 | 1|

, 1/2
, 1/2

p p

p p

1

1

Fig. 4 shows the effect of this function for several values of p. The
value p = 1 gives the aforementioned linear mapping, while increasing
the value of p results in the graph combing towards an S-shape, hence
emphasizing the effect of extreme values corresponding to more clearly
positioned samples. After checking different values of p between 1 and
3 for the function of tuned similarity, obtaining analogous results, a
compromise value of p = 2 was chosen for the sake of emphasizing
extreme values without an excessive distortion of the inputs, see again
Fig. 4.

This new method was also implemented in the web app (Orden &

Fig. 1. Clustering with the Gabriel graph. The connection 6–7 will be drawn,
since no third sample lies inside the circle having that connection as diameter.
On the contrary, the connection 4–5 will not be drawn, because sample 1 lies
inside the corresponding circle.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the process for SensoGraph with Gabriel (Orden et al., 2019).
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Tejedor-Romero, 2019), using Python as backend language on the
server side, Flask as microframework, and MongoDB to manage the
databases, as well as JavaScript, HTML, and CSS on the user side.
Again, replicability of the results can be ensured by alternative im-
plementations using the techniques and commands detailed above.
Interested readers can also contact the corresponding author for further
details.

2.6. Stability of the results

The stability of the results obtained was analyzed using boot-
strapping resampling in order to simulate repetition of the experiments
(Shao & Tu, 1995), as used by Vidal et al. (2014) for the study of the
stability of sample configurations from projective mapping. For each
value of m = 10, 20, 30,…,n, subsets of m assessors were randomly
drawn with replacement from the original data set. As in previous
works (Faye et al., 2006, Blancher, Clavier, Egoroff, Duineveld, &
Parcon, 2012), a collection of 100 subsets was generated for each value
of m.

For the study of the stability of MFA results three analyses were
performed, using independent bootstrapping resamplings: With the first
two dimensions of the MFA and with the first four dimensions as in the
stability study by Vidal et al. (2014) and, in addition, with eight di-
mensions for better comparison with the results for SensoGraph.

In order to measure the agreement between the MFA consensus map
for each subset and that of the original panel, the RV coefficient was
computed (Escoufier, 1973; Tomic, Berget, & Næs, 2015; Josse &
Holmes, 2016). This is a popular similarity measure between point
configurations or matrices, whose values range between 0 and 1 and for
which, the more similar two items are, the higher is the corresponding
RV coefficient.

The RV coefficient was computed using the FactoMineR (Lê et al.,
2008) function coeffRV. The mean and the standard deviation for RV
coefficients of subsets of the same size were then obtained using the
commands mean and sd of the R language (R Development Core Team,

2007).
For the study of the stability of SensoGraph results, the only

meaningful analysis is considering the global similarity matrices. A
graph is defined by a set of vertices and a set of pairs (i,j) of vertices
(Gross, Yellen, & Zhang, 2013), which are encoded as the set of entries
(i,j) of a matrix. The two-dimensional representation of a global simi-
larity matrix is a plotting artifact based on the graph-drawing algorithm
considered. Furthermore, the random nature of the seeds chosen by the
Kamada-Kawai algorithm used by SensoGraph could result in different
coordinates in the consensus graph.

In order to measure the agreement between the SensoGraph simi-
larity matrix for each subset and that of the original panel, the Mantel
coefficient was computed (Mantel, 1967), which evaluates the simi-
larity between two configurations by measuring the correlation be-
tween two matrices of distances between the samples (Abdi, 2010). The
Mantel coefficient is the usual Pearson correlation coefficient based on
two vectors of size n(n−1)/2 (n being the number of products) con-
taining the off-diagonal elements of the two dissimilarity matrices being
compared. Its values range between −1 and 1 and, the more similar
two items are, the higher is the corresponding Mantel coefficient.
Widely used in ecology, the Mantel coefficient has also been used in
sensory analysis, e.g., by Blancher et al. (2012) to investigate the sta-
bility of sorting maps.

The mantel coefficient was computed using the Python function
skbio.stats.distance.mantel (The scikit-bio development team, 2020)
using Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient. The mean and
the standard deviation for Mantel coefficients of subsets of the same
size were then obtained using the commands mean dataset.mean and
dataset.std of the pandas library (The Pandas Development Team,
2020).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Results for MFA

The data obtained from the Projective Mapping tablecloths were
exported as a CSV file and were processed using MFA as mentioned in
Section 2.4.1. The computation took an average of 90.2 s, with a
standard deviation of 11.7 s, measured over 5 independent runs on a
computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU @2.13 GHz with 4 GB
of RAM.

The consensus representation of the similarities and differences
among samples is shown in Fig. 5. In this consensus graphic of MFA, the
first two dimensions accounted for 41.12% of the explained variance
(25.64% Dim1 and 15.48% Dim2). Low percentages of explained var-
iance have been observed for panels composed by unexperienced con-
sumers (Nestrud & Lawless, 2010), with some works reporting such
panels not positioning close together blind duplicate samples (Nestrud
& Lawless, 2008).

In our case, the panel of unexperienced consumers was able to po-
sition the blind duplicate samples 2 and 5, from the same brand (Chips-
Ahoy), close together in the lower-right quadrant. Their confidence
ellipses overlapping means that no significant differences were per-
ceived and, therefore, the consumers were capable to detect their si-
milarity.

In addition to that, samples 1 (Hacendado), 3 (Carrefour), 4

Fig. 3. Illustration of the process for SensoGraph with distances.

Fig. 4. Effect of linear (p = 1) and non-linear mappings (p > 1) over the
interval [0,1].
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(Grandino), and 7 (American Cookies) became positioned in the lower-
left quadrant of the perceptual space, with their confidence ellipses
overlapping indicating that consumers did not perceive statistically
significant differences between them. These were the cookies with the
highest percentage of chocolate: Samples 1 (Hacendado) and 3
(Carrefour) had a 37% of chocolate chips, while samples 4 (Grandino)
and 7 (American Cookies) had a 29% of chocolate chips plus an 11% of
milk chocolate chips. Recall Table 1.

Further, sample 6 (Alteza) and sample 9 (Ifa Eliges) appear sepa-
rated, with their ellipses not overlapping but not far to each other and
to samples 2 and 5. Probably, this can be explained because the samples
6 and 9 have a percentage of chocolate similar to samples 2 and 5 (25%
and 25.6% of chocolate chips, respectively, see Table 1). Samples 6 and
9 are from a private label, but produced by the same manufacturer,
while the duplicate samples 2 and 5 are from a best-selling multi-
national brand (see Table 1).

Finally, sample 8 (Dia), was isolated at the upper-left quadrant
despite its proportion of chocolate chips being similar to others (26.7%
of chocolate chips and 10.3% of milk chocolate chips, see Table 1). A
possible explanation is that this sample appears as the farthest one to
samples 2 and 5, those from a best-selling multinational brand, so the
private label cookie 8 was perceived as the least similar to a best-selling
cookie.

The above discussion is to be considered taking into account that,
due to the lack of batch tracking, changes in product recipes might have
arisen over the two years of data collection.

3.2. Results for SensoGraph with Gabriel clustering

The data from the Projective Mapping tablecloths was uploaded to
the SensoGraph software (Orden & Tejedor-Romero, 2019), which
processed them as described in Section 2.4.2. The computation took less
than one second with the same computer mentioned in Section 3.1.

Fig. 6 shows the consensus graphic obtained, with all the connec-
tions between samples, obtained using SensoGraph with the Gabriel
graph clustering as in (Orden et al., 2019), see Section 2.4.2. Fig. 7

shows only the 60% of most relevant connections, while Fig. 8 shows
the dendrogram (left) obtained by hierarchical clustering from the
global similarity matrix with the strengths of those connections (right).
For the consensus plots and the global similarity matrix, a color code
from red (smallest strength) to green (largest strength) has been used
for the sake of an easier visualization.

These graphics show that the positioning of the samples provided by
SensoGraph is similar to that in the consensus map given by MFA, the
RV coefficient between the point configurations in Figs. 5 and 6 being
0.8785. Groups 2–5-6–9, 1–3-4–7, and 8 can be identified in Figs. 7 and
8, with the global similarity matrix in Fig. 8 (right) easily showing that
the connection 2–5 is the strongest (greenest) one, corresponding to
samples 2 and 5 being the blind duplicates. It is interesting to note that
SensoGraph identifies these blind duplicates as the most similar

Fig. 5. Consensus plot from MFA, dimensions 1 and 2.

Fig. 6. Consensus plot obtained using SensoGraph with Gabriel (Orden et al.,
2019).
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samples, both by the consensus map in Fig. 6 and by the global simi-
larity matrix in Fig. 8, while in the MFA graphic for the first two di-
mensions (Fig. 5) the pair 1–7 is instead the closest one (although the
confidence ellipses for 2–5 do overlap, as discussed above). Never-
theless, note that the value of the connection 2–5 in the SensoGraph
similarity matrix is just 187 out of the 349 consumers considered.

In addition, SensoGraph shows samples 6 and 9 appearing in the
same group as the aforementioned samples 2 and 5, although the
strength of the other connections in this group is quite smaller than that
of the connection 2–5. Samples in this group share a similar percentage
of chocolate chips since, as commented above, samples 6 (Alteza) and 9
(Ifa Eliges) have a 25% of chocolate chips, and samples 2 and 5 (Chips-
Ahoy) have a 25.6% of chocolate chips (Table 1).

A second group observed in the SensoGraph graphic is composed by
samples 1–3–4–7, with the corresponding ellipses overlapping in MFA
as well. The connection 1–3 is the second strongest one and the con-
nection 4–7 is the third strongest one, while connections 1–4 and 1–7
are not so strong, and the connections 3–4 and 3–7 have an inter-
mediate strength. This group can be explained because the samples 1
(Hacendado) and 3 (Carrefour) have the same percentage of chocolate
chips, 37%, while the sample 4 (Grandino) and the sample 7 (American
Cookies) also have both the same percentage of chocolate (29% of
chocolate chips plus 11% of milk chocolate chips).

Finally, the sample 8 (Dia) being isolated in MFA coincides with its
connections to all other samples being weak in SensoGraph, and with
this sample being actually isolated when showing only the 60% of most
relevant edges (Fig. 7). As happened for MFA, the sample 8 appears as
the farthest one to samples 2 and 5 also in SensoGraph, both for the
consensus map (Fig. 6) and for the global similarity matrix (Fig. 8,

right).

3.3. Results for SensoGraph with distances

In this case, the data was uploaded to the software by Orden and
Tejedor-Romero (2019) and the option of using SensoGraph with dis-
tances was selected, in order to process the data as described in Section
2.5. The computation took less than one second with the same com-
puter mentioned in Section 3.1.

Fig. 9 shows the consensus graphic obtained, with all the connec-
tions between samples, using SensoGraph with distances, as introduced
in Section 2.5. Fig. 10 shows only the 60% of most relevant connec-
tions. Finally, Fig. 11 depicts the dendrogram (left) obtained from the
global similarity matrix (right). Again, the color code from red to green
has been used for the consensus graphics and the similarity matrix.

The consensus map obtained (Fig. 9) is similar to those given by the
previous methods, the RV coefficient with MFA for the first two di-
mensions (Fig. 5) being 0.7407 and that with SensoGraph with Gabriel
(Fig. 6) being 0.6390. Both the consensus maps (Figs. 5, 6, and 9) and
the dendrograms and global similarity matrices (Figs. 8 and 11) show
the same groups, being slightly more clear for SensoGraph with dis-
tances than for the variant with Gabriel (Figs. 7 and 10, also Figs. 8 and
11).

3.4. Stability of the results

As detailed in Section 2.6, bootstrapping was performed to analyze

Fig. 7. Consensus plot from SensoGraph with Gabriel, showing only the 60% of
most relevant edges.

Fig. 8. Dendrogram (left) and global
similarity matrix (right) for SensoGraph
with Gabriel. The matrix is rearranged
according to the result of the dendro-
gram, so that the groups obtained ap-
pear as submatrices with similar colors
(framed). (For interpretation of the re-
ferences to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

Fig. 9. Consensus plot obtained using SensoGraph with distances, as introduced
in Section 2.5.
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the stability of the results given in the previous subsections by the three
methods considered.

Figs. 12–16 show, for different cases, the evolution of the RV and
Mantel coefficients between virtual panels, composed by subsets of
consumers randomly drawn with replacement, and the true panel. The
vertical axis corresponds to the average RV or Mantel coefficient, in-
corporating standard deviations as vertical bars, while the horizontal
axis corresponds to the number of consumers in the virtual panel. As
expected, in all the cases increasing the number of consumers leads to
an increase of the RV or Mantel coefficients and a decrease of the
standard deviations.

Previous works (Faye et al., 2006, Blancher et al., 2012; Vidal et al.,
2014) have considered different values of the RV coefficient as the
threshold above which the results are considered to be stable, the most
restrictive one being the value 0.95 proposed by Blancher et al. (2012),
which is depicted as a red horizontal dashed line. There is no agreement
in the literature about which value of the RV coefficient indicates a
good agreement, with Vidal et al. (2014) reporting works which con-
sider values that range between 0.65 and 0.95. For the Mantel coeffi-
cient there is no standard threshold value as well, although Blancher
et al. (2012) observed a strong linear relationship between both types of
coefficient, with the Mantel coefficient tending to provide slightly lower
values than the RV coefficient.

For the case of MFA, considering the first four dimensions instead of
the first two leads to better results, with higher initial RV coefficients
and smaller standard deviations. Vidal et al. (2014) observed similar
results where, their work considering up to 100 consumers, some panels
did not reach the 0.95 RV coefficient suggested by Blancher et al.

(2012). The results we obtain show that for this panel of unexperienced
consumers with the first two dimensions accounting for only 41.12% of
the explained variance, the 0.95 threshold is achieved for around 200
consumers (Fig. 12). When considering the first four dimensions, ac-
counting for 65,95% of the explained variance, the 0.95 threshold is
achieved for around 150 consumers (Fig. 13). Considering the eight
dimensions, which obviously account for the 100% of the explained
variance, allows to achieve the 0.95 threshold for 40 consumers
(Fig. 14).

It should be noticed that Næs, Berget, Liland, Ares, and Varela
(2017) analyzed the corpus of 46 publications in Food Quality and
Preference and Food Research International dealing with projective
mapping until then, concluding that most of the papers considered only
the first two dimensions of the MFA, with just a few of them (6 out of
46) going further and using up to the first four dimensions. To the best
of our knowledge, no previous work used the full (eight) dimensions of
MFA to study the stability of the samples configuration.

As for SensoGraph with Gabriel, the results in Fig. 15 show smaller
deviations than those for MFA with the first two dimensions (Fig. 12),
although more consumers are needed to achieve the 0.95 threshold,
around 300 consumers. This could be explained because, as observed by
Blancher et al. (2012), the Mantel coefficient tends to be slightly
smaller than the RV coefficient. Actually, in this case, considering 200
consumers achieves a 0.92 threshold.

It is worth noticing that, although the dimensionality of the 9x9
global similarity matrix is eight (it defines nine points in nine dimen-
sions but the fact that entries (i,i) are zero implies that those points do
actually lie on an 8-dimensional hyperplane), the global similarity
matrix can also be depicted in a single 2-dimensional graphic (Fig. 8,
right).

Finally, SensoGraph with distances leads to the results depicted in
Fig. 16, which show higher Mantel coefficients and smaller standard
deviations than the version using Gabriel. In particular, the 0.95
threshold is achieved for around 200 consumers, like for MFA with the
first two dimensions (Fig. 12), but with smaller deviations. Further
studies with different panels and products, as in (Vidal et al., 2014),
should be performed in order to confirm this behavior.

4. Conclusions

This work used Projective Mapping for the evaluation of commercial
chocolate chip cookies by a large number of n = 349 unexperienced
consumers, analyzing the data with statistical (MFA), geometric
(SensoGraph-Gabriel) and mixed (SensoGraph-distances) methods. All
of them provided the same groups of samples, with the two blind du-
plicates being positioned close together. The identification of these
duplicates was clearer for the geometric and mixed techniques than for
the MFA consensus map, where a different pair of samples appeared as
the closest one.

The stability of the results was studied with bootstrapping

Fig. 10. Consensus plot from SensoGraph with distances, showing only the 60%
of most relevant edges.

Fig. 11. Dendrogram (left) and global
similarity matrix (right) for
SensoGraph with distances. The ma-
trix is rearranged according to the re-
sult of the dendrogram, so that the
groups obtained appear as submatrices
with similar colors (framed). (For in-
terpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the web version of this ar-
ticle.)
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resampling, randomly drawing 100 subsets of m = 10, 20, 30,…, n
assessors from the original data set and measuring the agreement with
the original panel by the RV coefficient for MFA and the Mantel coef-
ficient for SensoGraph. MFA achieved the highly restrictive RV 0.95
stability threshold for around 200 consumers when using the first two
dimensions, for around 150 consumers when considering the first four
dimensions, and for 40 consumers when all the eight dimensions are
considered. For SensoGraph with Gabriel, the Mantel 0.95 stability
threshold was achieved around 300 consumers, while SensoGraph with
distances led to values beyond the Mantel 0.95 threshold for around
200 consumers. These values are to be considered taking into account
that Mantel coefficients have been previously observed to be slightly
smaller than RV coefficients.

Further research, with different panels and products, would be
needed in order to confirm these behaviors which suggest that, on one
hand, global similarity matrices are useful for Projective Mapping data
analysis and, on the other hand, graph drawing techniques provide
reliable consensus maps.
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The free-linking task 5
„Freedom. To those that don’t have it, it’s more

valuable than gold. But where should it start
and end? We humans often think we have the
right to expand, absorb, convert, or possess
anything we need to reach our dreams.

— Adam Jensen
(Deus Ex: Human Revolution)

Free-sorting is another method for opinion profiling. Opposed to projective mapping,
which expects participant to place samples in a two-dimensional space depending
on their similarity, sorting is based on a simpler idea. Participants have to divide the
set of samples into groups. This idea has two drawbacks: similarity is not binary
and does not behave in a completely transitive way.

In terms of graph theory, the second disadvantage of sorting can be expressed with
edges. The existence of edges {A, B} and {B, C} force the existence of the edge
{A, C} since A, B, C would belong in the same group. However, that edge might not
be intended to exist. For this reason, we propose another graph-based alternative
called free-linking. It allows participants to freely create or delete edges between
the vertices which represent different items in the analysis session. The dataset of
graphs is processed using DISTATIS, the same statistical framework used to process
free-sorting data, but it could also be processed using SensoGraph, extracting partial
matrices from free-linking graphs.

In this article, we analyze the similarity of a common set of samples using both free-
sorting and free-linking. The conclusion of the study shows that letting participants
define edges in the graph freely allows a higher grade of precision in the opinion
analysis. This model of similarity is more realistic compared to the transitivity
of sorting. Therefore, free-linking is proposed as an interesting alternative to be
considered in the future, leading to finer-grained results.
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A B S T R A C T   

“Free sorting”, in which subjects are asked to sort a set of items into groups of “most similar” items, is 
increasingly popular as a technique for profiling sets of foods. However, free sorting implies an unrealistic model 
of sample similarity: that similarity is purely binary (is/is not similar) and that similarity is fully transitive 
(similarities {A, B} and {B, C} imply {A, C}). This paper proposes a new method of rapid similarity testing—the 
“free-linking” task—that solves both problems: in free linking, subjects draw a similarity graph in which they 
connect pairs of samples with a line if they are similar, according to the subject’s individual criteria. This simple 
task provides a more realistic model of similarity which allows degrees of similarity through the graph distance 
metric and does not require transitive similarity. In two pilot studies with spice blends (10 samples, 58 subjects) 
and chocolate bars (10 samples, 63 subjects), free linking and free sorting are evaluated and compared using 
DISTATIS, RVb, and the graph parameters degree, transitivity, and connectivity; subjects also indicated their 
preferences and ease-of-use for the tasks. In both studies, the first two dimensions of the DISTATIS consensus 
were highly comparable across tasks; however, free linking provided more discrimination in dimensions three 
and four. RVb stability was equivalent for the two methods. Graph statistics indicated that free linking had 
greater discrimination power: on average subjects made similarity groupings with lower degree, lower transi-
tivity, and higher connectivity for free linking in both studies. However, subjects did overall find free sorting 
easier and liked it more, indicating a higher cognitive difficulty of free linking. The free-linking task, therefore, 
provides more robust, realistic similarity maps at the cost of higher panelist effort, and should prove a valuable 
alternative for rapid sensory assessment of product sets.   

1. Introduction 

Methods for rapidly identifying similarities and differences in sets of 
food products have become increasingly popular in sensory evaluation 
(Delarue, 2015; Valentin et al., 2012; Varela & Ares, 2014). In partic-
ular, “free sorting”, in which subjects are asked to sort a set of items (in 
this case, foods or beverages) into groups of “most similar” items is 
increasingly popular as a technique for profiling sets of foods (e.g., 
Lahne et al., 2018). Free sorting presents several advantages: it does not 
require that subjects be trained, it is sensitive and stable with relatively 
low numbers of subjects (usually as low as 25 subjects), it can accom-
modate relatively high numbers of samples (as many as 20), and it has 
been shown to give product “maps” or “configurations” (through 
multivariate analyses) that bear a close resemblance to those from 
traditional and more work-intensive methods like Descriptive Analysis. 

Furthermore, unlike other rapid methods like Projective Mapping or 
Flash Profiling (Dehlholm et al., 2012), free sorting only requires that 
subjects make simple, holistic decisions of similarity or difference, 
rather than requiring a scaled degree of difference that may induce a 
higher cognitive load. 

However, a key disadvantage of free sorting is that the task of sorting 
samples makes some strong assumptions about the underlying similar-
ities between the products that are being modeled. Groups in free sorting 
are disjoint, meaning that no element can belong to two groups. Given 
samples A, B, and C there is no way that the same subject can create two 
similarity sets such as {A, B} and {B, C} without creating a superset {A, 
B, C}. This simplifies the task for the subjects and reduces the time and 
amount of samples required (because retasting is minimized), but this 
restriction has two potentially undesirable consequences. The first is 
that the same subject cannot represent different types or dimensions of 
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similarity in the same sort: it is easily conceivable that A and B are 
similar in terms of one attribute, say, “sweetness”, while and A and C are 
similar in terms of another, say “appearance”. It is quite easy to imagine 
real-world situations in which this occurs. The second consequence is 
that similarity is necessarily modeled as fully transitive: if A is similar to 
B, and B is similar to C, then A must be similar to C, and furthermore the 
data can only indicate that all three samples are equally similar. This is 
also clearly contrary to easily imagined real circumstances: perhaps A, B, 
and C are all “sweet”, but while A and B are equally sweet, C is only half 
as sweet. Should a single subject be required to group these together? 

Two closely related alternatives have been suggested for the simple 
free-sorting task that address these issues: free multiple-sorts (Blanchard 
& Banerji, 2016; Dehlholm, 2015; Dehlholm et al., 2012) and hierar-
chical free-sorts (Koenig et al., 2020, 2021). The former modification 
asks subjects, after they have completed a simple free-sorting task, to 
repeat the task until they feel they have exhausted all possible grouping 
configurations (Dehlholm, 2015); the latter asks subjects, once they 
completed a simple free-sorting task, to continue making groups of 
groups until they cannot proceed further (Koenig et al., 2021). Thus, free 
multiple-sorting solves the first problem highlighted above, and hier-
archical free-sorting solves the second problem. However, neither 
approach solves both problems, and they both introduce problems of 
panelist motivation, in that they require a much more extensive data- 
collection procedure that will be discouraging for some subjects. This 
is a more major problem when a large number of samples is used, as in 
Koenig et al. (2020), but difficulty and motivation problems are reported 
with as few as 18 complex samples sorted by taste (Kessinger et al., 
2020). In addition, the data collection for both methods is much more 
complicated and more poorly supported in practical data-management 
programs (based on the authors’ personal communications with major 
sensory and survey software providers in pursuit of these methods), 
which appears to have limited the adoption of either approach in 
academia and industry in favor of the simple free-sorting task. For 
example, Spencer et al. (2016) had to write custom software to support 
hierarchical free-sorting, and authors as recent as Koenig et al. (2020, 
2021) have used paper ballots because of the lack of software supporting 
hierarchical free-sorting, requiring extensive transcription of results. 

Therefore, in this manuscript we propose an alternative task to the 
free-sorting task, inspired by graph theory (Gross et al., 2014), which we 
term the “free-linking” task. In the free-linking task, subjects are given a 
set of samples just as in free sorting, but rather than forming disjoint 
groups, subjects are asked to indicate, for each pair of samples, whether 
the samples are similar. This connect-the-dots interface was imple-
mented in the SensoGraph system (Orden et al., 2019, Alcalá, ES) in 
order to support this task, in which subjects are asked to draw “links” 
between samples if they are similar (Fig. 1). However, a paper-based 
system for free linking would be no harder to implement than a paper- 
based simple free-sorting task. 

While the free-linking task solicits binary similarity data on a pair- 
wise basis for samples—two samples are either similar or they are 
not—it does not impose the disjoint, restrictive model of similarity 
implied by free sorting. Given 3 samples A, B, and C it is possible for a 
subject to indicate, pairwise, that there are similar pairs {A, B} and {B, 
C} without indicating that A and C are directly similar. Put another way, 
the free-linking task asks each subject to draw their own similarity graph 
for the samples (Lahne, 2020; Orden et al., 2019; 2021). Unlike previous 
graph-based approaches to similarity in food products, where just the 
presence or absence of a connection was considered, in free linking we 
make use of the graph distance between samples as a basis for a dissim-
ilarity matrix for further analysis (Chartrand & Zhang, 2014). In the 
example above, distance(A, B) = distance(B, C) = 1, while distance(A, C) 
= 2. This allows the analyst to infer from a single subject’s data that, for 
the example above, there might be some shared similarity between A 
and C without the link {A, C} actually being drawn. This same change 
also addresses the second problem with simple free-sorting: subjects can 
now indicate pairwise whether samples are similar, but because there 

are not larger similarity groups (e.g., {A, B, C} in free sorting) it is not 
required that all samples that are connected be similar in the same way. 
This allows more flexibility for a subject’s holistic similarity judgments 
(Fig. 2; see also Fig. 3 for details on the dissimilarity). 

The free-linking task can be analyzed by the same tools that exist for 
the free-sorting task: dimensionality reduction (through MDS, DIS-
TATIS, and other approaches) and graph-based approaches like Sorting 
Backbone Analysis. This allows analysts used to free sorting to easily 
employ free linking, and for direct comparison of results. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to hope that the free-linking task will 
provide results that are comparable to free-sorting in terms of ease of 
deployment and data collection, but might allow for more realistic and 
detailed results. In particular, the lack of forced memberships to a group 
should allow for easier distinction among similar but not identical 
samples—that is, a more multidimensional structure of similarity and 
difference. In order to investigate the utility of the free-linking task, we 
report the results of two pilot studies in which subjects used both free 
sorting and free linking to report their perceptions of different food 
products. In both pilot studies subjects completed both free-sorting and 
free-linking tasks for the same samples in a counterbalanced order. In 
the first study, subjects evaluated 10 blends of 4 dried spices (cinnamon, 
turmeric, pepper, and cardamom) for similarity by aroma. In the second 
study, subjects evaluated 10 commercial chocolate samples for simi-
larity by taste. We hypothesized that the overall similarity configuration 
should be similar between the two methods, and that the results of the 
two methods should be equally stable, but that the free-linking results 
would provide more realistic, multidimensional models of similarity, 
which should be evident in parameters for the graphs derived from the 
similarity measurements as well as in visualizations from DISTATIS. 

2. Materials and methods 

The two studies reported were very similar in most details besides 
sample type, and so the basic information distinguishing the studies is 
given below, followed by details on methodology and analysis that were 
the same for both studies. 

Fig. 1. Interface for individual subjects’ free-linking task, as rendered in Sen-
soGraph (Orden et al., 2019). Note that sample order is randomized be-
tween subjects. 
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2.1. Study 1–Spice sorting 

Study 1 was conducted in November and December of 2019, and 
used spices and spice blends as stimuli. Sample details are given in 
Table 1. All spices were purchased at Kroger (Blacksburg, VA, see 
Table 1). Samples were presented to subjects in foil-wrapped glass vials 
in order to avoid visual discrimination, and evaluation was entirely 
orthonasal. 

A total of N = 58 subjects (38 female, 20 male, average age 29 years 
old) participated in Study 1. Subjects were recruited from the Virginia 
Tech/Blacksburg community. Subjects were not trained sensory panel-
ists (e.g., for Descriptive Analysis), but some had participated in previ-
ous untrained sensory tests at Virginia Tech. Subjects received no 
compensation, but were given snacks after completing Study 1. 

2.2. Study 2–Chocolate sorting 

Study 2 was conducted in November of 2020, and used commercial 
chocolate bars as stimuli. Sample details are given in Table 1. All 
chocolate bars were purchased at Kroger (Blacksburg, VA, see Table 1). 
Samples were presented in souffle cups with the bars’ identifying details 
(e.g., logos) effaced, in natural light, and evaluation was by taste and 

retronasal flavor. 
A total of N = 63 subjects (49 female, 14 male, average age 34 years 

old) participated in Study 2. Subjects were recruited from the Virginia 
Tech/Blacksburg community. Subjects were not trained sensory panel-
ists (e.g., for Descriptive Analysis), but some had participated in previ-
ous untrained sensory tests at Virginia Tech, including some who had 
participated in Study 1. Subjects received no compensation, but were 
given snacks after completing Study 2. 

2.3. Overall study design 

Both studies used the same overall design. Subjects were recruited to 
participate in free-linking and free-sorting of the same samples. In order 
to obtain within-subjects data, subjects were randomly assigned one of 
the two tasks first, then took a short break, then completed the other of 
the two tasks, then completed a short survey that asked them about their 
perceptions of the tasks and some basic demographic details. In both 
free-sorting and free-linking studies, subjects were seated at tables with 
a 36′′ x 36′′ workspace available and allowed to organize their samples 
spatially prior to entering their judgments into the data-collection 
software. 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of free sorting (top) and free linking (bottom). From the same samples (presented in random order to each subject) in (1), the 
methods diverge. For free sorting, subjects group samples (2) and their groupings are transformed directly to binary dissimilarities (3). For free linking, subjects 
indicate pairwise similarity (2), which is transformed into graph distances (3), and then to [0,1]-range dissimilarity (4, with details given in Fig. 3). At this point, the 
same analyses can be conducted on the each of the dissimilarity matrices. 
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2.4. Free-sorting task 

In the free-sorting task, subjects received all 10 samples at the same 
time in a randomized order. Sorting data was collected using the 

Compusense Cloud (Guelph, ON) system. Subjects were prompted to 
“sort into groups based on similarities”. They were informed that there 
was no right answer, and told that they could make any number of 
groups between two (2) and nine (9), with as many samples as they 
chose in each group. 

2.5. Free-linking task 

In the free-linking task, subjects received all 10 samples at the same 
time in a randomized order, positioned as the vertices of a regular 
polygon (see Figs. 1 and 2). Linking data was collected using the Sen-
soGraph (Orden et al., 2019, Alcalá, ES) system. Subjects were prompted 
to “join with a line those pairs of products you consider similar, dragging 
from one to the other with the finger or the mouse” (see Fig. 1). The 
codes presented on the screen for the SensoGraph interface were given 
in random order for each subject. Subjects were able to remove lines 
they had previously made (in case of mistakes or revisions in judgment) 
before submitting their answers. 

2.6. Data Analysis 

Results from both free sorting and free linking were analyzed in 
parallel in order to compare the results of the method. This parallelism is 
enabled by the data structure provided by both methods: the dataset for 
each analysis is an N × K × K array of (dis)similarity matrices, where N 
is the number of subjects and K is the number of samples. In free sorting, 
each K × K slice is composed by cell entries aij which are binary (either 
0 or 1), representing whether, for the current subject, samples i, j were 
sorted together. The raw data is a similarity measure in which a 1 in-
dicates similarity through group membership, and the dissimilarity 
matrix, which is obtained by subtracting every entry from 1, can be 
treated as binary distance and is analyzed via MDS or DISTATIS (Abdi 
et al., 2007). In free linking, the graph drawn by the current subject 
provides a graph distance between each pair of samples i and j, as an 
integer between 1 (if the connection {i, j} is present) and ∞ (if there is no 
path between i and j on the graph). The raw graph distance is the number 
of edges comprising the shortest path between the two pairs of samples 
in the graph (see Figs. 2 and 3). For the dissimilarity matrix actually 
analyzed by DISTATIS we adapt the cophenetic dissimilarity from 
Koenig et al. (2021, see Figs. 2 and 3): the corresponding cell entry aij of 
the K × K slice is defined as the subtraction from 1 of the inverse of the 
graph distance between i and j (defining 1/∞ as 0, and setting a mini-
mum of 0 for dissimilarity of a sample with itself or with samples to 
which it is directly linked), so that the cell entries aij are no longer binary 
but range in the interval [0, 1], with larger values indicating lower 
similarity and smaller values standing for higher similarity. The diago-
nal of the matrix is set to 0, indicating that all samples are identical with 
themselves as would be expected for a distance matrix. 

Data were first analyzed by DISTATIS in order to compare consensus 
similarity configurations for samples across methods (Abdi et al., 2007). 
Confidence ellipses were generated through bootstrapping (Beaton 
et al., 2013). A key property of any rapid sensory method is how well 
samples and groups of samples are distinguished: this is clearly related 
to (but also not identical to) discrimination ability for the method. Ex-
amination of product separation on the first four DISTATIS axes for both 
methods via actual observations as well as bootstrapped confidence 
intervals were considered as evidence. Choice of 4 axes for examination 
(out of a possible 10 for each sample) were motivated by examination of 
scree plots for the DISTATIS S+ matrices (Abdi et al., 2007, not shown) 
as well as by general practice in industry and the literature for “signif-
icant dimensions” for interpretation. 

The stability of results for a given number of subjects—that is, the 
required number of subjects—for each method was evaluated through a 
bootstrapping approach to simulate panels of different sizes and 
compare these simulated results to the actual, observed results. Specif-

Fig. 3. Schematic for deriving dissimilarity from graph distance, based on 
Koenig et al. (2021). 

Table 1 
Sample information for Study 1 and Study 2.  

Study 1 – Spices* 

Sample Name Recipe 
Cinnamon 1 g ground cinnamon 
Cardamom 1 g ground cardamom 
Pepper 1 g ground black pepper 
Turmeric 1 g ground turmeric 
Cinnamon + cardamom 0.5 g ground cinnamon + 0.5 g ground cardamom 
Cinnamon + pepper 0.5 g ground cinnamon + 0.5 g ground black pepper 
Cinnamon + turmeric 0.5 g ground cinnamon + 0.5 g ground turmeric 
Cardamom + pepper 0.5 g ground cardamom + 0.5 g ground black pepper 
Cardamom + turmeric 0.5 ground cardamom + 0.5 g ground turmeric 
Pepper + turmeric 0.5 ground black pepper + 0.5 g ground turmeric 

Study 2 - Chocolate 

Manufacturer Chocolate type Cocoa content 
Cadbury Dark 35%? 

Hershey’s Dark 45%? 

Green & Black’s Dark 70% 
Endangered Species Dark 72% 
Green & Black’s Dark 85% 
Pascha Dark 85% 
Cadbury Milk 26%? 

Hershey’s Milk 30%? 

Green & Black’s Milk 34% 
Endangered Species Milk 48%  

* All spices are McCormick Gourmet Organic line ground spices (no whole 
spices were used for the purpose of blending the recipes). 

? Information gathered indirectly from manufacturer’s website rather than 
packaging. 
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ically, generalized stability, termed RVb by Blancher et al. (2012), was 
calculated for free sorting and free linking: bootstrapped samples of 
subjects, of sizes 2 to N (where N is the number of subjects in the 
particular study) were drawn (with i = 100 replicates at each sample 
size), and the average RV between the DISTATIS F (factor score) 
matrices from the bootstrap sample and the full dataset was calculated at 
each sample size. Blancher et al. (2012) recommend that stability can be 
considered achieved at the number of subjects for which the boot-
strapped average RVb exceeds 0.95. 

Graph theory was also used to evaluate whether individual subjects’ 
free-sorting and free-linking groupings were in fact different. For 

sorting, each individual’s K × K slice was treated as the (symmetric) 
adjacency-matrix representation of an undirected graph (Gross et al., 
2014). For linking, the undirected graph drawn by each individual was 
used. In each subject’s graph, the nodes represent the samples, and an 
edge between two nodes indicates that the subject sorted or linked two 
samples as similar (Lahne, 2020; Orden et al., 2019). This graph rep-
resentation provides several simple parameters that give insight into the 
similarity structure. 

The degree of each node indicates how many edges are incident to it 
(Gross et al., 2014); thus, in sorting or linking higher degree for a node 
means the corresponding sample was considered similar to more other 

Fig. 4. DISTATIS biplots for free sorting (top, in purple) and free linking (bottom, in orange) of spice-study results. The left-hand column gives Dimensions 1 and 2, 
while the right-hand column gives Dimensions 3 and 4 of the respective spaces. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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samples. Comparison of average degree per subject and sample for each 
method gives an indication of discrimination capacity: higher average 
degree indicates less discrimination between samples, as subjects 
consider more samples similar. 

The transitivity on triads (Arney & Horton, 2014) is the fraction 
indicating, for the total number of node triads A, B, C with connections 
{A, B}, {B, C}, how many of them also contain the connection {A, C}. In 
the literature this is also called the graph “clustering coefficient” 
(Kolaczyk & Csárdi, 2014). In terms of the sorting and linking tasks, this 
is a measure of the likelihood that similarities {A,B} and {B,C} imply 
that similarity {A,C} also exists; when transitivity is higher it may 

indicate a lower discrimination capability. 
The average connectivity of a graph (Beineke et al., 2002) is a 

parameter that measures, in each subject’s results, the average over all 
pairs of nodes A and B, how many independent paths connect A and B. In 
the context of sorting and linking, lower average connectivity will be 
associated with more disjoint groups, which is an indicator of less robust 
or realistic models of similarity. 

Subjects’ preferences for method were evaluated for each study using 
simple contingency-table measures, and their opinions of the sorting and 
linking tasks’ ease of use and enjoyability were evaluated using repeated 
measures ANOVA. 

Fig. 5. DISTATIS biplots for free sorting (top, in purple) and free linking (bottom, in orange) of chocolate-study results. The left-hand column gives Dimensions 1 and 
2, while the right-hand column gives Dimensions 3 and 4 of the respective spaces. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Data analyses were conducted in R (version 4.0.2). Code for analyses 
is available from the corresponding author upon request. 

2.7. Ethics statement 

All research methods were reviewed and approved by the Virginia 
Tech Human Research Protection Program (IRB # 19–1030). 

3. Results 

3.1. Product configurations (via DISTATIS) 

The overall DISTATIS results for both the spice samples (Study 1) and 
the chocolate samples (Study 2) are quite similar (Figs. 4 and 5). In the 
first 2 dimensions of the DISTATIS solutions the configurations of 
samples are almost identical, although it is worth noting that the derived 
distances among samples in the chocolate study are larger (Fig. 5). 
However, for both studies it is apparent that the 3rd and 4th dimensions 
of the solution contain more valuable discrimination information for 
free linking than for free sorting. In each case, more samples are clearly 
discriminated (as can be seen from non-overlapping confidence ellipses) 
by subjects using free linking than by subjects using free sorting. 

The same basic product differences are identified by both methods, 
but with better resolution through free linking. For the spices, the first 
dimension separates cinnamon-containing mixes from the rest of the 
samples, while the second dimension separates cardamom-containing 
mixes (in both analyses the cinnamon + cardamom mixture falls in 
between these groups, with a stronger attraction to the cardamom re-
gion on the second axis). The third dimension for both studies separates 
pepper from the remaining samples, but with free linking it is also 
possible to infer that pepper is being directly opposed to turmeric- 
containing samples (Fig. 4). In the fourth dimension, two samples that 
both contain turmeric are opposed: cardamom + turmeric and 

cinnamon + cardamom, but again in the free-linking study several other 
samples (cinnamon + pepper, cardamom) separate clearly on this 
dimension). 

For the chocolate, the first dimension distinctly separates premium, 
dark chocolates from milk chocolates, while the second axis separates 
mass-market dark chocolates (Hershey’s and Cadbury’s) from the other 
samples. In the third dimension, the sole premium, milk chocolate 
(Endangered Species) is separated from the remaining samples, but only 
in the free-linking study is it clear that this dimension is capturing 
similarities between both chocolates from this producer (Fig. 5). Finally, 
the fourth dimension separates the dark chocolate from Endangered 
Species from the remaining chocolates, but, again, in the free-linking 
study it is clear that there is more separation on this axis, with a 
strong separation between the two dark chocolates from Green & Black 
on this axis as well as separation among the other samples. 

3.2. Stability (via RVb) 

In order to investigate stability of the solutions as a function of the 
number of panelists, RVb was calculated as described in Blancher et al. 
(2012). Fig. 6 shows the RVb results for free sorting and free linking. As 
is apparent, the desired level of stability (the 0.95 level) is achieved with 
essentially the same number of subjects for both sorting and link-
ing—although an average of about 1 subject less is required for stability 
in free sorting than in free linking. Given that this level of stability is 
achieved at between 8 and 10 subjects in these studies, this difference of 
a single subject is unlikely to be important in practical applications. In 
contrast to Blancher et al. (2012), we used all 10 dimensions to calculate 
RVb, but results for only Dimensions 1 and 2 (as calculated in Blancher 
et al. 2012) were almost identical to the full factor bootstraps (results 
not shown). 

This is a quite low number of subjects when compared to those 
calculated by Blancher et al. (2012)—it corresponds most closely to the 

Fig. 6. Stability of consensus solutions as assessed by RVb for free linking (purple) and free sorting (orange) in spice (dashed) and chocolate (solid) studies. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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results in that study for a similar dataset of chocolate aromas (DS1, a free 
sort of 11 samples). While Blancher et al. (2012) do not give details on 
sample-inclusion criteria, in the case of both Study 1 and Study 2 sam-
ples were chosen specifically for their potential to be grouped by sub-
jects (i.e., blends of the same spices and chocolates from the same 
manufacturers, see Table 1), which may explain the high stability 
observed here. It is also noticeable that the number of subjects required 
is slightly lower in Study 2 (chocolate, solid line) than in Study 1 (spice, 
dashed line). This difference seems like it may be attributed to the dif-
ference in modality—taste and flavor for Study 2, and only aroma for 
Study 1; differences in the products themselves may also be in play. This 
difference is also evident in the relative size and overlap of confidence 
ellipses for DISTATIS results (in which the RV coefficient is a key sta-
tistic) seen in Figs. 4 and 5. However, there is no evident difference in 
the RVb patterns between sample type, modality, and methodology 
(sorting vs. linking). The apparent stability of each method is equivalent. 

3.3. Graph parameters 

Three key graph parameters were investigated for this study. In a 
graph, the degree of a node represents the number of incident edges; for 
the sorting and linking studies, for each subject the degree of each 
sample indicates the number of other samples to which it was judged 
similar. Higher degree thus indicates a potentially lower discrimination 
ability among subjects, as fewer distinctions are made. For both Study 1 
and Study 2, the degree distribution for free linking is clearly skewed 
more right than the degree distribution for free sorting (see Fig. 7). 
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests indicate that the free-sorting task produces 
significantly larger degrees per node than the free-linking task for both 
the spice (W = 143331, p < 0.05) and the chocolate (W = 167328,
p < 0.05) studies. This indicates that free linking better discriminates 
the samples than free linking. 

The transitivity on triads of a graph indicates the likelihood, given 
three nodes A, B, and C and edges {A, B} and {B, C}, that there will also 
be an edge {A, C}. In terms of free sorting and free linking, transitivity 
gives another indication of discrimination ability—it is a direct mea-
surement of the degree to which similarities among samples are forced 
by the method or are allowed to be indicated by the subjects, and ranges 

from 0 to 1. In Fig. 8, transitivity is plotted on the Y-axis against degree 
(see above) on the X-axis. By the nature of the sorting task, transitivity is 
always 0 or 1; it is only 0 in the degenerate case, when subjects made 
only pairs of samples, which happened several times in the spice study. 
For free sorting there is a much broader range of transitivity values in 
the [0, 1] range, indicating a higher likelihood of actual discrimination 
by the subjects. 

Finally, the connectivity of a graph is a measure, for each subject, of 
the number of distinct, connected paths between all pairs of nodes. 
Higher connectivity indicates a less disjoint (or disconnected) graph; in 
terms of free sorting and free linking, lower connectivity would mean 
more disjoint graphs, which are likely the result of a less realistic simi-
larity model. In Fig. 9, connectivity is plotted on the Y-axis against de-
gree on the X-axis. For both studies, free linking tended to exhibit higher 
connectivity values than free sorting, as expected, but the differences 
were in general rather smaller than the differences in connectivity or 
degree. Thus, while subjects did produce more connected graphs using 
free linking than free sorting, they did not always produce fully con-
nected graphs. 

3.4. Subject preferences 

Finally, it is important to consider subjects’ experience of the two 
tasks. In a simple question of overall preference (“Did you prefer the 
free-sorting or free-linking task?”), panelists preferred free-sorting to 
free-linking narrowly but insignificantly in Study 1 (χ2

1 = 1.10,ns), and 
by a broad and significant margin in Study 2 (χ2

1 = 19.44,p < 0.05; see 
Table 2). In neither task did it matter which task the subjects completed 
first (Study 1: χ2

1 = 0.69,ns; Study 2: χ2
1 = 1.49,ns). This can potentially 

be explained by the difference in complexity of the relative tasks: in 
Study 1, the test was by aroma only, whereas in Study 2 the subjects had 
to taste the chocolate. Therefore, it is possible that Study 2 involved a 
more fatiguing sensory task and a more taxing memory task, and in these 
circumstances it would make sense that subjects would prefer the 
simpler free-sorting task, which involves fewer pairwise comparisons. 
Alternatively, it is possible that the difference may be that the set of 
samples evaluated in Study 1 was “designed” by blending spices, 
providing an “easier” similarity structure. 

Fig. 7. Degree distributions for spice (left) and chocolate (right) studies for free linking (purple) and free sorting (orange). In these studies, higher degree indicates 
less power to discriminate among samples. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Subjects also answered questions about ease-of-use and rated liking 
for each task, both on unstructured line scales converted to 10-pt values. 
Results were analyzed by mixed-effects ANOVA, with the dependent 
variable (liking or ease) modeled as dependent on the random effect of 
the particular subject, with the task (free sorting or free linking) as a 
within-subjects variable and the order of task completion as a between- 
subjects variable. For all tests, there was no effect of order of task, and no 

interaction between order and the task itself, so these results will not be 
reported in detail. For Study 1, subjects indicated that they did not find 
any difference in ease-of-use for the two tasks (effect of task on ease-of- 
use: F1,56 = 0.016,ns; free sorting M = 7.62,SD = 1.78, free linking M =

7.14,SD = 2.08), but they did report a significantly higher liking for the 
free-sorting task (effect of task on liking: F1,56 = 5.14, p < 0.05; free 
sorting M = 7.57, SD = 1.70, free linking M = 6.85, SD = 2.08). For 

Fig. 8. Scatter plots of individual subjects’ degree (with lower degree indicating higher discrimination power) against transitivity (clustering coefficient, with higher 
values indicating forced grouping/similarity) for free linking (purple) and free sorting (orange). Note that for free sorting, transitivity is always equal to 1 except in 
the rare degenerate case in which subjects only make groups of 2 or fewer samples (bottom left). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. Scatter plots of individual subjects’ degree (with lower degree indicating higher discrimination power) against connectivity (with higher values indicating 
ability to detect multiple levels of similarity). Note that for free sorting, only high values of degree guarantee higher connectivity, whereas in free linking higher 
connectivity is achieved at lower degree (with higher discrimination power). 
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Study 2, subjects indicated significant differences in both ease-of-use 
(effect of task on ease-of-use: F1,61 = 24.76,p < 0.05; free sorting M =

8.36,SD = 1.48, free linking M = 6.96,SD = 2.38) and liking (effect of 
task on liking: F1,61 = 19.40, p < 0.05; free sorting M = 7.54, SD =

1.61, free linking M = 6.11,SD = 1.92). These results can be explained 
in the same way as the preference results: possibly a significantly higher 
memory and sensory-fatigue loads for tasting would make free linking a 
more difficult and less pleasant task than free sorting, or possibly the set 
of samples evaluated in Study 1 was slightly “easier” than the chocolates 
in Study 2. In both cases, it is also possible that subjects are simply more 
familiar with free sorting than with free linking, and familiarity has bred 
comfort with and preference for that method: while subjects were not 
surveyed about previous experience, our lab frequently conducts free- 
sorting studies and some subjects were definitely previous participants. 

4. Discussion 

Free sorting, as a rapid method for assessing similarities among a set 
of samples, has become an extremely popular method in both industry 
and academia (Dehlholm, 2015; Koenig et al., 2020, 2021; Valentin 
et al., 2012). However, the basic instruction of free sorting—that sub-
jects form disjoint groups according to similarity—implies a model of 
similarity among the products that is likely to be unrealistic. Specif-
ically, sorting requires that similarities be fully transitive and essentially 
unidimensional. In contrast, the method of pairwise free-linking, which 
we have formalized and demonstrated in this paper, provides results that 
are comparable to free sorting, while avoiding these restrictive 
assumptions. 

In particular, on the same product sets, free linking results in 
significantly lower vertex degree measurements for each product, indi-
cating that subjects are making more discriminating similarity judg-
ments (Fig. 7). In addition, the transitivity (or “clustering coefficient” 
Kolaczyk & Csárdi, 2014) of the similarity graphs from free linking were 
significantly more diverse than those from sorting, which are in general 
fully transitive (Fig. 8); this explicitly indicates that subjects in free- 
linking studies are not forced to “close the triangle” when they want 
to indicate that A and B are similar, as are B and C. At the same time, the 
connectivity of the free-linking graphs was also noticeably higher than 
that of the free-sorting graphs (Fig. 9), indicating that individual models 
of similarity generated through free linking were more robust, with 
graph distance giving a non-binary similarity measure (Chartrand & 
Zhang, 2014), which should capture a more multidimensional model of 
similarity. 

This more “multidimensional” similarity is evident in DISTATIS 
biplots of results of free sorting and free linking on the same samples. 
Although for both spices (Fig. 4) and chocolate (Fig. 5) gross similarities, 
represented by Dimensions 1 and 2 of the biplots, are almost identical, 
there is much better discrimination of samples in Dimensions 3 and 4 for 
both sample sets. This follows naturally from the two different models of 
similarity implied by free sorting and free linking. Free sorting empha-
sizes rapidly finding gross similarities; free linking, while more intensive 
because of the need for multiple pairwise judgments (Fig. 1), focuses on 
multidimensional similarity. Nevertheless, both methods provide stable 
results, as indicated byRVb, at approximately similar numbers of 

subjects (Fig. 6). However, it is important to note that, on the whole, 
subjects found free sorting less taxing and more pleasant than free 
linking. It will be important to take subject fatigue into account when 
designing future studies that employ free linking. We might imagine that 
free linking would also be less fatiguing for trained subjects, who are 
used to making frequent, analytical, sensory judgments. 

4.1. Limitations and future work 

A key limitation of this study was the artificial nature of the sample 
sets: for both the spices and the chocolates, the samples were chosen to 
span a product category. In a real product-development or other applied 
situation, it is unlikely that there would be such a structured set of 
products. Arguably, free linking, which relies on pairwise comparisons, 
should perform better in these real situations, but this could not be 
determined from these sample sets. It also remains to be seen whether 
the lower preference and liking ratings for free linking by subjects will 
result in lower compliance or lower quality data when the method is 
used in a non-comparative setting. 

The free-linking task also provides some new possibilities for the 
design of sensory studies. For example, to this point it has not been 
feasible to conduct free-sorting tests (or indeed projective-mapping 
tests) in an incomplete-block design, because the sorting space de-
pends simultaneously on all samples. This has restricted the number of 
samples that can practically be analyzed in a free-sorting study to 
around 25 actual samples (the number is much higher for visual or text 
samples). This restriction should not apply to the free-linking task, 
which is based on a similarity graph of pairwise comparisons, but pro-
vides results that are similar or arguably superior to free sorting. 
Therefore, a logical future study is the investigation by free-linking of 
similarities in a set of samples large enough to present with an incom-
plete block design, but small enough to also investigate in full with free 
sorting in order to determine the comparability of this approach. 
Incomplete blocks for similarity would be a significant boon to food- 
sensory researchers in both industry and academia. In addition, given 
that free sorting appears to become exponentially more fatiguing as the 
number and sensory complexity of samples increases (see for example 
Kessinger et al., 2020), it may be hoped that free linking, which requires 
a larger number of simpler judgments, may perform better with large 
sample sets, especially when implemented in incomplete blocks as 
described above. 

4.2. Conclusions 

In this paper, we present a new, rapid method for assessing simi-
larities among a set of samples: the “free-linking task”. In the free-linking 
task, subjects are given a set of samples and asked to indicate pairwise 
similarity according to their own criteria; in effect, as we have demon-
strated, subjects are drawing their own individual similarity graph for 
the samples. The data from free linking can be treated using existing 
tools for analyzing similarity data, such as DISTATIS, MFA, or even MDS. 

The free-linking task explicitly solves two issues with the currently 
popular free-sorting task: in free sorting, subjects can only indicate one 
degree of similarity (is/is not similar) and are forced to make fully 
transitive similarity groups. While previously proposed modifications of 
sorting like the hierarchical and multiple free-sorting tasks can solve these 
respective tasks with replicated or multiple passes of sorting for each 
sorting, free linking solves both problems at once with only a single task. 
As we have demonstrated, therefore, the results of free linking provide a 
more realistic representation of similarity and allow finer and more 
powerful interpretations than free sorting. However, while the results of 
free linking are more realistic and robust, the cost is that free linking, 
because it involves more pairwise comparisons, is also more demanding 
for the participants. The multimensionality of free-linking data is also 
greater, which can be considered either a cost or a benefit, depending on 
the sensory analyst’s goals. Therefore, we believe that the free-linking 

Table 2 
Counts of preference for free-sorting or free-linking task for each study, counted 
by which test was completed first.  

Task Completed First Prefer Free-Sorting Prefer Free-Linking 

Study 1: Spices (by smell) 
Free-Sorting 15 15 
Free-Linking 10 18 
Study 2: Chocolate (by taste) 
Free-Sorting 24 10 
Free-Linking 25 4  
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task will be a significant addition to the sensory analyst’s arsenal of tools 
for rapidly assessing similarities, and we expect to see improvements 
and new uses cases for the tool in the near future. 
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Distributed Remote Secure
E-Voting

6

„A bug is never just a mistake. It represents
something bigger. An error of thinking. That
makes you who you are.

— Elliot Anderson
(Mr. Robot)

The last article presented in this PhD thesis introduces a novel, distributed, remote,
verifiable and secure e-voting system, DiverSEC [Tej+21]. While there are several
proposals already published in the state of the art from the security point of view, the
research line remains open, since there are still challenges to address. The objective
of this work is to propose a remote e-voting system based on a very cautious threat
model, which aims to remove trust requirements from any other actor in the system.
At the same time, it aims to offer the security properties which are expected from an
e-voting system without risky assumptions and from a ‘security in depth’ perspective,
trying to minimize the impact of vulnerabilities.

In order to do so, we distribute different candidates in a network. This creates a
conflict of interests which enhances the security of the system. In terms of graphs,
this topology defines a directed cyclic graph. We combine this ‘ring’ topology with
Shamir’s secret sharing scheme in finite fields and mixnets. As a result, each vote
is distributed among the different servers with conflicted interests. Only when
they collaborate, they are able to reveal the final vote in a public way, maintaining
anonymous the source of the secret shares. The ballot results can be easily calculated
and verified by any actor on the system, including voters, which can increase trust
in the system.

The following paper offers an in-depth explanation of the e-voting system proposed,
and an analysis of its properties, its scalability, the design decisions behind DiverSEC
and the reasons why these were made.
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Abstract: A number of e-voting systems have been proposed in the last decades, attracting the
interest of the research community. The challenge is far from being fully addressed, especially for
remote systems. In this work, we propose DiverSEC, a distributed, remote e-voting system based
on Shamir secret sharing, operations in Galois field and mixnets, which enables end-to-end vote
verification. Parties participate as nodes in the network, protecting their interests and ensuring
process integrity due to the conflicting interests. The threat model is very conservative, not letting
even the most privileged actors to compromise votes privacy or integrity. Security in depth is
implemented, overlapping different mechanisms to offer guarantees even in the most adverse
operating conditions. The main contributions of the resulting system are our proposal for secret-
sharing among the political parties, which guarantees that no party can compromise the integrity of
the ballot without being detected and identified in real time, and the computational and architectural
scalability of the proposal, which make it easy to implement.

Keywords: e-voting; remote voting; verifiable voting; secret sharing

1. Introduction

During the past decades, the e-voting research field, essential for the development of a
bigger concept called e-democracy, has been attracting growing interest. First, because elec-
tions are a critical requirement for the proper operation of the current representative-
democratic government systems. Second, because we have experienced an explosive
digital development that enables alternative voting methods. In this moment, there is
powerful and efficient hardware with an acceptable cost. At the same time, there are lots of
technology-related and highly-capable professionals. Both circumstances enable combining
elections and digital automation.

E-Voting systems present immediate advantages over the paper ballot system. They
are more inexpensive and time-efficient, because traditional elections require the orchestra-
tion of many people and many resources in order to offer security guarantees. Electronic
elections can be not only simpler and cheaper, but also more user-friendly.

This idea is not novel. There are many publications about e-voting, and real-world
cases of elections powered using digital resources [1,2]. However, this fact does not imply
that e-voting has been properly accepted. These cases have been mostly affected by
controversy. In fact, several subsequent analysis over these real-world cases have revealed
that the protocols and systems chosen by the officers were not designed from a secure
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perspective and had serious vulnerabilities [3,4]. For this reason, we need cryptographic
techniques and a secure design. Powerful hardware and a developed IT industry are not
sufficient by themselves. A correct design is not only meant to guarantee the integrity
and privacy of the vote; it is also important in order to gain the trust of users. Specially
nowadays, when the popular opinion of e-voting is not completely favorable.

There are already several e-voting proposals, which use cryptography to solve these
requirements, but we can still find weaknesses that must be solved before we take an-
other step forward. This paper contributes to bridge this gap by proposing DiverSEC: a
distributed, remote e-voting system (REV) which satisfies desirable properties like ballot
secrecy, integrity and verifiability, incorporating elements such as Shamir secret sharing
and polynomial rings, and a novel architecture based on a mixnet, which distributes re-
sponsibility of the process among the different political parties. As a result, none of them
can hinder the integrity of the ballot without being detected and identified by the others
in real time. The proposal is also flexible and easy to implement, with a computational
complexity that is linear to the number of voters, which can be easily divided in electoral
districts if needed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the desirable properties
for an e-voting system, and briefly discusses the most relevant proposals to date. Then
Section 3 presents the threat model where our proposal operates, while Section 4 describes
the actual proposal: the DiverSEC e-voting system. Section 5 discusses the main properties,
strengths and limitations of our approach. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our conclusions
and sheds light on some future research directions.

2. State-of-the-Art
2.1. Desirable Properties for E-Voting Systems

There are several properties that are required of e-voting systems, from the basic prop-
erties extracted from traditional paper ballot elections (e.g., ballot secrecy or legitimacy),
to other requirements, inherent to electronic alternatives. These have been already listed
and explained by security researchers [5]. In the following, we briefly discuss the ones
more relevant to our work:

• Ballot secrecy : Only the voter can know the actual vote. In an e-voting system, this
means ensuring vote confidentiality against other voters, against attackers, and even
against the very entity performing the election.

• Legitimacy: Only previously registered participants can vote. That is, in the final
ballot there must not be any vote from an unauthorized participant. In electronic
systems, this is guaranteed via authentication.

• Eligibility: Just as illegitimate voting is not allowed, legitimate voters can emit only
one vote.

• Accuracy: The final result accounts for all legitimate votes, without any alteration
between emission and tally. This is related to vote integrity.

• Individual verifiability: The voter can verify the correctness of the election process
she has participated in.

• Coercion resistance: A voter can freely emit a vote even under coercion from a third
party. The usual way to achieve this property is by means of the impossibility for
the voter to prove her own vote. In this way, a third party cannot be sure of the final
decision of a voter, which indirectly de-incentivize coercion.

• Robustness: The system remains dependable even when some actors actively attempt
to corrupt the process. The types of corruption attempts are pre-defined. This is an
important requirement for an e-voting system, due to the number of actors involved.
The system must be designed taking into account the possibility of corrupted input.

These requirements are not completely independent. Some are connected between
them (e.g., accuracy and verifiability). Others have a certain degree of incompatibility, like
ballot secrecy against verifiability, and individual end-to-end verifiability against coercion
resistance. This is because the ability to track your own vote across the system implies
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having exclusive information, and voters could offer their private verification information
to an attacker. Therefore, this balance is typically the most difficult to satisfy.

Taking this into account, the goal is to achieve a reasonable compromise, adapted to
the current needs of the situation and the voters, and to the advantages that we deem most
valuable of the e-voting protocols over traditional ballots.

Besides the basic properties, there are other kinds of concerns about e-voting systems
we should solve before deploying them, regarding, for instance, electronic system guar-
antees. Given any e-voting system, the voters have little knowledge of what’s happening
under-the-hood, beyond their interaction with the system. This is why an open-source pub-
lic formalization is deeply encouraged. However, an open-source software implementation
of the e-voting system is not enough to solve this distrust, because it does not necessarily
imply that everyone in the system is running the open-source implementation [6]. Further
on, we will describe the threat and adversarial model we have considered for our proposal
but, for the moment, the most cautious choice is to be wary of every actor in the system.

Under this assumption, the only way to guarantee the voter’s security and trust,
along with the tally’s integrity is a secure design. An e-voting system is resistant even to
corruption coming from inside the system’s most privileged actors only if:

• The voter sends only the minimum information to the system for the entire process
to be completed correctly. The most critical point here, is that, with that minimum
amount of information, a malicious privileged actor should not be capable of compro-
mising the security of the vote.

• A malicious administration is not able to convincingly fake the tally. A usual way to
achieve this are distributed tally systems, in which there are no centralized tally au-
thorities. The degree of distribution may vary, ranging from a few nodes, as is our case,
to self-tallying systems where every user may perform the tally independently [7].

These two conditions allow the voter to participate securely in the election with-
out checking the software of the rest of the nodes. [5] regards this property as software
independence, although the author also refers to unintentional errors, not only inten-
tional corruption.

2.2. Protocols and E-Voting Systems to Date

We can find a wide variety of e-voting protocols in the literature, for a wide diversity
of scenarios, ranging from direct-recording electronic voting machines (DRE) to remote
systems, varying the use they make of cryptography, and so forth. The first relevant
proposals, driven by renowned cybersecurity researchers are ThreeBallot [8], PunchCard [9],
Scantegrity [10]. These three proposals use paper ballots as physical backup and optical
sensors to guarantee the integrity and privacy of each user’s vote. The proposals are
original and creative, and are the context of our state-of-the-art. However, we try to advance
through our new proposal, towards a completely virtual, remote and verifiable approach.

Regarding the use of cryptography, we can find several categories of protocols, de-
pending on the mechanisms used [5]:

• Mixnet [11]: They use a layered architecture where a chain of proxy servers is created.
These servers receive an input with data from different sources, and they pass the
data to the next proxy after a random permutation. This makes impossible to trace the
source of an input to the system (unless all nodes are corrupt). This is the underlying
principle of networks like Tor [12]. Some protocols that use mixnets are [13,14].

• Blind signature [15]: With a blind signature a principal obtains a cryptographic
validation for a message from another principal, without disclosing the message to the
latter. Typically, a voter gets the blind signature for her vote from the administration,
without the administration knowing the content of her vote. Some protocols that use
blind signatures are [16,17].

• Homomorphic encryption [18]: They use cryptographic techniques enabling to pro-
cess the information without decrypting it, therefore handling votes in an aggregate
manner without revealing individual votes [7,19,20].
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• Blockchain [21]: Blockchain is an emerging technology that jumped to the popu-
lar culture during the last years, mainly because it is the base of cryptocurrencies.
The principle of blockchain is a data structure that organizes items of information in
blocks, which are connected through hashes. The blockchain data is distributed, stored
and validated by the nodes. This is just a very small summary of this technique, since
it is the most complex point in this list, with lots of variations, different consensus
algorithms, and further analysis.
We have seen an extraordinary number of e-voting proposals using Blockchain [22].
However, we consider that this technology is not suitable for a really secure e-voting
system under our current threat model (at least in its current state). The main draw-
backs of the blockchain technology are its poor scalability, and the needless computa-
tional and energetic waste [23]. Recently, the alternative ’Proof of Stake’ consensus
algorithm has been proposed to replace ’Proof of Work’, as a means to solve the
computational problem, however, it still presents serious security drawbacks [24].
Although we have evaluated that, in our threat model, its advantages do not over-
weight its problems, there are some key design decisions we would like to extract and
apply to our proposal: a distributed network, and global verifiability of the messages
sent through hashes.

• Shamir’s secret sharing [25]: It is a well-known cryptographic technique, although it
is used significantly less often in e-voting [26]. It has been recently used in very
diverse application areas, such as randomness [27] and authentication [28]. The naive
version of Shamir’s secret sharing presents some known flaws, but, at the same time,
there are known solutions to these problems. For example:

– If this scheme is deployed using standard integer arithmetic, it does not fulfill
all the basic properties of the secret sharing concept. This is because shares leak
data about the secret. This is solved easily in our proposal using a finite field.

– This scheme is not verifiable. While there are schemes that aim to solve this issue,
like the ones based on PVSS [27], in our proposal we solve it using our own
integrated mechanism, as we will see below.

– If the shares are revealed sequentially, the last shareholder can alter the last share
in order to manipulate the output of the interpolation process. The easiest way to
overcome this issue is to force the shareholders to publish a hash of their shares
first, so they cannot change their share. This is typically called ’commitment’.

These groups are not exclusionary. In some cases, multiple techniques are overlapping
in the same e-voting system, and approaches are classified according to the main principle
of the schema.

In this moment, the most accepted and relevant remote and verifiable proposals are
Helios and Civitas/JCJ:

• Helios: Helios [6] is an e-voting system designed to be used through a web browser.
It takes Benaloh’s Simple Verifiable Voting [29] as base. It is a centralized system
that attempts to provide the two most basic and fundamental properties, integrity
and privacy. The author prioritizes absolute integrity over the secret ballot in the
worst case. Helios deliberately ignores the problem of coercion, arguing that it is an
inherent problem of REV proposals. The verification processes are interactive, that
is, the voter’s guarantees do not depend on the amount of information sent, or the
information publicly available. Instead, the verification is based on the outcome of the
voter’s interaction with the central Helios server and/or with the different participants
of the mixnet.

• Civitas/JCJ: Civitas/JCJ is another approach to remote voting, which employs anti-
coercion measures, through duplicate identities [30,31]. During the registration phase,
a valid ID is obtained, in addition to other fake credentials. These fake credentials,
which must be removed from the final count, are able to confuse a potential attacker
as they are indistinguishable from the real one. In order to satisfy this complicated
requirement, this system relies on loose assumptions. This is, voters have to place
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more blind trust because its threat model is more permissive. Under a more critical
analysis, these more relaxed assumptions are directly against the property discussed
previously: strong and blind voter guarantees. The initialization phase is distributed,
while vote counting and publication is done from the central server. Like Helios, vote
privacy is based on a mixnet that obfuscates the origin of each virtual ballot, encrypted
by the user.

Additionally, the most recent research has tried to refine both proposals. For example,
we can mention:

• Ordinos [32]: Ordinos is an improvement to the Helios voting system. Its most promi-
nent feature is called ’tally-hiding’. Through the use of a multi-party computation
network, the system exposes a result calculated from the tally, instead of the tally
itself. Like Helios, it is verifiable end-to-end, accountable, and it trusts the central
Helios server.

• Incoercible fully-remote electronic voting protocol [33]: This system is not exactly
based on JCJ/Civitas. It takes it as an inspiration, while the authors address its
recognized problems and propose a new alternative that overcome said vulnerabilities.
However, we can still perceive relaxed assumptions.

3. Adversarial and Threat Model

In any system, from a security point of view, it is crucial to specify the participants,
their motivations, and what malicious behaviour is expected from them. Once we have
established the desirable properties from our system and the threat model, we can analyze
the proposed system, its strengths and vulnerabilities.

In our e-voting proposal, there are three different types of participants.

• Administration: It is the organization that manages the entire voting process. It
would correspond, for example, to the government in the case of a national or regional
election. We can expect the administration to be dependent on one or more political
parties in power at the time of the election.
Their main interest is that the voting process develops correctly and that the results are
valid, since all users can verify their vote. Moreover, considering that this organization
may not be independent, we have to consider a malicious partisan interest. It could
try to manipulate the result in its favor with its special privileges.

• Parties: Each political party participates in the electoral process with a server that
collects part of the fragments of information needed to later reconstruct the result. It
is to be expected that the parties will have conflicting interests, for selfish reasons in
a competitive environment, and for differences in their doctrines. Perhaps, in some
cases, there may be complicity between two parties close in the ideological spectrum,
although experience reveals that competition for votes is the priority during elections,
unless these two formations present a joint candidacy (in which case, for technical
purposes in this model, they are counted as a single party). Joint or independent
corruption of the total number of parties is not considered viable.
Their main motivation is to win as many votes as possible. In the balance between
the struggle of interests from all parties, the security of the vote is ensured. Their
possible attacks are based on discovering the vote of some users, buying their votes,
or modifying the votes during the voting as much as possible so that the result is
favorable to them. The rest of the parties will not accept attacks, since their interest is
also to protect their votes.

• Voters: They are the users of the system, registered in a census, who have the right to
vote (only once) in the voting system. They are the least privileged participants within
the system and they do not hold responsibilities. This is the largest group, and at the
same time the most varied and unpredictable. The margin of action they may have is
reduced to a minimum.
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Their primary legitimate interest is to vote, and then verify their participation in the
final tally. However, malicious voters may try to boycott the election or vote more
than once to gain an illegal advantage for their political choice.

It is important to emphasize the fact that political parties and the administration are
public entities, and are subject to public scrutiny. This means that there are two levels
of security measures against attacks coming from the administration or from political
parties (which are the privileged agents of the system, since voters barely have attack
margin). At the same time, we can actively try to block attacks and try to make them
visible. The moment one of these entities attempts an attack to manipulate the vote, it will
be detected by the rest of the actors. The parties and the administration must maintain a
positive image in the eyes of the citizens. The empirical and demonstrated exposure of an
attack coming from a public entity would terribly undermine their credibility.

4. The DiverSEC Proposal

Here we describe our remote e-voting proposal in detail, with a section for each of its
stages: initialization, vote generation, authentication and casting, mixnet, recomposition
and publication.

4.1. Initialization

In the first phase of the protocol, the administration establishes all the parameters
and publishes all the information to the rest of the participants. We will list all the actors
involved, the parameters that are published and their notation.

• Parties {p1, p2, p3, . . .}: P parties participate in the voting process, noted as pi, 1 ≤ i ≤
P. Their network addresses IPpi and all their public keys (that have been generated
for this system) Ki are published. Every party has been assigned a public coordinate
in the X axis. This parameter is important for the purposes of Shamir’s secret sharing
scheme. From now on, and without loss of generality, we will assume that for every
pi, x = i.

• Options {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}: There are O options to vote on. This number of options is
necessarily a prime number. If the number of options required by the situation is
not a prime number, then the next higher prime is selected by adding blank padding
votes. The options include the blank vote and all parties as a minimum. Addition-
ally, it is possible to add other alternative options. The list, known at initialization
time, includes the numbers in FO along with the option each one of them represents.
For example, this is a possible list for O = 7:

– 0: Blank vote
– 1: Party A
– 2: Party B
– 3: Party C
– 4: Party D
– 5: Alternative E
– 6: Blank vote

• Voters {v1, v2, v3, . . .}: Citizens who have the right to cast a single vote and to verify
the result later. They are identified by their public key, within the current PKI. The cen-
sus is public, as it happens in a traditional election, linking voter and public key. V is
the number of registered voters, and vj, 1 ≤ j ≤ V is the denomination of each voter.
Each voter’s public key is Kpub,j.

• Mixnet sequence (M): The administration establishes an order for the parties, or in
other words, a distribution of the set {1, 2, . . . , P}. Any permutation is equally valid,
but we assume from now on that an ascending numerical order is chosen for its
simplicity. M is, in fact, a cycle, since the last party of the sequence will precede the
first. We denote by Mi the sequence M shifted so that the last element is i.
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• Authentication challenge (Rau): Random prefix that will serve as a challenge in the
authentication phase, to avoid replay attacks.

• Recomposition challenge (Rrc): Random prefix that will serve as part of the random
number that will later be used to recompose the fragments of each vote.

All these parameters must be communicated to each voter, personally or through a
public ‘board’. The method used is irrelevant. From now on these elements are assumed
to be common knowledge. Figures and examples will be used to illustrate the procedure
graphically, with four parties and five options, hence P = 4, O = 5, M = {1, 2, 3, 4}.

4.2. Vote Generation

In order to cast a vote, each voter must generate a polynomial that reflects her or her
voting intention. This phase is divided in two parts, the generation of the polynomial and
the packaging.

We work on the finite field defined by the elements of FO, mod O. The voter generates
a random polynomial of degree P− 1, f (x) = a0 + a1x + a2x2 + . . . + a(P−1)x(P−1), whose
threshold is k = P. The free term a0 represents the option chosen by the voter, according to
the published list of options. The rest of the terms {a1, a2, . . . , a(P−1)} are random integers
in the finite field FO. Fixed the polynomial f (x), all the shares f (i) are calculated, one
for each party, 1 ≤ i ≤ P. An example for the polynomial f (x) = 2 + 3x + x2 + 3x3 is
illustrated in Figure 1.

f (0) = 2; f (1) = 2 + 3 + 1 + 3 = 4; f (2) = 2 + 1 + 4 + 4 = 1; . . .

Figure 1. Obtaining shares from the generated polynomial.

With the computed shares, the voter generates a recomposition nonce using the prefix
and a random private part generated by each voter j: Nrc,j = Rrc ‖ Randj. The voter must
remember her Nrc,j in order to verify her vote later. Then, the shares are encoded and
encrypted as follows.

1. The share and the nonce are concatenated: “ f (i) = . . . , Nrc = . . .”
2. The shifted mixnet sequence Mi is obtained, so we can iterate from the last element i

to the first.
3. For each index m, the voter takes the current state of the share and the nonce and

encrypts it for the party pm with its public key.
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4. During each iteration, the voter saves a hash of the current state of the packet of share
and nonce, from plaintext until it has been encrypted P times.

After this process, each point f (i) of the polynomial attached to Nrc has been en-
crypted using the public keys of all parties. The encryption order is determined by each
shifted sequence Mi. The result is called SCi. In our example scenario with four parties,
the sequence M2 used to encrypt the second share, would be:

M = {1, 2, 3, 4}, M2 = {3, 4, 1, 2}

SC2 =

{{{{
f (2) = 1, Nrc,j = d5a3bb . . .

}
K2

}
K1

}

K4

}

K3

,

where Nrc = d5a3bb . . . represents the random nonce.
The voter must store an array of size P(P + 1). This data will be used to verify the

correct transmission and decryption of each share through the network. Figure 2 shows an
example for a voter Alice.

Figure 2. Hashes corresponding to voter Alice, for mixnet stage verification.

4.3. Authentication and Casting

Authentication is performed via public key, since the voter census includes their
public keys and has been disclosed in the first phase. A process analogous to the public-key
method of the SSHv2 protocol, documented in RFC4252 [34], is used. In this system,
the voter digitally signs her intention to vote, along with her name, her public key, and the
challenge Rau. This signature is sent to each of the parties and the administration.

Once the voter is authenticated, parties then accept only one encrypted share from
each voter. The voter distributes her information as follows. Each point f (i) must reach
the party pi, which is in charge of the position x = i. For this reason, the voter takes each
encrypted share SCi and observes its order Mi, which ends at the party pi. The first element
of Mi is the start of the chain, so the voter must send each SCi to the first index of that list
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Each SCi traveling through the node chain.

4.4. Mixnet

The mixnet phase begins when all voters have cast their shares. Of the total census,
of size V, only a subset consisting of V′ voters, where V′ ≤ V, participates. It is to be
expected that not all voters use their right to vote. This subset is known, moreover, given
the authentication signatures, which are shared by all parties and the administration.

Before starting, all parties confirm the reception of V′ encrypted shares and different
voter signatures. They publish a list of hash of all the SCi they own, for voter verification.
From now on we note as a hash-list the result of calculating the hash of each of the
encrypted shares held by a party at a given time, in ascending order with respect to the
hash, instead of the origin. This detail is critical; the order of the hash-list does not provide
any information about the order of the preimages. Then, the rounds of the mixnet begin:

• Each party calculates the hash-list of all the encrypted shares received, and compares
it with the hash-list published by the previous node, to make sure that there has
been no manipulation. The first round does not rely on this check, since the previous
node is not a party but the voters, and they have already checked the hash-list at
the beginning.

• Each party decrypts all shares received with its private key, removing one of the
encryption layers.

• Each party calculates the hash-list after decryption, and publishes it for verification by
the voter the following party.

• Unless it is the last round (the last encryption layer has been removed), each party
randomizes the order of its encrypted shares, and sends them to the next node,
according to the cyclic order defined by M.

After P rounds, every encryption layer is removed, and each party pi has V′ shares
in plaintext. Figure 4 shows this process by isolating the shares of party p2. Five voters
cast their SC2 to p3, and reach their destination after passing through all parties. Each one
decrypts the layer it can, publishes the hash-list and transmits their data to the next party,
randomizing its order. In each published hash-list, an entry has been highlighted. Figure 2
shows a column of the matrix that Alice has saved in a previous phase. Alice can verify
that, in each of the published lists, her share is in the state it should be. As a result, her
share has not been tampered with or deleted.
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Figure 4. Mixnet example isolating shares from p2.

4.5. Recomposition

Each party has, at this point, a list of V′ nonces Nrc,j. Voters themselves may attempt to
attack the integrity of the election. Therefore, the list of nonces for each party is published.
Those entries that do not include the required prefix Rrc are removed, and those that do
not appear on all lists are removed. The rest, which are valid, are sorted according to a
common rule. For simplicity, we have assumed an ascending order.

In Figure 5, we show how the nonces for our example have been ordered, and one
inconsistent nonce, sent by Mallory, has been removed. Voters know their nonce, but no
one else can link nonce to voter.
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Figure 5. Ordering of the nonces.

From now on, we work on the finite field FOV′ . Being a finite field which cardinality is
the power of a prime number, the elements of the set are not numbers anymore, they are
polynomials, according to the theory of finite fields [35]. In this case, the polynomials that
form this field are of degree V′− 1 and the coefficients are integers mod O. We will call them
sum polynomials s(α) = t0 + t1α + t2α2 + . . . + t(V′−1)α

(V′−1). We will denote as si(α) the
sum polynomial of each party pi. Each of them composes its sum polynomial as follows:
Taking the ordered list, each party p(i) determines all coefficients (t0, t1, t2, . . . , t(V′−1))
with all points f (i) received, ordered according to their nonce. In other words, t0 will
correspond to the f (i) whose nonce is first in the list, t1 will correspond to the f (i) whose
nonce is second in the list, and so on.

4.6. Publication

After computing the polynomial sum si(α), each party publishes the hash digest of that
polynomial, using random padding to avoid precalculation attacks. The space of possible
polynomials is OV′ . Therefore, given a large number of choices and voters who have
participated, an attack based on the precalculation of all H(s(α)) may be unapproachable.
However, adding random padding provides extra security without drawbacks.

Once every polynomial hash H(si(α)) has been published, the parties publish the sum
polynomial in plaintext. It is possible to check that the hash and the polynomial match,
and in this way we avoid asynchronous publication attacks, this is, that the last of the
parties can observe the information of the rest to elaborate an illegal si(α), which does
not correspond to reality, in order to tamper the results. In Figure 6 we see an example of
sum polynomials.

The voting result can be checked by all actors in the system at this point. We denote as
u(i) the polynomial of degree 0 whose free term is i. By interpolation, we must compute the
polynomial R(x), given the points {R(u(i)) = si(α), 1 ≤ i ≤ P}. The result of the voting
process is found in R(0), which is a polynomial of degree V′ − 1, with V′ − 1 coefficients.
Each of the coefficients, integers of the field FO, is a vote, according to the table of options
defined from the initialization. According to the example in the figures, we look for a R(x)
such that:

R(1 + 0α + 0α2 + 0α3) = 3 + 1α + 4α2 + 2α3

R(2 + 0α + 0α2 + 0α3) = 1 + 0α + 1α2 + 2α3

R(3 + 0α + 0α2 + 0α3) = 4 + 1α + 1α2 + 3α3

R(4 + 0α + 0α2 + 0α3) = 3 + 2α + 2α2 + 2α3
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By interpolation, the polynomial of degree 3 we are looking for is:

(4 + 1α + 2α2 + 1α3)

+(4 + 4α + 3α2 + 3α3)x

+(4 + 3α + 1α2 + 1α3)x2

+(1 + 3α + 3α2 + 2α3)x3

The result R(0) = (4 + 1α + 2α2 + 1α3) reveals that option 1 has obtained two votes,
option 2 has obtained one vote, and option 4 has obtained one vote.

The voter can now verify her vote in R(0). First, the voter locates the nonce within
the ordered list. If this position is c, the coefficient of the term αc of the polynomial R(0)
must match the voter’s option, that is, the a0 of the polynomial it generated at the time.
In addition, the coefficients of the term αc of the sum polynomials si(α) must match each
share sent to each party, f (i). In Alice’s case, she must find the coefficients of α2 in the sum
polynomials si(α) and in the result R(0).

Figure 6. Sum polynomials according to nonces ordering.

5. Results and Discussion of the Contributions

In this section we describe the main results of this work and the ways in which it
contributes to the existing state of the art. First, we review the properties achieved by
the proposed schema. Then we outline its main strength, and also its current limitations.
Finally, we perform a computational analysis of the system.

5.1. Properties Achieved

In Section 2.1, we enumerated the list of properties expected from an e-voting system
according to the literature. It is appropriate to review them and check which ones this
proposal satisfies and under which assumptions.

• Ballot secrecy: In a REV system, this property takes on a double dimension. No
participant in the network, which is shared by voters, administration and parties,
should know the content of a voter’s ballot. We must decouple the vote from the
voter’s identity. This includes the data used to authenticates the voter, but also
from any other data which could be traced to a specific voter, such as its IP address.
The system must provide a solution to this problem without telling the voter to use a
proxy or hidden network service.
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The parties are directly involved in the process, collecting the shares, decrypting
them layer by layer and sending them to the next node, and then publishing the sum.
For this reason, the parties could violate the ballot secrecy, in two ways:

1. Decrypting each voter’s vote as it is cast. It seems impossible, if we consider the
cipher used to be secure. A single party must know or break the keys of all the
other parties and collect every share. Obviously, if the encryption is broken or
the keys are violated, there is no privacy.

2. Linking a clear vote to its origin. At the end of the mixnet phase, each party
receives a point of the polynomial function along with a nonce. If a party is able
to identify its origin, either by its IP address or by association with the digital
signature that authenticates it, then it would violate the secret ballot. However,
to identify the origin of a nonce from the beginning to the end of the mixnet,
it is necessary that all the participating parties, without exception, are corrupt
and conniving with each other. If only one of the parties randomizes the shares
without revealing the order, it is impossible to trace any share to its source.

Taking this into account, we claim the system satisfies ballot secrecy under our
threat model.

• Integrity: The integrity of each vote depends on the mixnet phase. Once the nonces and
sum polynomials are published, the outcome of the election is determined. However,
up to that point, the shares of each user are left vulnerable during the mixnet phase.
During one of the iterations, a party could alter the shares it owns. The loss of the
integrity of one or more shares of each voter results in the elimination of that vote
(since the nonces will not match). The corrupt party in question does not know which
vote it is manipulating, because of the properties of Shamir’s secret sharing. For this
reason, it would not be able to predict the outcome either. Assuming he could change
one vote for another, the result would be random and there would be no incentive to
perform such an attack.
In addition, there are two mechanisms to detect this phenomenon. On the one hand,
users can check the hash-list that is published per party and per round during the
mixnet phase. In this way, the voter is able to identify where an attack has occurred,
in which round and which party was the culprit. On the other hand, the parties
are forced to send consistent data. This is because, by randomizing and forwarding
the shares from party A to party B, party B can check, before decrypting, that the
hashes of what it receives correspond to those published by party A. With these two
mechanisms, corruption is detected both in the transmission between parties and in
the decryption, so there is no way to violate the integrity of the vote without it being
detected by the voter.

• Legitimacy and elegibility: The total census of voters, with their identity and public
key, is known from the beginning of the election process. This detail, coupled with
the fact that the proposed system is distributed, prevents a successful attack in which
an illegitimate voter participates, or a legitimate voter casts two votes. The length of
the signature list and the hash-lists must match for all parties, and must be constant
throughout the iterations.

• Verifiability: Voters can verify their votes end-to-end against the final tally thanks to
the reconstruction challenge. The shares published must be the ones cast, and the vote
must match the one cast. In addition, each voter can also verify their hashes during
the mixnet. This verification reveals which party is the culprit of the attack.

• Coercion resistance: This proposal does not implement receipts issued by the admin-
istration or by any other means to verify the vote. Instead, it is the voter who generates
a random nonce that identifies all the shares. Once these nonces are published and
sorted, then there is no possibility of a coercion attack. Prior to this point, however,
there is a vulnerability by which a voter could demonstrate her or her vote to a third
party. If this voter communicates the nonce used to a third entity, this entity can check
whether this nonce is in the ordered list of nonces, and the associated vote.
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• Error tolerance: There are several expected error cases in this proposed voting sys-
tem. Although not all of them have an associated troubleshooting protocol, they are
detectable in real time. The following cases are considered, ordered according to the
phase in which they might occur:

– Voters using integers outside the associated finite field.
– Voters sending authentication signatures and/or signatures only to part of the

parties.
– Parties refusing to accept authentication signatures and/or shares.
– Parties that tamper with shares during the mixnet phase.
– Parties that publish points and/or nonces that do not correspond to what they receive.

5.2. Computational Analysis

The proposed voting system has three main parameters on which the computational
complexity depends: the number of parties P, the number of choices O and the number of
voters V.

• P: The number of parties determines the number of iterations of the mixnet phase.
In addition, the voters have to encrypt their P shares, P times each share. The maxi-
mum complexity observed with respect to P is quadratic, O(P2), during the second
phase (vote generation), as we will observe in the following analysis.

• O: The number of options determines the finite field in which the users will operate
in order to generate their vote and the finite field in which the voting result will be
interpolated, FO and FOV , respectively. It does not affect the number of operations
done by the actors in our system.

• V: Assuming that all voters participate (the most conservative case), the number of
voters affects the finite field FOV at the time of polynomial interpolation. The voting
result is a polynomial with as many terms as voters, as are all polynomials pub-
lished by the parties. Thanks to the optimization presented in the following analysis,
the maximum complexity for this dimension is linear, O(V), found in the last three
stages of the protocol.

In order to analyze the feasibility of the system, it is necessary to delimit the ex-
pected range of values for each of these parameters. The reality is that in each country,
the configuration P, O, and V may change.

• P: The major parties tend to vary within the interval [2, 10], but the total set of parties
can be expected to be significantly larger. In any case, it is estimated that it will never
exceed 50 parties, and that this is a stable and controlled number.

• O: For simplicity we can assume that the value of O equals P + 1. In the most
conservative case, all political parties will actively participate.

• V: This is the most critical value for the computation analysis. In the worst case,
we can say that there are as many voters as the population of legal age with the
corresponding nationality. However, this assumption is rather extreme, since the most
typical case will be to fragment the elections in different polling stations, by necessity
of the corresponding electoral law or for technical convenience. In any case, it is
undoubtedly the largest parameter, and can be expected to be at least 1000 individuals.

Finally, we can list the phases of the system with their computational complexity.
For better scalability, we look for a low complexity class, so we can increase the number of
voters without making the execution of the process unfeasible. Typically, linear complexity
is usually desired.

1. Initialization: During the initial phase, the configuration is established along with all
the necessary elements, including addresses and public keys, are made public. This
phase does not require computational power.

2. Vote generation: Each voter generates a polynomial, computes the different shares
and packs them for distribution. The generation of a polynomial involves generating
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P− 1 random coefficients, and computing P points of the corresponding polynomial
function. These two operations are independent, so a linear complexity is observed
O(P). The second part involves encrypting each of these points for all parties. That is,
each of these P points is encrypted P times. The complexity in this case is quadratic,
O(P2).

3. Authentication and distribution: Each voter distributes authentication signatures
and her or her shares. The complexity is linear O(P).

4. mixnet: The mixing network involves as many rounds as there are layers of encryption
applied to the shares, therefore, the number of rounds equals P. Each round is
independent. The operations that occur in each round are decryption, randomization,
and computation of the hash of all the shares they manage. The complexity is linear
in these two dimensions, O(P) and O(V).

5. Reconstruction: The reconstruction of the polynomial sum of each party is, in short,
to order some coefficients according to the consensus list. The complexity is linear
with respect to the number of voters O(V).

6. Disclosure: This is the most computationally complex phase. Anyone can interpolate
the polynomial of degree P− 1 into the finite field FOV that fits the values provided
by the parties. The complexity of the polynomial interpolation itself depends on the
algorithm used, especially if we take into account that we do not need the whole
polynomial, but the independent term. Shamir himself states in her proposed scheme
for shared secret [25] that there are algorithms of complexity O(P log2(P)) for polyno-
mial interpolation. On the other hand the concern about operations on the finite field
FOV can also be solved, by translating each operation with polynomials of degree
V − 1 to V independent operations on the field FO, whose elements are integers mod
O. In this sense, the complexity is linear O(V).

The computational analysis reveals that the highest complexity observed is quadratic,
regarding the number of parties in the vote generation phase, when encrypting the points
obtained. This was to be expected, since the voter must obtain a matrix of hashes for
subsequent verification. However, the number of parties is going to remain small, and this
is not expected to be any problem for any modern CPU.

The other problematic aspect is the use of operations with very high degree polynomi-
als, V − 1. The parameter that can grow the most is that of voters. In fact, a high number of
these are expected. However, the complexity is linear with respect to this parameter thanks
to the ability to independently interpolate each of the coefficients of the voting result.

5.3. Strengths and Limitations of the Proposal

The main strengths of the DiverSEC system can be summarized as follows:

1. The addition of secret sharing implies that the system is distributed. Distributed
systems have added complexity, but that complexity creates, in return, a security
tension between nodes, where parties cannot perform attacks without being detected
by each other. In a centralized model, the different voting authorities could perform
attacks due to their privileges, and there are only two options against this approach:
prevent the attacks or trust the authorities. After distributing those privileges among
independent actors, these attacks are no longer possible. In our case, each mixnet
node knows just one part of the information. For this reason, their attack surface is
greatly reduced.

2. The privileges of this system are not only distributed, they are distributed among
entities with clearly competing interests. For this reason, they will make sure to report
attacks from the rest of the nodes. On top of that, political parties are public entities,
subject to scrutiny and judgment by the voters.

3. Attacks are prevented twofold. First, attacks are detected in real time, thanks to the
verification processes. Both political parties and voters are checking the hashes in
every step of the mixnet. It is impossible to tamper a vote without being detected
as long as the chosen hash function remains secure against collisions. Second, it
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is impossible to perform targeted attacks. During the mixnet phase, the shares are
encrypted, so the nodes do not know the content nor the voter of any share. Replacing
the content with a new generated share is not possible, since the attacker ignores the
recomposition nonce. Even if we ignore these facts, in the Shamir’s Secret Sharing
Scheme, it is not possible to craft a malicious share that gives a desired arbitrary
output (as long as we use a commitment scheme to publish the shares).

4. In this case, verification is based on a very simple process, based on public information.
Each voter can verify the processing of her shares by comparing her stored hashes
against the list published by each node during the mixnet, and can verify her vote
end-to-end by identifying her private nonce and the matching plaintext shares and
secret. This verification is not interactive and is persistent over time.

It is also important to mention that the proposed scheme is easy to implement. With the
computational complexity analysis described above, we can see that a current standard
server machine is able to process all the information, given the operations that we have
listed until now. Any current end-user device is enough for the voter tasks, such as
generation, distribution, and verification. The computational complexities are linear for
the number of voters (which is the clearly the higher dimension of a voting system) and
quadratic for the number of parties. However, if the amount of voters grew to be a problem,
this scheme permits easily distributing the election. This approach is similar to the current
election system, which distributes the complete census in different electoral districts.

One of the current concerns in designing crypto-based systems is the impact that
the advance of quantum computing may have in them, so this is an issue that must be
taken in consideration when proposing a new system [36]. As far as our e-voting system
is concerned, the Shamir secret sharing scheme should not be impacted by the advances
on quantum computing. Traditional asymmetric cryptography primitives such as RSA,
however, are expected to be threatened by these advances. Fortunately, our system is
flexible in the use of cryptographic primitives, so it does not need any specific primitive
for encryption or signing, and thus could be easily adapted to any quantum-safe standard
used at the time of implementation. Likewise, the public key management mechanisms or
bulletin board implementations (i.e., [20] or [37]) are not specified either.

Regarding limitations, the main problem with this proposal is the ability of the voters
to prove their vote accurately to a third party, in the lapse of time between the gener-
ation of the vote and its publication of the tally. This enables voluntary vote buying,
or forced coercion.

Secondly, the proposal has no real-time troubleshooting protocols to correct integrity
attacks. The current proposal can only detect them, and expose the attacker.

Finally, there are some aspects of an actual e-voting system which are out of the scope
of our proposal. For asymmetric encryption to be usable in practice, a PKI infrastructure
must be in place for citizens and political parties. In a similar way, actual device protection
is out of the scope of our work, but there are plenty of security mechanisms that could be
used to protect the computation if needed, such as security enclaves like the ones used
in [36]).

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we propose a novel distributed, remote e-voting system (REV) for
elections. Our proposal involves three novel elements in addition to the techniques typically
used in the state of the art:

1. Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. Its use has generally been limited because of its
integrity vulnerabilities. Only a very recent proposal [26] uses it, but it solves this
problem in a completely different way: it employs DRE machines under the assump-
tion that those machines are secure.

2. Galois’ field. Shamir’s secret sharing needs finite field operations in order to eliminate
one of its vulnerabilities, but it has not previously been exploited in order to limit
the possible values to vote on. The size of the field was traditionally irrelevant, and a
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sufficiently large prime number was chosen. In this case, in our field FOV′ neither the
base nor the exponent are arbitrary, but correspond to voting parameters.

3. The proposal of a distributed system in which the parties themselves form the voting
network. Since we are confronting the selfish interests of each political party against
the rest, this creates a positive balance that empowers our security model. It is the
electronic equivalent of having supervisors from every party inspecting the ballot
boxes in person.

The designed system satisfies the main concerns and needs of REV systems. In an
exhaustive review of the list of desirable properties, this system fulfills all but coercion
resistance, which is one of the biggest problem in the current state-of-the-art.

The two most critical dimensions, ballot privacy and integrity are covered in depth. It
is to be expected that vulnerabilities will arise that undermine the security offered in any
protocol, system, or cryptographic primitive. For this reason, multi-layer security provides
a shield against these undiscovered vulnerabilities. Encryption protects confidentiality,
but at the same time, each vote is divided into different shares, which do not reveal
information about the secret unless a single entity receives every single share in plaintext.
Publication of the verification hashes in turn protects integrity and, at the same time,
removes the incentive for parties to manipulate the shares they manage.

The non-technical dimension is also important. The vote verification process is ex-
tremely simple, accessible to any non-technical voter. This detail is critical for the popula-
tion to accept the guarantees offered by this system, as opposed to others that are just as
good but are extremely complex.

It should be mentioned that the threat model and the system assumption are realistic.
On the contrary, other proposals are secure only under very lax criteria.

In summary, the proposal is considered to add value to the current state of electronic
voting research. It is also flexible and easy to extend, so additions such as failure recovery
protocols or as security layers against coercion could be easily added to this base.

Indeed, the two most immediate priorities for improving this proposal are:

• An exhaustive search for a solution to the coercion problem, to fully cover the list of
desirable properties.

• Defining automatic protocols for real-time corruption detection and resolution, ac-
cording to the cases we have mentioned previously in the analysis. The means for
voters to report any error or manipulation are already provided, but the real-time
resolution protocol is yet to be defined.

Once both requirements are met, this proposal satisfies all the current needs of e-voting
systems. From this point, it is possible to think about developing an implementation, for a
real future use. This would require a study on the platforms to be used, both on the server
and client side, and on the scope of adoption.
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Conclusions 7
„See you, Space Cowboy

— Cowboy Bebop

In this PhD thesis, we applied graph theory to diverse real-world problems like
wireless network and opinion analysis. Thanks to graph-based structures and tools
like proximity graphs or graph-based distance measures, we have been successful
on contributing several articles to the literature. In addition, we applied other
mathematical tools like cryptography, Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme and finite
fields to electronic voting.

First, in the field of Wi-Fi networks, we contributed to the state of the art in two
ways. On one hand, publishing our IEEE 802.11 graph model [Gim+23], which is
a fast and efficient model that can be used to explore all kinds of techniques and
phenomena happening in Wi-Fi networks around the interaction between frequency
allocation, access point distribution and physical layouts. Taking advantage of this
new model, we found benefits on using channel bonding when 13 channels are
available in Wi-Fi 4 [Gim+22].

At the same time, we have found promising results when trying to improve current
strategies for frequency channel allocation, both in a centralized manner (using
simulated annealing and related heuristics) and in a distributed fashion (using
automated negotiation). The graph model is powerful but also flexible, since we
have been able to do research about Wi-Fi 4, Wi-Fi 5 and Wi-Fi 6.

Second, we have used graph theory to propose alternative methods for opinion
analysis. SensoGraph is a graph-based efficient alternative to statistical methods
for opinion analysis [Ord+19]. It benefits from the possibility of obtaining large
amounts of data from remote participants in an automated way, by using web tech-
nologies. To validate our contribution, we developed a web service and deployed a
large scale analysis session, using the largest dataset so far with the projective map-
ping data collection technique [Ord+21]. For this dataset, we compared the original
clustering mode of SensoGraph, Gabriel graph, with a new clustering mode based on
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weighted distances. The results obtained are of good quality. As expected, the two
duplicated control samples are identified as the most similar pair of products.

In another article, we suggested the use of freely linked graphs [Lah+22], which
proved to be a more accurate and fine-grained method than its counterpart, free-
sorting.

Finally, we made an innovative proposal for an e-voting system [Tej+21] using a
directed acyclic graph, cyclic mixnets, and Shamir’s Secret Sharing in finite fields. It
offers a simple and friendly verification mechanism while remaining secure under a
more conservative threat model than other proposals.

Overall, we provided yet another indication that graphs are a powerful structure for
modelling relational data. Computer networks and similarity analysis are two perfect
examples. With the help of graph theory, we have been successful on studying these
two research lines and electronic voting, publishing several contributions to the state
of the art.

On a personal level, this PhD thesis has been a journey for me. It required from
lots of effort and dedication, but also allowed me to participate and contribute to
cutting-edge contributions to the state of the art. I have been able to learn and
progress in many different areas, meet new people and new places.

7.1 Conclusiones

En esta tesis doctoral hemos aplicado teoría de grafos a problemas prácticos como la
optimización de redes inalámbricas y el análisis de opinión. Gracias a estructuras
basadas en grafos y herramientas de la teoría de grafos como las métricas de
distancias o los grafos de proximidad, hemos conseguido contribuir con varias
publicaciones al estado del arte. Además, hemos aplicado otras herramientas
matemáticas como la criptografía, el secreto compartido de Shamir y los cuerpos
finitos al voto electrónico.

En primer lugar, en el área de las redes Wi-Fi, hemos contribuido al estado del arte
de dos formas. Por una parte, publicando un modelo de redes IEEE 802.11 rápido y
eficiente basado en grafos [Gim+23], que puede usarse para explorar toda clase de
técnicas y fenómenos sobre las redes Wi-Fi, simulando asignaciones de canales de
frecuencia y posiciones de los puntos de acceso y los clientes. Aprovechando este
nuevo modelo, hemos encontrado una mejora de rendimiento al usar la técnica de
channel bonding en Wi-Fi4 cuando hay al menos 13 canales disponibles. [Gim+22].
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En esta misma línea, hemos encontrado resultados prometedores al intentar mejo-
rar las estrategias actuales para la asignación de canales, tanto las centralizadas
(basadas en heurísticas como simulated annealing) como las distribuidas (utilizando
negociación automática). El modelo basado en grafos es flexible, por lo que nos ha
permitido investigar sobre Wi-Fi 4, Wi-Fi 5 y Wi-Fi 6.

En segundo lugar, hemos usado teoría de grafos para proponer métodos alternativos
para el análisis de opinión. Sensograph es una alternativa a los métodos tradicionales
basados en estadística que utiliza grafos [Ord+19] para ofrecer una mejor eficiencia.
Esta mejora nos permite introducir un mayor volumen de datos, habilitando la
recogida automatizada de datos a través de tecnología web. Hemos desarrollado
un servicio web para este propósito y desplegado una sesión de análisis a gran
escala [Ord+21], utilizando el conjunto de datos más grande usando en la técnica
de recogida de datos conocida como projective mapping. Con este conjunto de
datos, hemos comparado el modo original de SensoGraph, basado en grafos de
Gabriel, con un nuevo modo basado en aristas con pesos dependientes de la longitud.
Los resultados obtenidos son de buena calidad, al observar que las dos muestras
duplicadas se identifican como el par de productos más similar.

En otro artículo, proponemos un nuevo método de entrada basado en grafos en lla-
mado free-linking [Lah+22]. Con este método, los participantes deben establecer un
grafo de similaridad, definiendo la existencia de cada arista de forma individual. Los
resultados muestran relaciones más precisas y de mayor resolución en comparación
con su contrapartida, free-sorting.

Finalmente, proponemos un innovador sistema de e-voting [Tej+21] que se basa en
un grafo dirigido cíclico como topología de red, en mixnets cíclicas y en el secreto
compartido de Shamir en cuerpo finito. Ofrece un mecanismo de seguridad simple
sin perder seguridad, y se basa en un modelo de amenazas más cauto que otras
propuestas.

Como conclusión, esta tesis supone una prueba más de que los grafos son estructuras
potentes para modelar datos relacionales, siendo las redes de computadores y
el análisis de similaridad dos ejemplos perfectos. Con la ayuda de la teoría de
grafos, hemos conseguido estudiar ambas líneas, además de investigar sobre voto
electrónico, y publicar varias contribuciones al estado del arte.

A nivel personal, esta tesis doctoral ha sido un viaje para mí. Aunque ha requerido
mucho esfuerzo y dedicación, me ha permitido participar en propuestas vanguardis-
tas al estado del arte. También me ha permitido aprender en muchas áreas, progresar
como persona y conocer nuevos sitios y personas.
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7.2 Future Work

The work enumerated on this PhD thesis opened several further research lines. In
the field of wireless networks, we are currently working on two directions. First,
using the Wi-Fi graph model allows us to improve the current frequency channel
allocation strategies. The current de-facto standard is LCCS (Least Congested
Channel Search) [Ach06]. It is a distributed and uncoordinated algorithm, where
each access point chooses the least congested channel unilaterally. This strategy
is rather simple but it is suboptimal due to its uncoordinated nature, since access
points cannot communicate in order to find a better distribution for most of them.
This is why there are other techniques published which outperform LCCS [Mar+19].
The most important drawback of these techniques is the initial requirement to adjust
the different parameters for each setting, depending on the type of network, Wi-Fi
version, number of channels, number of clients and number of access points. Our
latest work in this field aims to offer an automatic optimization method that adjusts
automatically to the characteristics of the network using the adaptive properties
of Thermodynamic Simulated Annealing [VLH03]. The preliminary results show
a performance fairly similar to the manually-adjusted parametric version, which
works out of the box without prior adjustment.

At a less advanced stage, we are working on distributed optimization using com-
pletely unmediated automated negotiation. This is a distributed approach, much
more appropriate since frequency channel distribution is a distributed problem.
In close collaboration with colleagues at the Interactive Intelligence Group at the
Technical University of Delft in the Netherlands, where I made a research visit in
2022, we are working with SAOP and MOPaC [MJ22] in order to allow access points
to participate in the negotiation over channel assignment. As a further research line,
we are considering implementing a whole new protocol designed specifically for
Wi-Fi networks.

The e-voting system, DiverSEC, can also be developed further. It can be improved
in order to satisfy the only remaining property, coercion resistance, and it can
also benefit from minor adjustments. But most importantly, it still remains to be
implemented, tested and analyzed from a practical point of view.

Regarding SensoGraph and opinion analysis, we are about to finish a new software
version of this method. It will allow us to test and compare new methods with even
larger datasets from a web application. In particular, we want to implement a mix
between projective mapping and free-linking, and study the correlation between the
clustering obtained from Gabriel Graph and a manually established set of edges.
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We are also currently working with incomplete block designs. The objective is to
be able to study similarity in a large set of samples, since it can be difficult for
participants to judge relationships between many vertices at the same time. To solve
that, we try to study similarity in a large graph by correlating the data obtained from
smaller subgraphs containing just some of the vertices.

In sum, there are still many different possibilities for further research building on
top of the contributions of this PhD thesis. Hopefully, we can follow this trend and
keep working on wireless networks, opinion analysis and electronic voting with the
help of graph theory and the tools we have developed so far.

7.3 Trabajo futuro

El trabajos resumido en esta tesis doctoral abre varias líneas de investigación, a suvez.
En el campo de las redes inalámbricas, trabajamos actualmente en dos direcciones.
En primer lugar, el uso del modelo Wi-Fi basado en grafos nos permite mejorar las
estrategias de asignación de canales de frecuencia. El estándar actual es LCCS (Least
Congested Channel Search) [Ach06]. Se trata de un algoritmo distribuido y desco-
ordinado, en el que cada punto de acceso escoge unilateralmente el canal menos
congestionado. Esta estrategia es bastante sencilla pero es subóptima debido a su
naturaleza descoordinada, ya que los puntos de acceso no pueden comunicarse para
encontrar una distribución que sea mejor para la mayoría de ellos. Por ello, se han
publicado otras técnicas que superan a LCCS [Mar+19]. El mayor inconveniente
de estas técnicas es la necesidad inicial de ajustar los diferentes parámetros para
cada configuración, dependiendo del tipo de red, versión Wi-Fi, número de canales,
número de clientes y número de puntos de acceso. Nuestra última investigación
en este campo pretende ofrecer un método de optimización automática que se
ajuste automáticamente a las características de la red utilizando las propiedades
adaptativas de la heurística Thermodynamic Simulated Annealing [VLH03]. Los resul-
tados preliminares muestran un rendimiento bastante similar entre la optimización
automática y la optimización paramétrica ajustada manualmente.

En una fase menos avanzada, estamos trabajando en la optimización distribuida
utilizando negociación automatizada sin ningún intermediario. Se trata de un en-
foque distribuido, dado que la distribución de canales de frecuencia es un problema
distribuido. En colaboración con investigadores del Grupo de Inteligencia Interactiva
de la Universidad Técnica de Delft (Países Bajos), donde realicé una estancia de
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investigación en 2022, estamos trabajando con SAOP y MOPaC [MJ22] para per-
mitir a los puntos de acceso negociar sobre el uso de canales de frecuencia. Como
línea de investigación adicional, estamos considerando implementar un protocolo
completamente nuevo diseñado específicamente para redes Wi-Fi.

El sistema de voto electrónico, DiverSEC, también puede seguir desarrollándose. En
particular, falta ajustar el sistema para que cumpla con la resistencia a la coacción,
o para hacer correcciones y mejoras menores. Pero sobre todo, el sistema todavía
debe implementarse, probarse y analizarse en un caso práctico.

En cuanto a SensoGraph y el análisis de opiniones, estamos a punto de terminar
una nueva versión de la aplicación web. Nos permitirá probar y comparar nuevos
métodos con conjuntos de datos aún mayores procedentes de la recogida web. En
concreto, queremos implementar una mezcla entre projective mapping y free-linking,
para estudiar la correlación entre la matriz obtenida a partir de Gabriel Graph y el
conjunto de aristas definido sin algoritmo de agrupamiento.

También estamos trabajando con diseños de bloques incompletos. El objetivo es
poder estudiar la similaridad en un gran conjunto de muestras, ya que puede resultar
difícil para los participantes juzgar las relaciones entre muchos vértices al mismo
tiempo. Para solucionarlo, intentamos estudiar la similitud en un grafo grande
correlacionando los datos obtenidos de subgrafos más pequeños que contienen sólo
algunos de los vértices.

En resumen, todavía hay muchas posibilidades de seguir investigando a partir de las
aportaciones de esta tesis doctoral. Esperemos que podamos seguir esta tendencia y
seguir trabajando en redes inalámbricas, análisis de opinión y votación electrónica
con la ayuda de la teoría de grafos y las herramientas que hemos desarrollado hasta
ahora.
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